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Abstract
Chaim Zhitlowsky (1865-1943), known primarily for his role as a theoretician of diaspora
nationalism and political Yiddishism in the European context, spent most of the second half of his
life (from 1904 on) in the United States. In addition to his work there as a cultural activist, he
published a substantial body of commentary, mostly in the American Yiddish press, on the position
of Jews within the American multicultural system. Historians have regarded his attempt to import
an autonomist/multinational model into the American context as naïve; however, his observations
about the American Jewish identity that was being constructed before his very eyes in fact
comprise a consistent, theoretically deep, insightful, and iconoclastic political intervention which
not only problematizes the place of Jews in the American ethnoracial system, but also offers a
critique of – and a proposed remedy for – the hypocrisies intrinsic to the American liberal
multicultural model itself.
As I explore in this study, Zhitlowsky called into question the ability of a “cosmopolitan”
model (in the American context, the “melting pot”) to allow for true democratic multiculturalism,
and challenged the idea that ethnic particularism and universal humanism are in conflict. On these
grounds, he proposed “progressive Jewish nationalism” – expressed concretely through the
strategy of institutional Yiddishism – as a remedy for “assimilation,” which he considered a
damaging phenomenon powered by false promises. He also hoped that his suggested program,
when implemented, would exert an influence from the bottom up to prompt American society to
embody true cultural pluralism – by becoming a “confederation of peoples” that would ensure both
individual citizenship rights and minority national rights, including language rights. In his writings
in the Yiddish press, he urged American Jews to reckon with the constraints that systemic antiSemitism continued to place on their lives; he also explored the reasons why they so often avoided
this issue.
As I will show, while Zhitlowsky’s ideas occasionally reflect Eurocentric and essentialist
biases, his writings nevertheless offer a sophisticated analysis and critique of American nativism
and systemic racism. His work also casts new light on the construction of Ashkenazi Jewish
whiteness in the American context, insofar as they can be read both as a discursive attempt to
prevent Jews from “becoming white folks,” in Karen Brodkin’s terms (1998), and as an expression
of the American Ashkenazi community’s deep ambivalence about submitting to (white)
Americanization, as documented by Eric Goldstein (2006). In fact, while Zhitlowsky did believe
in “American ideals” as he defined them, his attitude vis-à-vis the American ethnoracial structures
that he saw developing on the ground went beyond ambivalence, indeed approaching an
“oppositional consciousness” which he may have been free to express in the Yiddish press in a
way that he would not have been in the American Anglophone sphere. He articulated this stance
in terms that are worth comparing with categories generated by observers of color in their analyses
of American whiteness.
In this thesis, I offer a reading of a heretofore-neglected selection of Zhitlowsky’s writings
in the American Yiddish press, contextualizing them in light of his biography and overall oeuvre.
Based on this reading, I map out his analysis of and political program for the American context,
thereby revealing his significance, until now unexplored in scholarly contexts, as a theorist of
American Jewish ethnicity. Finally, I consider Zhitlowsky’s activity in the American context as an
example of liberatory pedagogical praxis (as articulated by Cornel West (1985), Paulo Freire
(1968), and Antonio Gramsci (1929-1935)), and connect it to historiographic debates about the
nature of the American ethnoracial system and Jewish whiteness in the American context.
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תקציר
חיים ז'יטלובסקי ) ,(1943-1865הידוע בעיקר כתיאורטיקן של הלאומיות הדיאספורית והיידישיזם הפוליטי
בהקשר האירופאי ,בילה את רוב המחצית השנייה של חייו )משנת  1904ואילך( בארצות הברית .במקביל לפעילותו שם
כעסקן תרבות הותיר ז'יטלובסקי קורפוס עשיר של פרסומים ,בעיקר בעיתונות היידיש האמריקאית ,אשר עסקו ,בין
היתר ,במעמדם של יהודים במערכת הרב־תרבותית האמריקאית .ניסיונו לייבא את המודל המזרח־אירופאי של
אוטונומיזם במסגרת רב־לאומית אל תוך ההקשר האמריקאי נחשב בעיני היסטוריונים לנאיבי .ואולם ,הערותיו על הזהות
היהודית־אמריקאית הנרקמת לנגד עיניו מהוות התערבות פוליטית עקבית ,עמוקה מבחינה תיאורטית ,מלאת תובנות,
ואיקונוקלסטית .נקודת מבטו המקורית של ז'יטלובסקי לא רק מציגה את מקומם של היהודים במערכת האתנית־גזעית
האמריקאית כבעייתי ,אלא אף מותחת ביקורת על הצביעות הגלומה בעצם מודל הרב־תרבותיות האמריקאי־ליברלי,
ומציעה לה תיקון.
כפי שאני מתארת במחקר זה ,ז'יטלובסקי הטיל ספק ביכולתו של מודל "קוסמופוליטי" )בהקשר האמריקאי,
"כור ההיתוך"( לאפשר קיום רב־תרבותיות דמוקרטית אמיתית ,וקרא תיגר על הדעה ולפיה הפרטיקולריזם האתני
וההומניזם האוניברסלי סותרים זה את זה .בהתבססו על רעיונות אלה הוא הציע ש"לאומיות יהודית פרוגרסיבית" –
שביטוייה המוחשי יהיה האסטרטגיה של יידישיזם ממוסד – תשמש תרופה כנגד ההתבוללות ,שבה ראה תופעה מזיקה
המונעת על ידי הבטחות שווא .כמו כן ,ז'יטלובסקי קיווה שיישום התוכנית שהציע יחולל "שינוי מלמטה" ,שינוי שאף
יניע את החברה האמריקאית כולה לעבר פלורליזם תרבותי אמיתי :הפיכתה של ארצות הברית ל"קונפדרציה של עמים"
שתבטיח הן זכויות אזרח אינדיבידואליות והן זכויות לאומיות למיעוטים ,כולל זכויות שפה .בפרסומיו בעיתונות היידיש
ביקש ז'יטלובסקי לעורר יהודים אמריקאים להכיר בקיומה של אנטישמיות מערכתית המטילה הגבלות על חייהם .כמו
כן ,הוא בחן את הסיבות שבגינן חוגים רחבים ביהדות ארצות הברית בחרו להתעלם ממנה.
כפי שאראה ,אף שברעיונותיו אפשר להבחין בהטיה אירופוצנטרית ומהותנית ,ניתן לראות בו מי שמשתתף
בשיח הביקורתי כלפי הגזענות המערכתית והבניית הילידיות )"נייטיביזם"( האמריקאיות .כתביו שופכים אור חדש ,בין
היתר ,על הבנייתו של היהודי האשכנזי האמריקאי כ"לבן" .ניתן אף לקרוא אותם כניסיון דיסקורסיבי למנוע מהיהודים
האמריקאים "להפוך לאנשים לבנים" )קרן ברודקין ,(1998 ,או לפחות כביטוי לאמביוולנטיות העמוקה בקרב הקהילה
האשכנזית האמריקאית בנוגע לאמריקניזציה )לבנה( ,נושא שנחקר בידי אריק גולדשטיין ) .(2006למעשה ,בעוד
שז'יטלובסקי אכן האמין ב"אידיאלים האמריקאים" כהגדרתו ,עמדתו כלפי המבנים האתניים־גזעיים האמריקאים שהלכו
והשתכללו לנגד עיניו הייתה חריפה הרבה יותר מאשר "עמדה אמביוולנטית" .את עמדתו כמעט ניתן לתאר כ"תודעה
התנגדותית" ,עמדה שהצליח לבטא בעיתונות היידיש – באופן שלא התאפשר לבטאה במרחב השיח האמריקאי שהתנהל
באנגלית .ראוי להשוות את המונחים שבהם ניסח ז'יטלובסקי את עמדתו לקטגוריות ביקורתיות שנוצרו בידי פרשנים
לא־לבנים בניתוחיהם את הבניית הלובן האמריקאי.
בעבודה זו אני מציעה קריאה של מבחר ִמכּתביו של ז'יטלובסקי שהתפרסמו בעיתונות היידיש האמריקאית
והוזנחו עד כה ,תוך הצבתם בהקשר של הביוגרפיה שלו ושל והפעילות הכוללת שלו .על סמך קריאה זו ,אני ממפה את
הניתוח שלו ואת תוכניתו הפוליטית עבור ההקשר האמריקאי ,ובכך חושפת את חשיבותו ,שעד כה לא נחקרה בהקשר
האקדמי ,כתיאורטיקן של האתניות היהודית האמריקאית .כמו כן ,אני רואה בפעילותו של ז'יטלובסקי בהקשר האמריקאי
דוגמה לפרקסיס פדגוגי של שחרור )כפי שנוסחו על ידי קורנל ווסט ) ,(1985פאולו פריירה ) (1968ואנטוניו גרמשי
) .((1935-1929לבסוף ,אני מחברת בין פעילותו לוויכוחים היסטוריוגרפיים על אופי המערכת האתנית-גזעית
האמריקאית והלובן היהודי בהקשר האמריקאי.
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Prologue
Chaim Zhitlowsky and the Importance of the American Yiddish Press as an
Intracommunal Forum

While comparatively small numbers of Sephardic and Ashkenazi Western and Central
European Jews had arrived in earlier waves, the most dramatic wave of Jewish immigration
brought more than two million (mostly Ashkenazi) Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe to
American shores, between approximately 1880 and the passage of an act that restricted
immigration in 1924. The majority of these newer immigrants were Yiddish speakers, and a
Yiddish-language American Jewish culture gradually emerged, including publishing houses,
theaters, and schools. One of the most active and autonomous of Jewish immigrant institutions
was the Yiddish press. Beginning with Di yidishe tsaytung in New York in 1870, the American
Yiddish press spanned at least six cities, an estimated 307 titles, more than a century of feverish
activity, and a circulation of up to nearly 650,000 in its heyday.1 Until recently, the historical
Yiddish press has been relatively inaccessible, limited to partial, disintegrating print runs and
microfilms in a few select public and university libraries. However, new technologies and
digitization and indexing projects (particularly the Historical Jewish Press and the Abraham Icchok
Lerner Index to Yiddish Periodicals projects in Jerusalem, as well as the Stephen Spielberg Digital
Yiddish Library of the Yiddish Book Center in Amherst, MA) have today rendered the Yiddish
press – including the American Yiddish press – more readily accessible than ever before. This
See Robert Singerman, “The American Jewish Press, 1823–1983: A Bibliographic Survey of Research
and Studies,” American Jewish History 73, no. 4 (Jun. 1984), 435, 439, 441 and N. Goldberg, “Di yidishe
prese in di fareynikte shtatn, 1900-1940,” YIVO-bleter 18 (Nov.-Dec. 1941), 143. According to Mordecai
Soltes, writing in 1925, the readership of the press could be estimated at about 175% of its circulation (The
Yiddish Press: An Americanizing Agency (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University), 38-39).
1
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presents an exciting opportunity to explore American Jewish history with increased attention to
the voices of recent Jewish immigrants themselves, the debates taking place in Yiddish within the
immigrant community, and the role of thought leaders operating within the Yiddish-language
sphere.
In this study, I will attempt to turn over one corner of the underploughed field of strictly
“intracommunal” Jewish-American discourse about Jewish-Americanness: namely, Chaim
Zhitlowsky’s writings in the American Yiddish press about the position and self-conception of
Jews in American multicultural society.
Chaim Zhitlowsky was an influential public intellectual and somewhat of a celebrity in
certain circles during his lifetime. Although his name continues to be relatively well-known in
scholarly Yiddish circles, he has been relatively neglected as a subject of scholarship in recent
decades, with the exception of Camillo Dresner’s 1975 dissertation (Haim Zhitlovski: Teoretikan
“hale’umiut hagalutit” bezikatah lesotsializm [Haim Zhitlovski: Theoretician of “Galut
Nationalism” in Its Socialist Trend]),2 Kay Schweigmann-Greve’s 2012 biography (Chaim
Zhitlowsky: Philosoph, Sozialrevolutionär und Theoretiker einer säkularen nationaljüdischen
Identität [Chaim Zhitlowsky: Philosopher, Social Revolutionary, and Theoretician of a Secular
National-Jewish Identity]),3 Matthew Hoffman’s article “From ‘Pintele Yid’ to ‘Racenjude’:
Chaim Zhitlovsky and Racial Conceptions of Jewishness,”4 and a few relatively brief descriptions

Camillo Dresner, Haim Zhitlovski: Teoretikan “hale’umiut hagalutit” bezikatah lesotsializm, Ph.D.
dissertation, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 1975.
3 Kay Schweigmann-Greve, Chaim Zhitlowsky: Philosoph, Sozialrevolutionär und Theoretiker einer
säkularen nationaljüdischen Identität (Hannover: Wehrhahn Verlag, 2012). Also worthy of consideration is
Schweigmann-Greve’s article “Jüdische Nationalität aus verweigerter Assimilation: Biographische
Parallelen bei Moses Hess und Chaim Zhitlowsky und ihre ideologische Verarbeitung,” Trumah 17 (2007),
91-116.
4 Matthew Hoffman, “From ‘Pintele Yid’ to ‘Racenjude’: Chaim Zhitlovsky and Racial Conceptions of
Jewishness,” Jewish History 19, no. 1 (2005), 65-78.
2
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of his overall political and literary activity, notably in the work of Melech Epstein,5 Jonathan
Frankel,6 Emanuel Goldsmith,7 David Weinberg,8 and Tony Michels.9 If Zhitlowsky were an
ordinary figure, this might seem like a long list; however, the scope and significance of his work
was such that this is akin to saying that the research literature on, say, Jonathan Swift or Alexander
Hamilton consists of one scholarly biography and a few encyclopedia articles. Apart from the
general scholarly neglect that has been the fate of most Jewish intellectuals who operated primarily
in Yiddish around the turn of the last century, Zhitlowsky presents particular challenges for the
researcher, which may help to explain the relative dearth of attention which he has received in
proportion to the magnitude of his impact: above all, he was incredibly prolific for many decades,
in several languages, and in several major fields of activity, and he was a complex and creative
thinker who rarely took the time to systematize his own thought. Because so few scholars have as
of yet attempted to synthesize the main thrusts of his work, and because his many broad fields of
activity are deeply interconnected, it is daunting to attempt to explore even a small portion of his
oeuvre; such an attempt will inevitably be sorrowfully partial. However, the fact that a project is
daunting does not mean it is not worthwhile. Indeed, despite the casual dismissal of Zhitlowsky as
a gratuitous contrarian, a philanderer, a naïve utopian, or an “eclectic” leopard who changed his
spots a few times too often which one can encounter in the literature or in conversation with those

Melech Epstein, “Chaim Zhitlowsky, 1865-1943,” in idem, Profiles of Eleven: Profiles of Eleven Men Who
Guided the Destiny of an Immigrant Society and Stimulated Social Consciousness Among the American
People (Detroit, Wayne State University Press, 1965), 295-322.
6 Jonathan Frankel, “Chaim Zhitlovsky: Russian Populist and Jewish Socialist, 1887–1907” in idem,
Prophecy and Politics: Socialism, Nationalism, and the Russian Jews, 1862-1917 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1981), 258-287.
7 Emanuel Goldsmith, “Chaim Zhitlowsky,” in idem, Modern Yiddish Culture: The Story of the Yiddish
Language Movement (New York, Shapolsky, 1987), 161-181.
8 David Weinberg, “Haim Zhitlowski: Language, Political Radicalism, and Modern Jewish Identity,” in idem,
Between Tradition and Modernity: Haim Zhitlowski, Simon Dubnow, Ahad Ha-Am, and the Shaping of
Modern Jewish Identity (New York: Holmes & Meier, 1996), 83-144.
9 Tony Michels, “The Politics of Yidishe Kultur: Chaim Zhitlovsky and the Challenge of Jewish Nationalism,”
in idem, A Fire in Their Hearts: Yiddish Socialists in New York (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
2009), 126-178.
5
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who know a little (but not too much) about him, my impression after spending many months
immersed in his writings is that he was in fact an incredibly insightful observer who did not let
“accepted truths” blind him to social dynamics or political possibilities that others did not dare to
see or to name. Far from being the work of a “graphomaniac” who repeated himself in endless
slight permutations, his many articles on a given subject offer a broad range of astute observations
and pithy anecdotes, which when taken together gesture at a complex, nuanced, courageous,
idealistic and fresh perspective, and above all a refusal to see the world in terms of the zero-sum
dichotomies and polarities that all too often dominate and constrain political debate.
To the extent that he is known for something, Zhitlowsky is known today as one of the
architects of Jewish autonomism and political Yiddishism, two movements that are mostly
associated with the European context. Thus, despite the fact that he spent approximately half his
life in the United States, he tends to be associated with secular Jewish political movements in the
Old World that was destroyed in the Second World War. In this light, an exploration of his work
seems interesting for historical reasons, perhaps, but has little bearing on contemporary concerns.
However, as I hope to show, I believe that Zhitlowsky’s application of his ideas about Jewish
nationalism to the American setting reflects a highly perceptive conceptualization, not only of the
meaning of Jewish peoplehood in the modern world, but of the meaning and implications of
contemporary liberal models of multiculturalism more broadly, in the US and beyond, and as such
his work continues to be highly relevant in our times, and should be evaluated not only as a
historical relic but as a voice in conversations that continue to be underway. 10
Of the sources I listed above, although several do describe certain facets of Zhitlowsky’s activity in the
American context, none of them does more than scratch the surface of his writings in the American press,
and none of them engages in detail with his theoretical perspective on the place of Jews in American
society or its broader implications for his (and our) theories of multiculturalism. Weinberg appears to sum
up the American scholarly consensus on the topic, such as it is: “Whether because of unbounded
optimism or his desperate desire to finally realize his goals, Zhitlowski erred badly in his evaluation of the
possibilities for Jewish cultural and communal development in the United States. In particular, he seemed
10
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In 1938, Zhitlowsky wrote:
בלײבן
ַ
צײט
ַ מען קאָ ן זיך אַ רײַ נלעבן אין דער ניט־ייִ דישער קולטור־ספֿערע און אין דער זעלביקער
זײנען דאָ ס רובֿ
ַ [...]  מינאָ ריטעטן־פֿעלקער מיט אַ העכערן קולטור־לעבן.[...] טרײַ דער אייגענער
 ווי,רײן
ַ ַ אין דער הערשנדיקער קולטור־ספֿערע פֿון דעם לאַ נד לעבן זיי זיך א.צוויישפּראַ כיק
 אין דער אייגענער קולטור־ספֿערע. וואָ ס לייענען פֿאַ רשיידענע פֿרעמדע שפּראַ כן,געבילדעטע מענטשן
.גײסטיק־נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע היים
ַ  אַ ז נאָ ר זי איז די אייגענע,סטזײן
ַ
לעבט מען זיך אויס מיט דעם פֿולן באַ וווּ
[...]
 ווי אונדזער, מען זאָ ל די הערשנדיקע קולטור פֿון דעם לאַ נד באַ טראַ כטן,די אַ סימילאַ ציע וויל
איבערבלײבעניש פֿון אונדזער
ַ
 ווי אַ שטיק, די ייִ דישע קולטור זאָ ל באַ טראַ כט ווערן.אייגענע קולטור
 מען, דער ייִ דישיזם פֿאָ דערט. פֿון וועלכן מען דאַ רף וואָ ס גיכער פּטור ווערן,נידעריקן קולטור־מצבֿ
 ווי אַ פֿרעמדע קולטור־,זאָ ל די הערשנדיקע קולטור־ און שפּראַ ך־ספֿערע פֿון דעם לאַ נד באַ טראַ כטן
 פֿון וועלכער עס לוינט זיך איבערצונעמען די,זײן גוט באַ קאַ נט
ַ  מיט וועלכער עס לוינט זיך צו,ספֿערע
, און דער אייגענער ייִדישער קולטור־ספֿערע,בעסערע עלעמענטן און צו אַ סימילירן זיי אין זיך
11
.רײכערן מיט אַ לץ וויכטיקערע אַ לגעמיין־מענטשלעכע דערגרייכונגען
ַ ַכּדי זי צו בא
One can become a part of the non-Jewish cultural sphere while simultaneously
remaining faithful to one’s own [...]. [M]inority peoples with a developed cultural
life [...] are generally bilingual. They take part in the reigning cultural sphere of the
land, as educated people who read various foreign languages, [and] they live out
their lives in their own cultural sphere with full awareness that only [that sphere] is
their cultural-national home. [...]
Assimilation wants us to consider the reigning culture in the land to be our
own culture, [and] Jewish/Yiddish culture to be a remnant of our [previous] low
cultural status, which we must get rid of as quickly as possible. [In contrast,]
Yiddishism demands that we consider the reigning cultural and linguistic sphere of
the land to be a foreign cultural-sphere with which it is worth becoming wellacquainted, from which it is worthwhile to borrow the best elements and to
assimilate them into ourselves, into our own Jewish/Yiddish cultural sphere, in
order to enrich it with the increasingly important accomplishments of humankind
as a whole.
oblivious to the distinctive nature of immigrant assimilation in American society that made the
development of communal autonomy impossible. In concentrating all of his attention on immigrant Jewry,
he ignored contextual issues such as the sheer size of immigration to the United States, the nature of
American urban settlement, and the lack of any historical precedent for the support of an autonomous
ethnic community. […I]mmigrants to American were mainly concerned with their economic livelihood.
Struggling to survive in the face of adverse economic and social conditions, they had little interest in
serving as a training ground for some future society, whether in Russia, Palestine, or the United States”
(“Haim Zhitlowski,” 103-104). While Dresner and Schweigmann-Greve adopt a less dismissive attitude,
they focus primarily on other chapters of Zhitlowsky’s life and work.
11 “Asimilatorishkeyt un yidishizm: Dos problem fun oyslebn zikh in der eygener kultur un zikh araynlebn in
a fremder” [Assimilationism and Yiddishism: The Problem of Living One’s Life in One’s Own Culture and
Becoming Part of a Foreign One], Der tog, 4 Jul. 1938 (?). This appears to be the second installment of a
multipart article. I am not certain about the dates of several of the articles from the American Yiddish press
that I will be examining, because I accessed them via the press clippings series of Zhitlowsky’s papers in
the YIVO Archives, where exact dates, and in some cases, publications, are not always noted; these articles
are also not listed in the extant biographies of Zhitlowsky’s work. In such cases I will note the microfilm reel
number from the Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky as a supplement to the partial bibliographical information; in
this case, the article can be found on Reel 32A, frame 361 (collection RG 208).
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Here Zhitlowsky aims to encourage his Yiddish-speaking immigrant reader to notice the subtle
way in which the assimilatory expectations surrounding him place pressure upon him to consider
English (or any ambient non-Jewish language, in other geographic contexts) to be the linguistic
“home” of his new life, and his own language to be “foreign,” a meaningless or even shameful
remnant of the past which can easily be sloughed off without incurring any feelings of grief or
loss. Zhitlowsky prompts his reader to notice and reject this dynamic by frankly calling upon him
to adopt the reverse attitude: rather than regarding his bilingual status as consisting of more or less
fluency in English, plus his “foreign” immigrant language (in which fluency even at a very high
level has no cultural worth), Zhitlowsky invites the reader to consider himself bilingual (and
educated/cultured) insofar as he is fluent in his own “kultur-shprakh,” Yiddish, as well as in an
additional, “foreign,” kultur-shprakh, i.e., English. In addition, from this point of view, the
immigrant’s fluency in English is a resource which he brings back to his own people, rather than
a way in which he is compelled to “audition” for acceptance, legitimacy, or rights in the American
cultural sphere.
Of the utmost importance here is Zhitlowsky’s maneuver framing Yiddish-speaking Jews
as assimilating the “reigning culture” into their own cultural sphere, rather than vice versa; the
obvious and unapologetic audacity of this move, and the surprise, discomfort, or shock of
recognition which it engenders, makes it impossible to deny that an imbalance of power lies at the
very heart of the relationship between “culture assimilating” and “culture being assimilated into.”
This fundamental reversal of perspective – the unmasking of the power differential wherein
American society claimed to be equal-opportunity but in fact centered its Anglo citizens, and the
subsequent exhortation to Jews to recenter their lives around their own ethnic identity, without
rejecting their commitment to full participation in the American social project – is a maneuver that
10

was perhaps possible only in the context of the Yiddish press. (Zhitlowsky himself was probably
conscious of this fact on some level, which helps to explain why a key thrust in his political
program in the American context was the promotion of institutional Yiddishist spaces.) As such,
an examination of Zhitlowsky’s viewpoint offers a striking initial foray into the question of to what
extent the private, “intracommunal” forum of the Yiddish press gave Eastern European Jewish
immigrants space to “undo” their own internalization of the marginalization that they experienced
in the American context. It also offers an articulation of that marginalization – and a model for
reversing it – that is revealing as an analysis of, and a suggested rectification for, the limitations
of the “equality” offered by the liberal model for American ethnic pluralism of the time (and
beyond).12
In the face of the various polarizations of his time (chiefly the polarity between various
cosmopolitan ideals and the maintenance of an articulated Jewish communal identity), Chaim
Zhitlowsky attempted to describe the nature of the loss that was entwined with Jewish upward
mobility in the American context, and to ask whether that loss was truly inevitable. My aim in this
study is to begin the work of recovering, systematizing, and in some ways “translating” a small
slice of this debate from the Jewish past, from a time when the concept of (non-territorial) Jewish
nationalism in a truly multicultural diasporic context was less un-“thinkable” than it is today.

Although Zhitlowsky’s project seems to be rooted in the unique possibilities of the Yiddish-language
discursive context, it would nevertheless be worthwhile to compare his insights with those of Jewish
American cultural pluralists writing in the English-language sphere, in particular Horace Kallen. Joshua
Price has made a fruitful start on this endeavor in an unpublished paper, “Redefining Americanization:
Zhitlovski and Kallen on American Pluralism” (2010), which he was kind enough to share with me.
12
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Introduction
Chaim Zhitlowsky’s Origins, His Writings on the American Context, Two Dualities,
Notes on Terminology and Methodology, and Zhitlowsky as Public Pedagogue

Chaim Zhitlowsky was born in Ushatsh (Ushachy), in the Vitebsk Governorate (presentday Belarus), on April 19th, 1865.13 In the nearby city of Vitebsk, where his family moved when
he was three years old, he received a traditional kheyder education supplemented by lessons with
private tutors for other subjects, including Russian. He became active in intellectual pursuits early:
at the age of 12, he attempted to translate Uncle Tom’s Cabin into Hebrew, basing his translation
on Isaac Meyer Dik’s Yiddish text of the novel.14 He also wrote poetry in Russian from a young
age. An influential feature of his early years was his friendship with future writer and ethnographer
Sh. An-ski, whom he supposedly met on the day of his bar-mitzvah and with whom he edited a
newspaper, Vitebsker gleklekh (Vitebsk Bells). After the completion of his kheyder education,
Zhitlowsky attended a gymnasium. As a teenager he began to study radical and socialist thought
and embrace Russian leftist ideals, even taking a Russian name, “Yefim Osipovich.” After being
forbidden to take the entrance exams for the fourth year of gymnasium, apparently as a result of
having neglected his studies due to his new political interests, he traveled with An-ski to the
Russian cities Kaluga and then Tula to improve his Russian, continue his political education, and
at least theoretically, participate in political work organizing Russian youth. In 1883, he spent

Unless otherwise noted, biographical details are taken from Zalmen Reyzen, “Zhitlovski, Khayem,” in
idem, Leksikon fun der yidisher literatur, prese un filologye, vol. 1 (2nd ed., Vilna: Kletskin, 1926), col. 11181136; Yitskhok Kharlash, “Zhitlovski, Khayem,” in Leksikon fun der nayer yidisher literatur, vol. 3 (New York:
Alveltlekher yidisher kultur-kongres, 1960), col. 685-708; and Nachman Meisel, “Hoypt-dates in lebn un
shafn fun D"r Khayem Zhitlovski,” in idem, D"r Khayem Zhitlovski: Tsu zayn hundertstn geboyrnyor, 18651965 (New York: Ikuf, 1965), 120-126.
14 As far as I have been able to discover, his attempt was not preserved.
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several months with his mother and uncle in his birth city of Ushatsh. This experience, as well as
the general mood of disillusionment about cosmopolitan and assimilationist ideals among the
Jewish radical intelligentsia in the wake of the pogroms of the early 1880s,15 inspired him to
reconnect with his Jewish roots and prompted him to begin to engage with ideas about Jewish
nationalism. At that time, he returned to Vitebsk and began to take an interest in proto-Zionist
movements, including Bilu and Hibbat Zion. (He also went back to using his Yiddish name.)
However, he did not abandon his involvement in the Russian revolutionary movement: in 1884,
he joined a local circle of the Narodnaya Volya, where among other things he met his future wife,
Vera Lokhova. In the first step of his lifelong attempt to integrate his concern for the well-being
of the Jewish community with his investment in progressive movements, he attempted to found a
Jewish section, called Tshues Yisroel, of the local circle of Narodnaya Volya. However, this
proposal was rejected by the circle’s leadership, including some Jews, who considered the proposal
“separatist.” This early disappointment planted the seed of another question which he would
explore throughout his life: what prompted assimilated Jews to act against their own national
interests? In search of an answer to this question,16 he traveled in 1886, with economic support
from his father, to St. Petersburg to study Jewish history and culture, as well as social science more
generally, in the Imperial Public Library. He was eventually expelled from St. Petersburg for his
involvement in Russian revolutionary circles, but not before writing his first book, in Russian,
entitled Mysli ob istoricheskikh sudʹbakh evreĭstva [Thoughts on the Historical Fate of the Jews],
whose publication in Moscow his father financed in 1887.17 The book evoked sharp critique on
For historical context, see Frankel, “The Emergence of the New Politics: The Russian-Jewish Crisis,
1881-1882,” in idem, Prophecy and Politics, 49-132; and Erich Haberer, “Cosmopolitanism, Antisemitism,
and Populism: A Reappraisal of the Russian and Jewish Socialist Response to the Pogroms of 1881-1882,”
in Pogroms: Anti-Jewish Violence in Modern Russian History, ed. John D. Klier and Shlomo Lambroza
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 98-134.
16 Goldsmith, “Chaim Zhitlowsky,” 164.
17 For a summary of the book, see Frankel, “Chaim Zhitlovsky,” 264-266.
15
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the part of Shimon Dubnov and other Jewish critics, who even considered it to be anti-Semitic, but
it found favor in the eyes of the radical Russian press. After a brief return to Vitebsk, he left for
Berlin, where he married the non-Jewish Vera Lokhova in 1888,18 followed by Zurich, where he
studied in university, and later Bern, where he finished his doctoral dissertation, entitled Abraham
ibn Daud und der Beginn der aristotelischen Phase der jüdischen Religionsphilosophie [Abraham
ibn Daud (Rabad I) and the Beginning of the Aristotelian Period in Jewish Religious Philosophy],
in 1892. Along the way he continued his political and editorial work, attempting to found Jewish
socialist organizations and newspapers everywhere he lived, with varying degrees of success, due
to resistance on the part of non-Jewish leftists, not to mention local authorities. Among his
︡ m [A Jew to Jews],
important early literary-political efforts was the 1892 brochure Evreĭ k evreia
which he published under the pseudonym E. Khasin.19 In the brochure, he warned assimilated
Jewish readers that citizenship and equal rights in civil society would not be enough to resolve the
problems facing Jews, and that only national rights for Jews as a people would do that – an
argument which he would continue to embrace throughout his life. Likewise, he argued that
socialism and nationalism were not mutually exclusive. Around this time he also started to publish
in Yiddish, beginning with a translation of a Russian revolutionary poem in the London journal Di
fraye velt in 1891.
Over the course of the subsequent twelve years in Bern, he continued to organize, edit,
write, and tour as a public speaker on behalf of both general Russian and specifically Jewish
socialist movements. Among other things, he cofounded an organization in Bern in 1893 that

According to Epstein, prior to this he had entered into an arranged marriage which ended in divorce
(“Chaim Zhitlowsky,” 307).
19 For a detailed summary of the brochure see Frankel, “Chaim Zhitlovsky,” 268-270. An English translation
by Polly Zavadivker is available in Jews and Diaspora Nationalism: Writings on Jewish Peoplehood in
Europe and the United States, ed. Simon Rabinovitch (Waltham, MA: Brandeis University Press, 2012),
83-96.
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would become the Socialist Revolutionary (SR) stream of the Russian revolutionary left, edited
political journals in Russian, and wrote works of political theory in Russian and German. In 1897
he attended the First Zionist Congress in Basel as a press representative. His impression of the
movement was initially a negative one, but the trip was not in vain: the day after the congress, a
meeting organized by the new Berlin Yiddish publishing house Tsaytgayst, headed by Dovid
Pinski, provided Zhitlowsky with an opportunity to deliver what is considered by some to be the
first programmatic Yiddishist speech. In 1897, he wrote a short essay entitled “Far vos davke
yiddish?” [Why Yiddish?], with the intention that it would serve as an introduction to one of
several booklets containing translations into Yiddish of canonical socialist texts, including the
Communist Manifesto; however, the Bund, under whose aegis the booklets were published,
declined to print it. The essay was subsequently published in 1900 in the New York Forverts under
the pseudonym Ben Ehud.20 In the meantime, also under the pseudonym Ben Ehud, Zhitlowsky
published his article “Tsionizmus oder socializmus?” [Zionism or Socialism?] in the Bund organ
(Yidisher arbeter) in 1898. In the article, he criticized Zionism and developed his vision of
socialism as a structure that, rather than “kneading [all peoples] together into […] one big loaf –
mankind,” in fact allows each nation to develop its separate individuality – a metaphor similar to
others that he would later use to contrast a cosmopolitan model of a state based on individual
citizenship with a model of a multinational state made up of discrete nations each enjoying national
rights.21 In his conception of autonomous national development, he particularly emphasized the
establishment of Jewish educational institutions, another cause that would remain dear to him

An English translation by Anna Fishman Gonshor is available in Jews and Diaspora Nationalism, ed.
Rabinovitch, 96-104.
21 Frankel indicates the significance of Zhitlowsky’s impact, along with Shimon Dubnov, on the autonomist
ideology of the Bund, an ideology that would ultimately influence the official Soviet perspective on Jewish
nationality (Prophecy and Politics, 171).
20
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throughout his life.22 A year later, in 1899, he published another of his foundational essays, this
time in German: “Der Sozialismus und die Nationalitätenfrage” [Socialism and the National
Question].
In 1903, Zhitlowsky left his wife Vera and their six children.23 After the first Kishinev
pogrom that same year, Zhitlowsky began to reconsider his opposition to territorialism as a
political direction for Jewish nationalism. In 1904, partly because of differences of opinion in the
aftermath of the pogrom, Zhitlowsky ceased his involvement with the Bund.24
Also in 1904, after a brief stopover in Amsterdam, Chaim Zhitlowsky traveled to the
United States for the first time, as a representative of the Socialist Revolutionary Party, along with
Yekaterina Breshkovskaya, known as the “grandmother of the Russian revolution.” Zhitlowsky
agreed to go on the trip on the condition that in addition to drumming up ideological and financial
support for the Socialist Revolutionary Party, he would also be allowed to encourage the
development of Jewish nationalist attitudes among the American Jewish masses. During this first
trip to America, among other things, he delivered two lecture series, Yid un mentsh25 [Jews and
Men] and Di tsukunft fun di felker in Amerike26 [The Future of Peoples in America]. He also took
part in three public debates, one with dramaturg Jacob Gordin on nationalism vs. integrationism,27

For a more extensive summary of the article, see Frankel, “Chaim Zhitlovsky,” 272-274.
Some details about the end of this stormy marriage can be found in Epstein, “Chaim Zhitlowsky,” 309:
supposedly, Vera had an affair with a student, which led to a pregnancy. The student shot himself.
24 See Weinberg, “Haim Zhitlowski,” 98.
25 “Tsvey forlezungen vegn yid un mentsh,” Gezamlte shriftn, vol. 2 (Warsaw: Brzoza, 1932), 103-186.
26 English: “The Melting Pot” and “The Future of Races in America,” undated manuscripts, Papers of Chaim
Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, Folders 2024 and 2022; Yiddish:
“Tsvey forlezungen vegn der tsukunft fun di felker in Amerike,” Gezamlte shriftn, vol. 2 (Warsaw: Brzoza,
1932), 139-286 (“Ershte forlezung: Der melting-pot,” 139-237; “Tsveyte forlezung: Di fareynikte felker fun
di fareynikte shtatn,” 239-286).
27 For a summary of the issues discussed in the debate, which took place on 1 July 1905, see Goldsmith,
“Chaim Zhitlowsky,” 175-176, and Michels, “The Politics of Yidishe Kultur,” 142-143. For the text of Gordin’s
portion of the debate, see Yankev Gordin, “Natsyonalizmus un asimilatsyon,” Tsukunft (Oct. 1905), 537541 and (Nov. 1905), 601-605.
22
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one with editor Abe Cahan on Marxism,28 and one with anarchist and doctor Y.A. Merison on
territorialism. He also began to publish in the New York Yiddish press. In this way, he continued
to shift his focus toward addressing Jewish mass audiences, not only the Jewish and non-Jewish
socialist intelligentsia. Around this time, he had a brief affair with the poet Rosa Lebnsboym, later
known as Anna Margolin.29 In 1906 he returned temporarily to Europe, where at Sh. An-ski’s
suggestion he pursued an abortive attempt to run as a candidate for a Duma position and then,
when that was forbidden by police, to serve as an elector, before coming back to the US again in
1908, once again as a representative of the Socialist Revolutionary Party and this time also of
SERP (the Jewish Socialist Workers Party, also known as the Sejmists). After a trip to Tshernovits
for the Conference for the Yiddish Language, also in 1908, where he played a major organizing
and oratory role, he settled in the US permanently. In 1908 he founded a monthly journal, Dos
naye lebn, which came out fairly regularly until 1914 and then again in 1922-1923. The journal
aspired to create a forum for sophisticated intellectual and political discussion in Yiddish.30
Zhitlowsky was a popular lecturer in the US and Canada,31 and wrote regularly for the nonpartisan
newspaper Der tog32 and also for the Poale Zion newspaper Di tsayt from 1920-1921. He also

Frankel, “Chaim Zhitlovsky,” 270.
The affair is described vividly in Reuben Iceland, “Her Relationship with Dr. Khaym Zhitlovski,” in idem,
From Our Springtime: Literary Memoirs and Portraits of Yiddish New York, tr. Gerald Marcus (Syracuse,
NY: Syracuse University Press, 2013), 140-143.
30 For Zhitlowsky’s own accounting of the purposes of the journal, see Dos program un di tsiln fun dem
monatshrift Dos naye lebn (New York: Fareyn “Dos naye lebn,” 1908), reprinted in idem, Gezamlte shriftn,
vol. 3 (Historishe ideen-farbindungen, Warsaw: Brzoza: 1932), 7-21, and Di hoypt-oyfgabn fun Dos naye
lebn, New York: s.n., 1922. For a secondary discussion of the purpose and influence of the journal, see
Michels, “The Politics of Yidishe Kultur,” 144-151. See Sh. Elsberg for a description of the journal’s origins
and a discussion of its role (“D"r Zhitlovskis tetikeyt in Amerike (a kurtser iberblik),” in Zhitlovski-Zamlbukh:
Gevidmet Dr. Khayem Zhitlovski tsu zayn zekhtsikstn geburtstog fun zayne fraynd, khaveyrim, talmidim,
(Warsaw: Brzoza, 1929), 186-188).
31 According to Elsberg, Zhitlowsky had held about 2000 public lectures in North America by the year 1929
(“D"r Zhitlovskis tetikeyt,” 179).
32 Many of the articles I will be considering in this study were published in the Tog. For a description of the
newspaper’s orientation, see William Edlin, “Der ‘Tog,’” in 75 yor yidishe prese in Amerike (New York: Y.L.
Perets-Shrayber-Fareyn, 1945), 71. For a discussion of Zhitlowsky’s longstanding but fraught relationship
with the newspaper, which was “his only source of regular income,” see Dresner, Haim Zhitlovski, 543-544.
28
29
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wrote for Di tsukunft and helped to establish the American Jewish Congress33 and other Jewish
cultural and political organizations. He occasionally left the country for lecture tours in Europe
(1913, 1923-1925, 1929-1930) and the Yishuv (1914), where he was forbidden by Hebraists to
lecture in Yiddish. In 1908-1909 he played a leading role in unifying the American branches of
the Territorialist, SERP, and Poale Zion parties34; he also participated in the Arbeter-Ring
(Workmen’s Circle) and Yidish-Natsyonaler Arbeter-Farband parties, but never quite found his
place. He formally joined the Poale Zion Party in 1916 or 1917, but left it again in 1921 or 1922.35
1912 marked the 25th year of Zhitlowsky’s activity as a writer; in honor of the occasion, a
celebration was held in a packed Carnegie Hall,36 and a project was undertaken to publish his
collected works (ten volumes, New York, 1912-1919; another edition was published in Warsaw
from 1929-1935 in fifteen volumes37). Jubilee events were organized in Europe, America and
South Africa in honor of his sixtieth birthday in 1925; the event in New York City was held at the
Manhattan Opera House on November 28th.38

See Elsberg’s description of the Congress in terms that emphasize its role as an institution embodying
Jewish autonomist values (“D"r Zhitlovskis tetikeyt,” 181).
34 See Elsberg, “D"r Zhitlovskis tetikeyt,” 180; Joshua Karlip, The Tragedy of a Generation: The Rise and
Fall of Jewish Nationalism in Eastern Europe (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2013), 63.
35 For a discussion of Zhitlowsky’s evolving relationship with Zionism during this time period, see Dresner,
Haim Zhitlovski, 344-363.
36 Michels, “The Politics of Yidishe Kultur,” 152.
37 Yubileum-oysgabe/Zhitlovsky-Farlag-Gezelshaft; Brzoza. Collections of his work published after his
death include Ale verk, ed. Nachman Meisel (four volumes), New York: Ikuf, 1945-1953 and Geklibene
verk, ed. Yudl Mark (one volume), New York: CYCO, 1955.
38 “Zekhtsik-yoriker yubiley fun Dr. Khayem Zhitlovski” (program booklet), 28 Nov. 1925. Reyzen claims that
20,000 people attended the event (“Zhitlovski, Khayem,” col. 1132), but judging from the size of the venue,
3,000 is a likelier number. Two interesting items about the event in the press are: A call in Literarishe bleter
to contribute to a fund intended as a “folks-matone” (people’s gift) to Zhitlowsky, in order to enable him to
publish his work and continue to produce more (“Tsum yubiley fun D"r Khayem Zhitlovski” (vol. 2, no. 82,
27 Nov. 1925), 13); and an article by Samuel Charney (Sh. Niger) in Vilner tog, which discusses the
preparations for the event, and among other things mentions a “Zhitlowsky week” that would be observed
by schoolchildren in the Yiddish secular schools around the time of the celebration in November (“Di
hakhones tsu a kultur-yontef: Erev der fayerung fun D"r Zhitlovskis 60-yorikn yubiley” (6 Nov. 1925), 3). A
brief bulletin in the Reform Advocate of 12 Dec. 1925 reports that the “folks-matone” amounted to $15,000
in the end (“Our New York Letter,” 11).
33
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In 1929, Zhitlowsky’s divorce from Vera was formalized, and he married the non-Jewish
Nora Van Leewen, whom he had been seeing since 1915 and with whom he had three children.39
In his last decade of life, he provoked serious controversy with his stubborn support of the Soviet
Union, which he continued to see as an embodiment of many of his ideals, even after the
mainstream of the American Jewish left had become disenchanted with it. This was the case even
after the news of the purges of the late 1930s hit the West; additionally, Zhitlowsky expressed
support for some of Hitler’s anti-middle-class rhetoric and annexationist policies as late as 1939
insofar as they concurred with his own anti-bourgeois and pro-nationalist orientations. His words
were even taken up and quoted by the Nazi propaganda machine, which naturally provoked disgust
among his former fans. In 1939, in the wake of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, Zhitlowsky also
began to lose faith in Stalinism and distanced himself from pro-Soviet Jewish organizations in the
US. However, he returned to his work with them after Hitler betrayed the pact and attacked the
USSR.
Still embroiled in controversy, Zhitlowsky died of kidney failure at the age of 78 on May
6, 1943, while in Canada on a lecture tour. He was buried in New Montefiore Cemetery on Long
Island. His archive was given to YIVO in New York, although rumor has it that a portion was
retained by his family, presumably because they were worried that some of the documents could
be personally or politically incriminating.40

Fascinating documents concerning Nora were recently digitized by the Kheel Center of the Cornell
University Labor Library, as part of the International Workers Order (IWO) Records. From these documents
we learn that she born in 1885 in Java, Dutch East Indies to a sugar plantation owner; was trained as a
nurse; and after Chaim’s death, went on a lecture tour in the framework of the IWO, speaking in English
about three themes: “The woman between the world wars,” “Zhitlowsky, the man and his life work,” and
“How Zhitlowsky arrived at his final position on the Soviet Union” (26 Jan. 1944, #5276, Box 29, Folder 6).
Based on an advertisement posted on p. 28 in the newspaper New Masses on 22 December 1942 (even
before Chaim’s death), it seems that she was boarding children in her home (for pay, presumably). Both of
these pieces of information suggest that money may have been tight around the time of Zhitlowsky’s death.
40 Alec (Leyzer) Burko and Tony Michels, personal communications, September 2019. See also Dresner,
Haim Zhitlovski, 539.
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Zhitlowsky was regarded as a major theoretician of diaspora nationalism and Yiddishism,
and his articulation of a pathway to the synthesis of socialism with a Jewish nationalist stance
significantly influenced the political program of multiple Jewish left-wing streams. Among his
other activities, Zhitlowsky endeavored to popularize classics of Western philosophy – as well as
Einstein’s theory of relativity – in Yiddish for a Jewish immigrant audience, and played an
important role in founding the North American system of Yiddish supplementary schools for
children.
Over the course of his lifetime, Chaim Zhitlowsky published well over 500 articles in the
Yiddish press.41 Among the themes with which he was preoccupied, three interest us here. The
first, clearly, is the position of Jews – and their own perception of that position – in American
society. When we read his articles on this first topic, we discover the other two: the pair of opposing
tendencies which served as the lens through which he observed American Jewish communities and
sought to transform them, namely asimilatsye and natsyonalizm, assimilation and nationalism. As
we will see in more detail later, Zhitlowsky’s basic (and ambitious) aim in his activity in the United
States was to stem the tide of assimilation and stir up Jewish national feeling, which he believed
Dresner places the number much higher, at “thousands” of articles in Der tog alone (Haim Zhitlovski,
543). As far as I have been able to ascertain, no complete bibliography of Zhitlowsky’s writings in the Yiddish
press exists, although M. M. Rozenboym’s bibliography (“Zhitlovski-biblyografye,” in Zhitlovski-zamlbukh,
432-479) is fairly comprehensive up through 1926. Other bibliographies that are worth a look, although they
largely fail to include Zhitlowsky’s publications in the press, include Yefim Yeshurin, “Dr. Khayem Zhitlovski:
Biblyografisher fragment,” Jewish Book Annual: Classic and Contemporary Books of Jewish Interest (19431944), 14-20/קח- ;קבthe bibliography included by Kharlash (“Zhitlovski, Khayem,” col. 705-708); the
bibliography included by Schweigmann-Greve (Chaim Zhitlowsky, 393-442), and the bibliography included
by Dresner (Haim Zhitlovski, 539-567). Over 520 of Zhitlowsky’s articles can be found via the Index to
Yiddish Periodicals (http://yiddish-periodicals.huji.ac.il/), but this resource excludes the American daily
Yiddish press. Articles which are not listed in any of the above bibliographies or in the Index can be found
in the “Newspaper Clippings” series in Zhitlowsky’s papers at the YIVO Archives (RG 208). Many thanks to
my research assistant Jessica Podhorcer for her help in identifying and transmitting relevant articles to me
from that repository. It is worth noting that Zhitlowsky’s archive at YIVO contains several additional
manuscripts that appear relevant (e.g., “Asimilatorishe shtrebungen un zeyer bakemfung” [Assimilationist
Strivings and the Fight Against Them]; “Der bankrot fun der asimilatsye [The Bankruptcy of Assimilation];
“Tsu ale yidn in di fareynikte shtatn” [To All Jews in the United States]; and “Der kamf kegn asimilatsye”
[The Fight Against Assimilation] – Folders 1304, 1323, 1659, 1709); for this study I chose to limit my corpus
to published materials.
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would be the first step toward resolving a whole host of social problems, and ultimately also the
answer to “the Jewish question” in the New World and beyond.
It is not easy to define a corpus when researching an incredibly prolific and wide-ranging
author.42 This study certainly is not exhaustive: among other omissions, I will not include here a
discussion of Zhitlowsky’s important early (pre-1904) writings, even though they are crucial to a
full understanding of his vision of Jewish nationalism in a multicultural context. I will also omit
any discussion of his exhaustive treatment of socialist ideology, even though it is a significant
factor in his ultimate vision, particularly with regard to the economic position of Jews. Similarly,
I won’t discuss his detailed engagement with the ideologies of various political streams, including
Zionism and territorialism. It goes without saying that I also will not treat the vast swaths of his
writings that are concerned with more remote topics, including Western philosophy and Yiddish
literary criticism. I will, however, attempt to discuss a significant portion of those of his writings
from 1904 on which deal with the status of American Jews, as well as those which focus on his
analysis of assimilation, even if not in the American context. It was not possible to include all
articles in which he discusses his conception of Jewish nationalism, simply because there are too
many: this category could properly be said to include all of his many articles about Zionism,
territorialism, autonomism, Hebraism, and Yiddishism, among other topics. However, his articles
about assimilation and about the American context themselves provide a clear picture of his

Writing in 1925, Samuel Charney (Sh. Niger) already felt the need to introduce an overview of
Zhitlowsky’s life and work with the disclaimer, “It is impossible for me even to attempt to write about Dr.
Chaim Zhitlowsky and his accomplishments without an apology. The scope of his activity is so broad; his
literary, scholarly, and social interests encompass so many different arenas of modern life, of contemporary
culture; his research, his persuasive writing, his intellectual leadership relate to so many items that even if
one did not aspire to an exhaustive approach, but rather merely to touch upon the topic from all sides, one
would need to immerse oneself in the most important philosophical, ethical, social, and national problems
of the current era” (“D"r Khayem Zhitlovski: Tsu zayn zekhtsik-yorikn yubiley,” Literarishe bleter 2, no. 83
(4 Dec. 1925), 277).
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conception of Jewish nationalism, or at least of the contours of the nationalist stance which he
believed was the remedy for what he saw as the scourge of assimilation.43
In addition to the assimilation/nationalism dyad, it is important to mention another related
but crucially different dyad that is central to Zhitlowsky’s analysis of the position of American
Jews, and to his work overall; namely, the universalist/particularist dichotomy. At first glance,
“universal vs. particular” may appear to be simply another version of “assimilated vs.
nationalistic”; however, the entire purpose of this portion of Zhitlowsky’s work was to show that
the two pairs differ from one another in an essential way. Assimilation, according to Zhitlowsky,
is a destructive process that involves the subordination of one group to another; nationalism is the
mindset and behavior that seeks to reverse that subordination. In contrast, universalism (properly
termed internatsyonalizm when conceived correctly, according to him) is a progressive stance
affirming that cohabitation and mutual influence between peoples are desirable phenomena and
can and must take place on a peaceful, non-competitive basis – and, most importantly, it is a stance
that does not conflict in the least with particularism (which he generally calls natsyonalizm),
regardless of the widespread tendency on the part of various camps to treat them as mutually
exclusive. The union of these two orientations, a “universally-oriented particularism” if you will,
is what Zhitlowsky labeled “progressive nationalism,” as we shall see.

I wish to mention here several additional articles of Zhitlowsky’s which informed my analysis, but which I
did not ultimately cite in this study: “Vos iz asimilatsye?”, 30 Jun. 1915 (?), reprinted in Gezamlte shriftn,
vol. 8 (In shvere tsaytn, New York: Dr. Kh. Zhitlovski-Farlag-Gezelshaft, 1919), 169-175; “Asimilatorisher
natsyonalizm,” Der tog, 29 Jul. 1923; “Vi Dr. Khayem Zhitlovski zet di tsukunft fun yidn in Amerike,” Der tog,
1 Jul. 1928; “Undzer tsukunft do in land: Di tsukunft fun ‘melting-pot,’” Der tog (?), 22 Jun. 1930 (Papers of
Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, reel 32A, frame 244); The
Future of Our Youth in This Country and Assimilation (tr. Max Weinberg, Pittsburgh: The Yiddish Culture
Society, 1935 – the Yiddish original (“Di tsukunft fun undzer yugnt do in land un di asimilatsye”) of this
lecture delivered on the occasion of his 70th birthday celebration in Pittsburgh on 4 May 1935 can be found
in the YIVO Archive, RG 208, Folder 1686 (reel 22, frame 315), dated 1930); and “Vegn undzer yugnt,” Der
tog, 3 Jun. 1940 (?) (RG 208, reel 32A, frame 9). I should also mention two additional relevant articles
which I did not include in the study: “Simonim fun a nayem lebn bay di yidn in Amerike,” Dos naye lebn 1,
no. 5 (Apr. 1909), 40-46; and “Nokh simonim fun a nayem lebn bay di yidn in Amerike,” Dos naye lebn 1,
no. 6 (May 1909), 53-57.
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Before we go further, it is important to consider the matter of terminology. While many of
the dynamics that Zhitlowsky described still exist in various forms today, we tend to use a different
set of terms to talk about them, particularly in an academic context. Up until this point, I have used
contemporary terms (identity, center/margin, internalization, multiculturalism, particularism,
peoplehood, Jewish communities) in order to introduce the topic that I will be considering.
However, for most of the rest of the study, I will be engaged in an examination of Zhitlowsky’s
writings, and as such I will mostly employ the terms that Zhitlowsky himself used. Two of those
terms require specific mention, partly because they reflect Zhitlowsky’s two key concepts, and
partly because they are both fraught in the present day.
The first term is “assimilation.” First, it must be acknowledged that the term is still very
much in use, both in Jewish communal conversations and in the academic field of Jewish Studies:
consider for example the discussion in the 2018 issue of The American Jewish Year Book about
whether or not the current state of assimilation processes should be considered cause for alarm
about American Jewish survival.44 However, the term is avoided today in much scholarly writing
both inside and outside of Jewish Studies for three main reasons: because it is a linear model that
implies that minority/marginalized cultures experience only cultural loss, without acknowledging
the possibility of cultural development or change; because it implies an ultimate complete loss of
identity on the part of the assimilating group, without allowing for the possibility of retained
culture or biculturality; and because it ignores the possibility of hybridity, i.e., the multidirectional
influence of multiple cultural groups upon one another (including the influence of marginalized

The discussion comprises a reprint of two assessments written in 1987 by sociologist Steven Cohen and
political scientist Charles Liebman on the subject, accompanied by Cohen’s revision (in a pessimistic
direction) of his earlier position, and followed by the views of nineteen other scholars on the question
(Steven Cohen and Charles Liebman, “The Quality of American Jewish Life,” 3-50; Arnold Dashefsky et al.,
“Forum on Contemporary American Jewry: Grounds for Optimism or Pessimism?”, 51-112).
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groups on dominant groups) which results in cultural transformation and the creation of something
new.45 In these three ways, the term oversimplifies the processes resulting from cultural contact
and minimizes the resiliency and impact of the identity and cultural resources of
minority/marginalized groups.
Despite these limitations, I will be using the term in this paper, firstly, as I have said,
because it is the term that Zhitlowsky himself used, and this study’s aim is to analyze his writings,
not to describe cultural change from a sociological perspective. I will be using the term for a second
reason as well: when Zhitlowsky uses it, his intention is to indicate a social process that he believes
results in the violent destruction and erasure of Jewish identities, communities, and selves. Under
Zhitlowsky’s pen, and in the context of communal conversations about Jewish identity in the US
more broadly, “assimilation” is a loaded term which expresses fear, pain, and anger about cultural
loss and destruction. “Assimilation” has been deemed too imprecise for descriptive scholarly use
in certain contexts because it posits the complete erasure of minority identity; for this very same
reason, the term captures and expresses Jewish communal anxiety about cultural loss in a way that
more “up-to-date” terms (acculturation, hybridity…) do not. Because the imagination and
description of that loss, rather than the sociological process of cultural change itself, is the subject
of this study, “assimilation” is ultimately the more appropriate term.

For a good brief summary of the evolution of American popular and scholarly discourse about the cultural
change of immigrant groups in the US from a linear model of assimilation/Americanization/cultural
uniformity to a non-linear model of acculturation/biculturality/cultural pluralism that recognizes
intracommunal diversity as well as ethnogenesis (the evolution of minority ethnicities, including the
emergence of new ethnicities, in a multicultural context), see Eileen Tamura, Americanization,
Acculturation, and Ethnic Identity: The Nisei Generation in Hawaii (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press,
1994), 49-51. For a literature review describing the shift from a linear, discrete, domination/submissionbased model of cultural contact to a multidirectional model that recognizes mutual influence, creativity,
change, and hybridization, see Alfonso Montuori and Hillary Stephenson, “Creativity, Culture Contact, and
Diversity,” World Futures 66 (2010), 266-285.
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The second term that demands attention is “nationalism.” This term is loaded in various
ways in various contexts, but in the context of Jewish Studies, unless we work specifically on
Jewish movements at the turn of the last century, it is very difficult today to conceive of Jewish
nationalism other than in connection with Zionism; in general, we have a tendency today to
associate nationalism with militarism, statehood, borders, and competition for sole sovereignty
over land and resources. However, it is important to remember that Zhitlowsky was writing in an
era prior to the founding of the State of Israel; that he hailed from a multinational context (Imperial
Russia); that he was one voice among many in an active discussion about what Jewish nationalism
could look like, a discussion in which the idea of cultural, non-territorial nationalism received a
significant hearing; and that he, specifically, was a major contributor to the development of the
idea of Jewish autonomism (the pursuit of Jewish national rights in a multicultural context without
sole Jewish territorial sovereignty).46 When Zhitlowsky uses the term “nationalism,” he means
above all the pursuit of autonomous Jewish communal thriving, whatever form that might take; by
the time Zhitlowsky settled in the US, he was no longer anti-Zionist,47 but his main concern
throughout his life was healthy Jewish existence in a multinational context, which he specified
explicitly was a non-competitive, non-zero-sum quest.48 Perhaps the best way to extract ourselves

For a recent contextualization of Zhitlowsky’s influence on this front, see Simon Rabinovitch, “Jewish
Autonomy and Europe’s Changing Legal Landscape,” in idem, Jewish Rights, National Rites: Nationalism
and Autonomy in Late Imperial and Revolutionary Russia (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2014), 5278. For an exploration of the development of Zhitlowsky’s ideas about autonomism and diaspora
nationalism, see Dresner, Haim Zhitlovski: Teoretikan “hale’umiut hagalutit” bezikatah lesotsializm. For
Dubnov’s assessment of the role of Zhitlowsky’s ideas and his changing ideology, see Shimen Dubnov,
“Zhitlovskis oytonomizm,” in Zhitlovski-zamlbukh, 190-195.
47 See Dresner’s treatment of Zhitlowsky’s relationship to Zionism from 1908 on (“Tsionut sotsialistit,” in
idem, Haim Zhitlovski, 295-301).
48 See e.g. in the article “A gezegn-vort Hern Gibonsn”: “Can the solution to ‘the Jewish problem’ that the
Jewish-national movement suggests bring [Jews around the world a] free, fair existence characterized by
human dignity and human happiness, without doing damage to anyone else?” Zhitlowsky implies that the
answer to this question is yes, emphasizing once again that Jewish thriving need not be attained at the
expense of anyone else: “If [a person] believes that this program is possible to implement, then his moral
duty is […] to help us […] to build our life as we ourselves see fit, on the condition, naturally, that we do no
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from our present-day conception of nationalism and enter into Zhitlowsky’s is to note that the unit
of “natsyonalizm” is for him not the state (land, natsye) but the people (folk) – and he does not
seek to establish an equivalency between the two. However, while it is important to recognize that
the fact that he touted Jewish nationalism does not make Zhitlowsky an early Meir Kahane, it is
equally important to recognize that his vision of Jewish nationalism is also not fulfilled by the
contemporary model with which we are familiar, of freedom to develop Jewish institutional life in
a liberal multicultural context. Zhitlowsky believed in at least a degree of political autonomy, and
to a certain extent in the cultivation of a total Jewish linguistic, cultural, and political sphere. It is
beyond the scope of this study to define his vision of Jewish nationalism fully; for the moment
what is important is to understand that it is a vision that was “thinkable” (and that he fought to
make “thinkable”) in his era in a way that it is not automatically thinkable for us today, and it is
necessary to take his idea of nationalism on its own terms and not fall into the temptation to map
it facilely onto models taken from our times.
As I mentioned above, Zhitlowsky was an insightful and holistic observer, but he was
rarely a systematic writer. His vision of and for the American Jewish community lies scattered
across dozens of articles, poorly edited more often than not, consisting of pithy anecdotes, visual
metaphors, political exhortations, and alternately starry-eyed and doomsaying predictions about
the future. As such, a grasp on his model as a whole is attainable only through the pursuit of two
simultaneous strategies: first, curation, or the identification of the puzzle pieces where they lie
flung here and there throughout his work, followed by the patchworking of them into a picture that
seems to hang together; and second, interpretation by means of iterative modeling, or a beefed-up

damage to others in the process” (Di tsayt (?), Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO
Institute for Jewish Research, reel 32A, frame 26).
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version of the hermeneutic circle as Hans-Georg Gadamer describes it, relying on Heidegger49: an
approach to reading that consists of attempting to compare a given text with one’s own “foremeanings,” or expectations – consciously as much as possible – followed by the experience of
being “brought up short,” or having those expectations thwarted, which then launches the iterative
process of adjusting those “fore-meanings” until a model of the meaning of the text is reached
which both appears to be as consistent as possible with the assertions of the text itself and is
necessarily a product of the perspective of the individual observer and his era. Although all texts
are inevitably partial and flat compared to the multidimensional consciousness and era which once
gave rise to them, I said above that reading Zhitlowsky requires a “beefed-up” version of
Gadamer’s hermeneutic circle. This is because the “text” that results from creating a patchwork of
Zhitlowsky’s “puzzle pieces” is even more fragmented and incomplete than an ordinary historical
text, and it makes little effort to explain itself as a unified idea. As such, the application and
iterative revision of “fore-meanings” is even more necessary than usual, if one wishes to arrive at
a proposed model for the meaning of the resultant “text.” These two practices, curation and
interpretation through iterative modeling, combine to serve as an initial foray into a long-overdue
canonization process for Zhitlowsky’s work – or at least this small corner of it.
My own set of “fore-meanings,” or in other words, the questions I bring to the text, are
largely shaped by my past conscious and unconscious gleanings from five realms: first, the
contemporary public discourse on the American left (in general and on the Jewish left in particular)
about racial justice and minority thriving in multicultural America, particularly as articulated by
See Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method (2nd ed., tr. Joel Weinsheimer and Donald Marshall,
London: Continuum, [1960] 2004), Chapter 4, “Elements of a Theory of Hermeneutic Experience,” section
1, “The Elevation of the Historicity of Understanding to the Status of a Hermeneutic Principle,” particularly
subsections (A)(i), “The Hermeneutic Circle and the Problem of Prejudices: Heidegger’s Disclosure of the
Fore-Structure of Understanding” (268-273) and (B)(iii), “Prejudices as Conditions of Understanding: The
Hermeneutic Significance of Temporal Distance” (291-299). Thanks to Sandra Chiritescu for pointing me
in the direction of Gadamer’s work.
49
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American feminists of color and proponents of Critical Race Theory; second, the disciplines of
anthropology and multicultural education, particularly ideas about the definition of cultural groups
and practices of public pedagogy for critical consciousness; third, contemporary ideas of positive
individual and communal Jewish identity as they are expressed and developed in various Jewish
institutional contexts in the US and Israel; fourth, the perspective of historical and contemporary
Yiddishist spheres on the synthesis of Jewish identity, intellectual activity, and left-wing values;
and fifth, my lived experience of existing between and questioning the four aforementioned realms,
as well as two additional ones: the “mainstream American” culture of my generation and the “oldfashioned, yet ambivalent New York Jewish” culture of my immediate family (which can in fact
be situated two generations “ago,” because due to my family’s tendency toward “long
generations,” all four of my grandparents were born before 1910, meaning that the majority of my
own “generational peers” were born around 1950). While a complete naming of the interpretive
(and in some sense ethnographic) process that I have brought to the corpus would comprise an
entirely different project, the concepts, questions, and in some cases experiences that I drew upon
in order to make sense of various elements of Zhitlowsky’s model undoubtedly shine through my
analysis on some level.
Ultimately, my reading of Zhitlowsky is that his intended mission was to “use” Jewish
nationalism to “undo” American assimilation, which he viewed as a sort of “false universalism,”
in order to open up the space to develop a truly universal society made up of separate thriving,
cooperating peoples. This required, firstly, the exposure of the power differential hiding behind
the “false universalism”; secondly, the sensitization of the Jewish population to the damages
resulting from that differential and the denial of it; and thirdly, the organizing of that population
to build a Jewish national life in America that would heal those damages and lay the foundation
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for a truly inclusive multicultural society for Jews and non-Jews alike. As such, Zhitlowsky can
be regarded, at least in his intent if not in his impact, as what Cornel West calls in “The Dilemma
of the Black Intellectual” an “insurgent” public intellectual or a “critical organic catalyst.” West
characterizes the black insurgent intellectual as a thinker “international in outlook”; “explicitly
particularist though not exclusivist,” who, through “a critical negation, wise preservation, and
insurgent transformation of [the] black lineage which [...] projects a better world,” “creat[es] or
reactivat[es] institutional networks that promote high-quality critical habits primarily for the
purpose of black insurgency” and devotes himself to “stimulat[ing], hasten[ing], and enabl[ing]
alternative perceptions and practices by dislodging prevailing discourses and powers.”50 This
characterization aptly describes Zhitlowsky’s apparent goals in the context of the Eastern
European Jewish immigrant community. Additionally, although Zhitlowsky subscribed to a
relatively elitist rather than a collective pedagogical model, his project can also be described in
Freirean terms, as an endeavor to move the immigrants from “fear of freedom” to “critical
consciousness,” by involving them in transforming the “structure of oppression” such that they
cease to be “welfare recipients” and become “beings for themselves.”51 This can also be read as
the move of the Gramscian “organic intellectual,” who “arise[s] directly out of the masses, but
remain[s] in contact with them,” and points out and contests their “spontaneous consent […] to the
general directions imposed on social life by the dominant fundamental group,” thus encouraging

Cornel West, “The Dilemma of the Black Intellectual,” in idem, Keeping Faith: Philosophy and Race in
America (New York: Routledge, 1993), 74-77.
51 Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (30th anniv. ed., tr. Myra Bergman Ramos, New York:
Continuum, [1968] 2000), 35-36, 46-47, 73-74. It is important to note that the simplistic dichotomy “elitist”
vs. “collective” should be complicated with attention to the specificity of the Yiddish cultural sphere,
considering high rates of at least basic literacy among Yiddish-speaking Jews in general as well as the
relative decentralization and porousness of the Yiddish intellectual elite. The role of the public intellectual
was among Zhitlowsky’s many concerns: see for example his serialized article “A por verter vegn inteligents
un ameratses” [A Few Words About the Intelligentsia and Ignorance], Dos naye lebn 2, no. 3 (Mar. 1910),
117-124; no. 4 (Apr. 1910), 175-184; no. 5 (May 1910), 235-245; no. 6 (Jun. 1910), 295-304.
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them in the “critical understanding of self […] through a struggle of political ‘hegemonies,’ first
in the ethical field and then in that of politics proper.”52 In general, a “public pedagogy” lens is
useful for conceptualizing Zhitlowsky’s role;53 this is certainly in keeping with how Zhitlowsky
was viewed, at least by some, in his own time; Samuel Charney (Sh. Niger), for example,
characterized him as “der groyser folks-dertsier” [the great educator of the people].54
We will begin by encountering Zhitlowsky’s framing of the problem of assimilation against
the backdrop of the European “Jewish problem,” as well as the basic premises of his envisaged
solution (Section 1: The Three-Headed Snake and the Assimilator/“Progressive Nationalist”
Dyad). After that, we will explore his characterization of the American context (Section 2: The
Melting Pot: A Misrepresentation), his analysis of the misconception at the root of assimilatory
hopes (Section 3: The Dangers of “Cosmopolitanism”), his intervention into that misconception,
his articulation of the political model that he believed would both resolve the misconception and
repair the damages it caused (Section 4: A False Dichotomy, and “The United Peoples of the
United States”), and concrete details of his political program (Section 5: “Progressive
Nationalism,” the Question of Language, and Institutional Yiddishism). Then we will investigate
his analysis and confrontation of Jewish resistance to his preferred political orientation, Jewish
nationalism (Section 6: Unmasking the Power Differential and Confronting the Jewish Rejection
of Jewish Nationalism) and his assessment of the forms that that resistance took in later generations
Antonio Gramsci, “The Formation of the Intellectuals,” in idem, Selections from the Prison Notebooks (Q.
Hoare and G. N. Smith, eds., London: Lawrence and Wishart, [1929-1935] 1971), 12, and “Relation
Between Science, Religion and Common Sense,” in idem, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, 333, 340,
quoted in Stephen Brookfield, “Contesting Hegemony,” in idem, The Power of Critical Theory for Adult
Learning and Teaching (Maidenhead, Berkshire: Open University Press, 2005), 98, 107, 110.
53 For an investigation of the breadth of the concept of “public pedagogy” and the relationship between
public pedagogy, the public intellectual, and social change, see Jennifer Sandlin et al., “Mapping the
Complexity of Public Pedagogy Scholarship: 1894-2010,” Review of Educational Research 81, no. 3 (Sep.
2011), 338-375, particularly the section “Public Pedagogy, Public Intellectualism, and Performative Social
Activism,” 354-358.
54 “Di hakhones tsu a kultur-yontef.” I am indebted to Sandra Chiritescu for helping me recognize that I was
looking at Zhitlowsky’s project through the lens of “consciousness-raising,” variously articulated.
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(Section 7: What About the Next Generation? Alienation, Surreptitious Endosociality, “The Jewish
Religion,” and Predicting the “Ethnic Revival”). Finally, after a brief overview of some of the
dangers inherent in Zhitlowsky’s conception of nationalism (Section 8: Strange Bedfellows:
Shortcomings in Zhitlowsky’s Vision of “Progressive Nationalism”), we will conclude by
considering the significance of an exploration of Zhitlowsky’s perspective for understandings of
the history of Ashkenazi Jewish racialization in the United States (Before Jews Became White
Folks: Oppositional Consciousness, Agency, and Foreseeing the “Price of Whiteness”).
One final note before we begin: In the quotations which I have included below in Yiddish,
I have mostly standardized the spelling according to YIVO standards, for the sake of ease of
reading. All translations are mine unless otherwise noted; all emphasis in quotations is present in
the original unless otherwise noted.

Section 1
The Three-Headed Snake and the Assimilator/“Progressive Nationalist” Dyad

While it was not his first treatment of the subject of assimilation,55 Zhitlowsky’s 1914
brochure Di asimilatsye: Vos zi zogt tsu un vos zi git56 [Assimilation: What It Promises and What
It Delivers] provides a schematized summary of his perspective on Jewish assimilation and the
assimilatory mindset in Europe that proves useful as a point of departure for considering his

For contextualization of this essay in terms of Zhitlowsky’s earlier writings (particularly Thoughts on the
Historical Fate of the Jews and “A Jew to Jews”), see Dresner, “Hitbol’lut,” Haim Zhitlovski, 92-99. In Karl
Fornberg’s review of the brochure, he complains that it is a recapitulation of ideas Zhitlowsky has already
presented elsewhere (“D"r Zhitlovskis ‘asimilatsye,’” Literatur un lebn 1, no. 9 (Oct. 1914), 123).
56 Di asimilatsye: Vos zi zogt tsu un vos zi git, Vienna: Naye velt, 1914.
55
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perspective on the American context.57 In the brochure, Zhitlowsky represents the “Jewish
problem” as a three-headed snake. The three heads are: anti-Semitism, the low cultural level of the
Jewish masses, and the crippling of the moral state of the Jewish people (“di farhoykerung fun dem
yidishn mehus mentsh”).58 At a certain point, Zhitlowsky tells us, a portion of the Jewish
community59 became captivated by the idea that assimilation was the weapon that could slice off
the snake’s three heads. Firstly, cosmopolitan socialism promised that doing away with “needless”
(“on-tam-gevorene”) religious conflict and cultural difference would lead to universal human
liberation and unity.60 In addition, increased participation in the world outside of the Jewish
community would eliminate anti-Semitism by exposing non-Jews to direct contact with Jews – on
the assumption that in the new, more “enlightened” era, non-Jews were open to forging positive
contacts with Jews in a way they had not been in earlier generations.61 Secondly, integration into
non-Jewish spheres would raise the cultural level of the Jewish masses by exposing them to
branches of knowledge other than traditional Jewish learning, thereby curing them of superstition,
raising their standards of hygiene and dress, providing them with an opportunity to develop the
skills needed to navigate worldly matters, improving their economic situation, and freeing them
from vulnerability to the abuse of power-hungry Hasidic rebbes and local Jewish officials.62

That Zhitlowsky considered this text (particularly the three-fold critique) to be a touchstone articulation of
his ideas about assimilation is evident from the fact that he himself recapitulates it in multiple places; see
for example “Der ernst fun der zakh” (Di tsayt, 7 May 1921) and “Di glikn fun der asimilatsye: Vos di
asimilatsye zogt tsu un vos zi git” (1 Feb. 1928 (?), Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the
YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, reel 32B, frame 173).
58 Di asimilatsye, 5.
59 Although Zhitlowsky presents his brochure as an allegorical account of an ideological struggle that was
underway on a communal scale, a comparison with his biography makes it clear that it is also a
mythologization of the internal conflict which he himself underwent during his process of coming to political
consciousness, when his experiences of the marginalization of Jewish concerns within cosmopolitan
socialism forced him to embrace Jewish nationalism, albeit without losing his commitment to the universalist
ideals of socialism.
60 Di asimilatsye, 6.
61 Ibid., 7.
62 Ibid., 7-8. This portion echoes Maskilic principles for the reform of traditional Jewish life.
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Finally, the equal inclusion of Jews in the emerging modern socioeconomic life would eliminate
the conditions that had perpetuated the Jewish “doglike” – desperate, sycophantic, undignified,
subordinate – psychological orientation (to which Heine alludes in his poem “Prinzessin Sabbat,”
which Zhitlowsky analyzes at length), an orientation that was necessary in order to survive in
society as members of a despised group.63
However, Zhitlowsky asserts, all these hopes turned out to be in vain. The snake’s first
head, anti-Semitism, did not disappear as a result of assimilation, but rather simply transformed
into a new, more “civilized” and “enlightened,” less overtly violent but more insidious, systemic,
and ubiquitous variety (so-called “a-Semitism” by some).64 This “a-Semitism” (as exemplified by
British author G.K. Chesterton’s attitude toward the Jews65) surfaced, in fact, as a direct result of
assimilation – in reaction to the new experience of the immediate presence and influence of, and
direct competition from, Jews who had previously not been allowed into certain social and
economic realms of majority-non-Jewish society, including the elite intellectual and cultural
realm.66 And “a-Semitism” could easily flare back up into “traditional” anti-Semitism (he cites
Polish writers Andrzej Niemojewski and Aleksander Świętochowski as examples).67 As such, far
from resolving anti-Semitism, assimilation could even be said to have led to its strengthening and
expansion.68
As for the snake’s second head, the low cultural level of the masses: unfortunately, writes
Zhitlowsky, one result of assimilation was what we would today call “brain drain.” A trend toward
assimilation encouraged Jewish intellectuals to join (or attempt to join) the local non-Jewish

Ibid., 8-12.
Ibid., 13-15.
65 Ibid., 16-17.
66 Ibid., 18-21.
67 Ibid., 18.
68 Ibid., 21.
63
64
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cultural elites, rather than devoting their talents to their own people; the result was that the Jewish
masses were left without anyone to lead them into the developing progressive secular cultural
realm.69 Not only did the culture of the Jewish masses fail to advance: in fact, it became even more
debased than before.70 Zhitlowsky takes as an example the Jewish communities of Western Europe
(and Holland in particular), where assimilation had been underway for a longer period of time:
Jewish religious life, both Orthodox and Reform, when divorced from the Jewish cultural ethos
became a set of empty rituals; the prestige of the rabbinate was gutted and the average rabbi was
an ignoramus. Meanwhile, the grasp of non-Jewish European culture exemplified by ordinary
Dutch Jews was no more than superficial, and thus did not compensate for the degeneration on the
Jewish cultural and religious front.71 In Eastern Europe, where the assimilation process was in an
earlier, more beleaguered stage, quite a different phenomenon took place: assimilators did not turn
their backs on the masses, but rather than successfully inducting them into the realm of non-Jewish
European culture, they accidentally stimulated the growth of Jewish culture. They had no choice
but to appeal to the masses in Yiddish when attempting to win them over for the assimilatory ideal;
as a result, they ended up “preach[ing] foreign culture and foreign language [but] buil[ding] their
own culture and their own language.”72 Because of them:
, דער י ִידישער טעאַ טער, די ייִ דישע זשורנאַ ליסטיק,[ איז באַ שאַ פֿן געוואָ רן די ייִ דישע ליטעראַ טור...]
 שטייען זיי שוין טורעם־הויך איבער יענער,זײן זייער מדרגה
ַ וואָ ס ווי שפֿל עס זאָ ל נאָ ך עד־היום ניט
. אין וועלכער עס האָ בן געלעבט די פֿאָ לקס־מאַ סן פֿון די עלטערע דורות,גײסטיקער אַ טמאָ ספֿערע
ַ
 אָ בער ניט אַ דאַ נק דער אַ סימילאַ ציע און ניט אַ דאַ נק,באַ שאַ פֿן האָ בן זיי דאָ ס די י ִידישע אַ סימילאַ טאָ רן

Ibid., 27-28. For more discussion of the issue of brain drain and the relationship between the intelligentsia
and the masses, see also “Der ernst fun der zakh” and “Zoln mir do boyen undzer kultur in english? Yidishe
kultur oyf yidish un oyf english,” in idem, Ale verk fun D"r Khayem Zhitlovski, vol. 1 (Yid un velt), (New York:
Ikuf, 1945), 156-159.
70 Ibid., 28. Zhitlowsky expresses this using another organic simile: “A culture [...] which does not advance
cannot remain where it is: [rather,] it loses ground. It can be likened to standing water, which sooner or later
turns into a swamp overgrown with wild grass.”
71 Ibid., 28-29.
72 Ibid., 33.
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 נאָ ר דווקא למרות דער אַ סימילאַ ציע און למרות דעם הייליק,זייערע אַ סימילאַ ציאָ נס־אידעאַ לן
73
.געהאַ לטענעם אידעאַ ל
[...] the Yiddish literature, the Yiddish press, the Yiddish theater were created, and
no matter how inferior [the] level [of these cultural institutions may remain] even
today, they tower over the cultural atmosphere in which the previous generations
of [Jewish] masses lived. It was the Jewish assimilators who created [all this], but
not thanks to assimilation and not thanks to the assimilatory ideal, but rather in spite
of assimilation and in spite of the ideal which they held holy.
In short, assimilation either worsened the cultural status of the masses or improved it at the expense
of the assimilatory process itself; in either case, successful assimilation and an improvement in the
cultural status of the masses did not co-occur.
The snake’s third head, the crippled moral state of the Jewish people, was also still at large
despite assimilation. Rather than enabling the Jew to attain a status equal to that of non-Jewish
members of European society, which would permit him74 to hold his head up high in public space,
the assimilationist ambition brought out undesirable moral qualities in those who pursued it. The
assimilationist was reinscribed into a (merely differently-delineated) subordinate, sycophantic
dynamic in relation to the non-Jew (Heine’s dog again):
 וואָ ס פֿילן אָ ן די לער־,[ צו צו די גרויסע מחנות פֿון יענע קריכער און זיך דורכשטופּערס...] קוקט זיך
 דאָ ס טעאַ טער און דאָ ס פֿרעמדע געזעלשאַ פֿטלעכע לעבן; צו יענע זיך, די פּרעסע,אַ נשטאַ לטן
 פֿאַ ר וועמען די פֿרעמדע קולטור איז ניט אַ פֿעלד פֿאַ ר,אַ סימילירנדע אָ דער זיך נאָ ר וואָ ס אַ סימילירטע
 נאָ ר אַ קאַ מפֿפּלאַ ץ פֿאַ ר אַ ן עגאָ ִיסטישער,איידעלע טעטיקייט צוליב דער מענטשלעכער אַ נטוויקלונג
, זאַ טע, אַ בכּבֿודן אָ רט צווישן די ר ַײכע, אַ קלינגענדן נאָ מען, מאַ כט, אַ געיעגפֿעלד נאָ ך געלט,קאַ ריערע
 וווּ אין דער גאַ נצער וועלט וועט איר געפֿינען נאָ ך מער "הינטישע.מעכטיקע פֿון דעם פֿרעמדן פֿאָ לק
רײכע
ַ  קינסטלער און, ליטעראַ טן, דאָ קטוירים, אַ דוואָ קאַ טן, איידער גראָ ד בײַ חבֿרה סטודענטן,"פֿעל
" וועלכע די אַ סימילאַ ציע זיצט אויס אַ דור נאָ ך אַ דור! ווי דאָ ס שטופּט זיך מיט די,"נעגאָ ציאַ נטן
עלנבויגנס! ווי דאָ ס טרעט אומברחמנותדיק דעם שוואַ כערן! ווי דאָ ס קריכט דעם אַ נדערן אין די גרגרת
בײ דעם שטאַ רקערן! ווי דאָ ס לעקט די
ַ רײן! ווי דאָ ס בעט זיך און חנפֿט זיך און קויפֿט זיך אונטער
ַ ַא
75
!" איידער דער ה ַײנעשער "הונט מיט הינטישע געדאַ נקען, אַ סך ערגער,הענט און וויידלט מיטן עק
Ibid., 31.
The male pronoun here is used advisedly; Zhitlowsky’s analysis of the psychology of assimilation, as far
as I have seen, relies exclusively on the experience of the man in public space, wherein primary concerns
are professional activity in almost exclusively male spheres as well as contact and competition with nonJewish men. For a discussion of Jewish women’s experiences of assimilation, see Paula Hyman, Gender
and Assimilation in Modern Jewish History: The Roles and Representation of Women (Seattle: University
of Washington Press, 1995).
75 Di asimilatsye, 34-35.
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Consider [...] the great hordes of pushy social climbers which fill the educational
institutions, the press, the theater and foreign [=non-Jewish] social circles; those
who are assimilating or have recently assimilated, for whom the foreign culture is
not a field for refined activity for the sake of the development of humanity, but
rather a battlefield for a selfish career, a hunting ground for money, power, a big
name, an esteemed position among the wealthy, well-sated, and powerful of the
foreign folk.76 Where in the whole world will you find “doggier” cases than in the
ranks of the students, lawyers, doctors, writers, artists, and wealthy businessmen
who are hatched by assimilation, generation after generation! How they elbow their
way through the crowd! How they trample those weaker than they without mercy!
How they irritate one another! How they wheedle and flatter and butter up those
stronger than they! How they lick the hands [of the latter], wagging their tails –
much worse than the Heinian “Hund mit hündischen Gedanken”!
Zhitlowsky goes on to describe the particular case of apostasy (conversion to Christianity).
“Anyone who rejects Judaism on the basis of honest inner belief and takes on whatever faith you
wish on the basis of honest inner belief loses not the smallest crumb of respect in my eyes,” writes
Zhitlowsky.77 However:
 אַ ז צווישן די פֿילע טויזנטער געשמדטע פֿון די לעצטע,אײנשמועסן
ַ [ וועלכער שוטה וועט זיך לאָ זן...]
[ איך...] !זײן איין פּראָ צענט פֿון אמת־גלייביקע קריסטן
ַ יאָ רן אין רוסלאַ נד וועט זיך געפֿינען לאָ ז
 אַ ז אויב אַ פֿילו צווישן דער ייִ דישער יוגנט וואָ לטן זיך איצטער געקאָ נט געפֿינען,גלייב גאַ נץ זיכער
, וועמעס רעליגיעזער גלויבן האָ ט אינעווייניק אין האַ רצן באַ קומען אַ קריסטלעכע פֿאָ רעם,מענטשן
 דווקא אויס טרײַ קייט צו זייער אמת קריסטלעכן גלויבן גראָ ד איצט ניט,וואָ לטן קיין איינער פֿון זיי
 ניט געטאָ רט אַ ריבער צום, ניט געטאָ רט אַ רויסטרעטן פֿון ייִ דנטום,געקאָ נט אַ רויסטרעטן פֿון ייִ דנטום
[ פֿאַ רלאָ זן דעם לאַ גער פֿון די פֿאַ רפֿאָ לגטע...] ווײל דאָ ס וואָ לט געהייסן
ַ , מחמת דעם פּשוטן טעם,שמד
,פּײניקער
ַ  פֿאַ רלאָ זן די דולדער און אַ נטלויפֿן צו די,און אַ ריבער אין דעם לאַ גער פֿון די פֿאַ רפֿאָ לגנדע
78
.זײן
ַ  וואָ ס קיין אמתער תּלמיד פֿון ישו דעם נוצרי וואָ לט זיך קיין מאָ ל ניט געקאָ נט מוחל,– אַ חטא
[...W]hat fool could allow himself to be convinced that among the many thousands
of apostates in recent years in Russia, even one percent could be true-believing
Christians? [...] I’m quite certain that even if among the Jewish youth there were to
Here and at certain other moments, I will leave the word “folk”/“felker” in Yiddish rather than translating it
to the English “people”/“peoples” which (at least to today’s ear) does not carry all the same connotations.
In such cases, italicization is used to set apart the Yiddish word and does not reflect an emphasis in the
original text.
77 Ibid., 35. Zhitlowsky famously argued that Jews could assume Christian beliefs but remain nationally
Jewish (see for example “Religye, kultur, un shprakh,” in idem, Ale verk fun D"r Khayem Zhitlovski, vol. 1
(Yid un velt, New York: Ikuf, 1945), 191); the sentence here continues, “and if his new ideas allow him to
remain true to the national aspirations of the Jewish people, and if he raises his children according to these
same national aspirations, I consider him a faithful brother just like all my other brothers [in the brotherhood
of] my people.”
78 Di asimilatsye, 35.
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be found those whose religious beliefs have internally taken a Christian form, not
a single one of them would be able to, would dare to step away from Judaism right
now, would not dare to turn coat and convert, precisely out of loyalty to their true
Christian faith. The reason is simple: to do so would mean [...] abandoning the camp
of the pursued and crossing over to the camp of the pursuers, abandoning the
victims and running over to the torturers, – a sin for which no true follower of Jesus
of Nazareth would ever be able to forgive himself.
This willingness to side with the strong against the weak, argues Zhitlowsky, was a result of
assimilationism, “the zeal to overturn all walls that separate the Jew from the non-Jew, to adapt to
the foreign milieu as quickly as possible, such that the latter shan’t even notice that something
alien has penetrated it [...].”79 And because assimilation was based on a lie, “‘I am not I, but you,’”
it ate away like any other lie at a person’s sense of dignity and worth.80
This moral corruption was evident only in the first or, at a maximum, the second generation
of assimilating Jews, writes Zhitlowsky. The third generation was no longer living a psychic lie,
because they truly felt themselves to be full members of the surrounding society. However,
unfortunately, that society itself did not agree, and did not hesitate to remind them that they could
not truly hope to be treated as other than foreigners. This could create a psychic tragedy of a
different sort, in which the born-assimilated Jew suddenly lost the only culture he had ever known
or claimed as his own. Different individuals responded to this crisis in different ways. The weak
were destroyed by it: “At one moment they aggressively, provocatively play the role of the Pole,
the German; at the next, they nervously play the role of aggressive Jews who irritate everyone with
their continual small-minded Jewish racial pride.” But the majority wandered around in silent,

Ibid., 36. It is worth noting that this is one of many places where Zhitlowsky’s rhetoric slips uncomfortably
close to anti-Semitic rhetoric portraying the Jew as a perpetual outsider, a wily invader of the “pure”
European national body who can fool the viewer into believing that he is just like them, while in fact he is
secretly plotting against their interests – and in favor of his own, which necessarily diverge from theirs – all
the while (for an articulation of this anti-Semitic stereotype, see Alain Finkielkraut, “The Visible and the
Invisible – The Jew and the Israelite: Chronicle of a Split,” in idem, The Imaginary Jew, tr. Kevin O’Neill
(Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1994), 57-80).
80 Di asimilatsye, 36.
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secret pain; only a very few particularly strong souls found their way back to the Jewish people,
and it was “[only] when they re-bind their lives with the entire historical fate of their nation [...]
that their breasts begin again to breathe freely, their backs to straighten, and their spirits to find
their foundation and stable grip.”81
From Zhitlowsky’s three-headed snake schema we glean an important element with which
to begin to build our sense of his conceptualization of the situation facing European Jews (whether
in Europe or in the New World) at the beginning of the twentieth century. We note that he portrays
the “Jewish problem” as inescapable, or at least argues that the strategy of assimilation offers no
escape from it: assimilation does not resolve the “Jewish problem’s” three menaces to Jewish
physical, cultural, and moral well-being, but rather merely transforms them into something more
insidious. Although he does not spell this out explicitly, when we compare his descriptions of the
status of the “yidisher mehus mentsh” (the snake’s third head) under “classical” anti-Semitism vs.
under “a-Semitism” (the snake’s first head), we detect the common thread: in both scenarios, Jews
are in a subordinate position and must reckon with the fact that they are dependent on a more
powerful majority group for resources and opportunities. The attempt to assimilate does not
fundamentally change this reality, because from the non-Jewish point of view, assimilated Jews
are still Jews, with all the liability that that carries. Thus, assimilation does not fulfill its original
promise of resolving the humiliation of being at someone else’s mercy, and on top of that, it poses
additional moral and psychological pitfalls: the need to live a lie, as well as the devastation that
results when the lie is thrown back in the Jews’ faces, dashing their hopes of truly belonging in the
non-Jewish world.
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Ibid., 37-38.
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Assimilation: What It Promises and What It Delivers also introduces another fundamental
element of Zhitlowsky’s model. Other than the three-headed snake, Zhitlowsky also employs a
second allegorical motif, an image similar to the one found in Plato’s Republic: the Jews once
lived in a dark cave, “cut off from the bright world and from mankind,”82 where the only available
light was cast by havdallah candles, Hanukkah candles, and other ceremonial fires. At a certain
point, human progress broke through the walled-off entrance of the cave, and streams of “blinding
daylight” poured in.83 Wherever the daylight struck the walls of the cave, the shadows disappeared,
and those who were located near the entrance caught sight of a whole new world of light and space.
The “road of universal human progress” (der veg fun dem algemeyn-mentshlekhn progres), which
ran right by the entrance to the cave, promised good fortune and happiness to anyone who followed
it, “regardless of race, belief, or culture.”84
A certain group of Jews left the cave to join in the stream of traffic on the “road of universal
human progress” – “attracted by the bright, distant horizons,” they fled “to the dominion of
sunshine,” – i.e., they pursued assimilation.85 However, after traveling for a while, some of them
found themselves at the end of the so-called “road of universal human progress.” And what did
they see at the end of the road but a deep abyss, and in the abyss, their old enemy the three-headed
snake?86
Zhitlowsky distinguishes here between two groups of Jewish activists: assimilationists and
“progressive nationalists.”87 The assimilationists’ goal is to escape the cave and set forth on the
“road of universal human progress.”88 The progressive nationalists have already seen the end of
Ibid., 3.
Ibid.
84 Ibid., 4.
85 Ibid.
86 Ibid., 5.
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid., 4.
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the road, and as a result they are on their way back to the cave – but not because they wish to flee
from universal progressive humanist ideals, nor because they aspire to return to the shadowy world
of pre-modern Judaism. Rather, they aim to build their own road to progress, a specifically Jewish
road, a way of “creat[ing] a progressive, universally human culture in our own Jewish mold.”
Whether that road will lead to Jewish progressive life in diaspora, in the Land of Israel, or in some
other territory (or all of the above) has not yet been determined, but in the meantime it is clear to
the progressive nationalists that a progressive future for the Jewish people will be made possible
not by discarding Jewish peoplehood, as the assimilators would have it, but on the contrary, by a
pursuit of that future as a people with its own unique and specific needs, talents, and interests; a
people possessing the same national rights and dignity as any other people.89
This opposition between assimilation and “progressive nationalism” will serve as
Zhitlowsky’s main organizing principle in his analysis of what must be done about the situation
facing Jews in modern life. (He portrays this opposition as “a fight to the death” in front of the
mouth of the cave, although he is careful to note that he means this metaphorically only.90) Before
we go further, it is worth also mentioning the second “axis” of his analytical model.
While he poses a chronological sequence in Assimilation: What It Promises and What It
Delivers (i.e., assimilation has been tried and it has failed; the time for progressive nationalism has
now arrived), he makes it clear elsewhere that Jewish assimilation continues to be an ongoing,
active process, both as a result of unconscious, “spontaneous” (stikhish) assimilatory impulses that
arise in the Jewish population, and because some Jewish activists continue to operate from the
conscious (bavustzinik) conviction that assimilation is the solution to the “Jewish problem.” In his
portrayal of the battle between assimilationism and nationalism, he periodically describes the
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interplay of these two types of impulses in both camps: “[T]he four tendencies that are currently
fighting for the soul of the Jewish population [...]: the spontaneous-assimilatory and the
spontaneous-national, the conscious-assimilatory and the conscious-national.”91 The former pair
reflects cultural activity that emerges of its own accord out of particular social and historical
dynamics; the latter reflects a political decision to pursue certain types of cultural activity.92 While
Zhitlowsky discusses all four of the “boxes” in this grid, his concern as an activist is ultimately
with the two types of nationalism: his political goal is to mold “spontaneous-national” impulses
into “conscious” nationalist commitment, and to guide the latter into effective, politicized cultural
action (see Section 5 below).

Section 2
The Melting Pot: A Misrepresentation

Zhitlowsky expressed his point of view on assimilation in the American context most
systematically in a series of two public lectures, entitled “Tsvey forlezungen vegn der tsukunft fun
di felker in Amerike” [Two Lectures on the Future of Peoples in America], which he apparently

“Der melting-pot,” 209.
For example, in American life, Zhitlowsky sees the spontaneous-national impulse in the growth of the
Yiddish theater and the Yiddish press; the spontaneous-assimilatory impulse – in Jewish consumption of
American (i.e., English-language) theater and press; the conscious-assimilatory impulse is visible in the
activities of various German-Jewish organizations; and the conscious-national impulse – in the Yiddish
schools and Zionist Yiddish newspapers. Similar to the argument we saw above in Assimilation: What It
Promises and What It Delivers, he also discusses the fact that one tendency can lead to the opposite result,
e.g., a Jewish newspaper in English that is nationalist in its conscious intent is assimilatory in its
unconscious impact (because it promotes linguistic assimilation); whereas Yiddish newspapers that are
assimilatory in intent nevertheless have a nationalistic impact (by promoting the development and use of
Yiddish). Ibid., 209-211. See additional mentions of this “axis” in, for example, “Ayndrukn fun Amerike:
Notitsn fun mayn rayze ibern land” (Der tog, 4 Apr. 1926) and “Asimilatorishkeyt un yidishizm.”
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delivered in English in Chicago soon after his arrival in the US for the first time, at some point
between 1904 and 1906.93 In this section, I will consider excerpts from these two lectures, “Der
melting-pot” [The Melting Pot] and “Di fareynikte felker fun di fareynikte shtatn” [The United
Peoples of the United States], along with a newspaper article from 1926 entitled “Ayndrukn fun
Amerike: Notitsn fun mayn rayze ibern land”94 [Impressions of America: Notes from My Journey
Around the Country], as a basis for sketching out Zhitlowsky’s basic assessment of the position of
assimilating Jews in the American setting.
One of the main points Zhitlowsky makes in the “Two Lectures” is that despite the rhetoric,
the American “melting pot” is not one: far from being an equalizing process, in which all
populations “melt” together to form something entirely new, in fact all other populations are
expected to “melt into” the “old American stock,” so to speak, and vanish. The immigrant-guest
is expected to check his identity at the door and “become” his host: “[T]he primary clearlyexpressed wishes of the master of the land [are] that all of the land’s children should acquire one
face, and that face must be his own: they must all lose their originality and appear as he does, in
language and culture, in customs and mores, in lifestyle and life purpose.”95 Of course, an
important site of this attempted Americanization (and a site with which Zhitlowsky will concern
himself in depth, as we will see later) is the education of the next generation:
"דעזײרעבל
ַ
די אַ מעריקאַ נער פֿאָ לקס־שול פּראָ דוצירט פֿון אַ לע פֿעלקער איין איינציקע אַ רט
""דעזײרעבל
ַ
 ווי די פֿלייש־פֿאַ בריקן פּראָ דוצירן,(עמעריקענס" )געווינשטע אַ מעריקאַ נער
Reyzen, “Zhitlovski, Khayem,” col. 696. I have not been able to date the lectures precisely. In The Jews
and Minority Rights, 1898-1919, Oscar Janowsky mentions (based on an interview with Zhitlowsky himself)
that the latter delivered the lectures before a students’ club at the University of Chicago in “1906 or 1907”
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1933, 145), which would suggest 1906, given that Zhitlowsky was
already back in Europe by 1907. The English manuscripts of the lectures are available in the YIVO Archive
(“The Future of Races in America,” Folder 2022 and “The Melting Pot,” Folder 2024), but are undated. Here
I will be consulting the Yiddish version of the texts (“Tsvey forlezungen vegn der tsukunft fun di felker in
Amerike,” Gezamlte shriftn, vol. 2 (Warsaw: Brzoza, 1932), “Ershte forlezung: Der melting-pot,” 139-237;
“Tsveyte forlezung: Di fareynikte felker fun di fareynikte shtatn,” 239-286), which Zhitlowsky prepared in
1912 for the first edition of his collected works (see Rozenboym, “Zhitlovski-biblyografye,” 466).
94 “Ayndrukn fun Amerike: Notitsn fun mayn rayze ibern land,” Der tog, 4 Apr. 1926.
95 “Di fareynikte felker,” 240.
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ַ צעמאָ לט עס אין דער מאַ שין צו א, מען נעמט פֿלייש פֿון כּל־המינים.פֿראַ נקפֿורטער וווּרשטלעך
.הײטלעך
ַ  גליטשיקער מאַ סע און מען שטאָ פּט עס נאָ ך דעם אַ רײַ ן אין ליידיקע, ווייכער,גלײכאַ רטיקער
ַ
 אַ לע פֿון דער,פֿון איין זײַ ט מאַ שין דרייט מען און פֿון דער אַ נדערער שיטן זיך וווּרשטלעך אָ ן אַ צאָ ל
96
. דער זעלביקער פֿאַ רב און דעם זעלביקן טעם און ריח,זעלביקער גרייס
The American public school produces from all peoples one and only one sort of
“desirable American,”97 just as meat factories produce “desirable” Frankfurter
sausages. All sorts of meat are placed in the machine to be ground up into a uniform,
mushy, slippery mass, which is subsequently stuffed into empty skins. There’s a
crank on one end of the machine, and when it is cranked, countless sausages pour
out of the other end of the machine, all uniform in size, uniform in color, and
uniform in taste and odor.
However, as it turns out, this degree of “Americanization” does not actually take place. Preexisting national ties that extend beyond the individual interfere with the process:
 אַ ז די איינצלנע,[ קאָ ן מען באמת מיינען...] "ווען מען רעדט וועגן אַ מעריקע ווי וועגן אַ "שמעלצטאָ פּ
 וואָ ס לאָ זן זיך פּאַ סיוו, זענען ווי אַ מין גרויפּן אָ דער בעבלעך,רײן אין אים
ַ ַ וואָ ס פֿאַ לן א,פֿעלקער־טיילן
".צונויפֿקאָ כן אין איין "קאַ שע
, אַ ן אָ רגאַ נישן באַ שאַ ף, ד"ה, אַ ז מען האָ ט דאָ צו טאָ ן מיט טיילן פֿון אַ פֿאָ לק,מען פֿאַ רגעסט
.[...] וואָ ס ווערט באַ הערשט פֿון אַ באַ שטימטער נאַ ציאָ נאַ לער לעבנסקראַ פֿט
".אין דעם פּרט פֿון נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליטעט איז קיין מענטש ניט בבֿחינת "גרויפּ" אָ דער "אַ רבעס
זײן אייגענעם
ַ ,יעדער מענטש איז מיט אומצאָ ליקע פּסיכישע פֿעדעם צונויפֿגעבונדן מיט אַ באַ שטימטן
רײנגערעכנט שפּראַ ך און מינהגים[ דריקט זיך אויס
ַ ַ ]און אין געוויסע[ נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע שטריכן ]א.פֿאָ לק
 אַ ז ]עס[ זאָ ל יעדעס קינד פֿון אַ פֿאָ לק,די נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע לעבנסקראַ פֿט ]פֿונעם דאָ זיקן פֿאָ לק[ וואָ ס מאַ כט
 איידער צו אַ לע אַ נדערע פֿעלקער,זיך פֿילן נעענטער צו אַ לע אַ נדערע קינדער פֿון דעם זעלביקן פֿאָ לק
.פֿון דער וועלט
98
".]דאָ ס[ איז אַ גרויסער שטער פֿאַ ר דעם פּראָ צעס אין "קאָ ך־קעסל
When America is described as a “melting pot,” [...] it is easy to think that the
individual units of a folk which fall into the pot are akin to grains of barley or beans
which passively permit themselves to be cooked into a porridge.
We forget that we’re dealing here with units of a folk, i.e., an organic
creation which is ruled by a certain national life-force.
[...W]hen it comes to nationality, no human being is a “grain of barley” or
a “pea.” Every person is bound to a certain folk, to his own folk, with innumerable
psychic threads, [and] the national life-force [of that folk] expresses itself in
[particular] national features [including language and customs], causing every child
of a folk to feel closer to all other children of that folk than to all the other peoples
of the world.
[This] is a major obstacle to the process of being “cooked up.”

“Der melting-pot,” 230.
This phrase appears in transliterated English in the original Yiddish text, followed by a gloss into Yiddish.
98 “Ayndrukn fun Amerike.”
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Thanks to these ties, immigrant populations demonstrate at least some degree of resistance
(“vidershtandskraft”) to Americanization, which is evident in their continued use of their native
languages and their observance of familiar customs, as well as their development of institutions
specific to their national communities, including schools and places of worship.99 This continued
pursuit of “foreign” cultural habits and community life in an intracommunal setting, combined
with the near impossibility of intermarriage, prevents immigrants from becoming fully
“American” in an ethnic sense, even in later, American-born generations.100 However, although
immigrant groups retain elements of their cultures of origin, those cultures do not continue to
develop normally. Rather, their development is seriously stunted:
די פֿאַ ראייניקטע שטאַ טן בילדן איצטער אין בעסטן פֿאַ ל אַ גאָ רטן ,וווּ נאָ ר איין בוים וואַ קסט נאָ רמאַ ל
אין דער הייך – ,דער בוים פֿון יענע ערשטע אַ ריבערגעקומענע ענגלענדער ,וואָ ס האָ בן באַ שאַ פֿן די
נײ־ענגלישע )אַ מעריקאַ נישע( קולטור .די איבעריקע פֿעלקער זענען אויך באַ זונדערע פֿלאַ נצן ,וואָ ס
ַ
האָ בן אָ בער פֿאַ רלאָ רן זייער זעלבסט־שטענדיקייט ,און פֿון שטאַ רקע ביימער ,וואָ ס וואַ קסן אין דער
הייך ,זענען זיי פֿאַ רוואַ נדלט געוואָ רן אין קריך־פֿלאַ נצן ,ווייכע ,בייגיקע ,גליטשיקע קריך־פֿלאַ נצן,
וואָ ס שלענגלען זיך אַ רום פּאַ ראַ זיטיש אַ רום דעם איינציקן שטאָ לצן אַ מעריקאַ נער בוים ,אָ דער קריכן
זיך צונויף אויף דעם באָ דן פֿון דעם גאָ רטן און פּלאָ נטערן זיך צונויף אין איין־איינציקן קנויל ,אין איין־
איינציקן ,קוים פֿונאַ נדערצופֿלעכטנדן קאָ לטן .ניט קיין "מעלטינג־פּאָ ט ",וווּ אַ לע אייגנשאַ פֿטן פֿון די
נײעם ,נאָ ך ערגעץ ניט געוועזענם,
פֿעלקער ווערן צונויפֿגעשמאָ לצן אין איינעם און ברענגען אַ רויס אַ ַ
עטנאָ לאָ גישן מענטשן־טיפּ ,איז דאָ ס איצטיקע אַ מעריקע ,נאָ ר אַ פֿעלקער־קאָ לטן ,וווּ נאָ ר איין־
איינציקער הערשנדער בוים ,די ענגליש־אַ מעריקאַ נישע גײַ סטיקע וועלט ,האָ ט די מעגלעכקייט זיך
פֿרײ צו אַ נטוויקלען ,בעת אַ לע אַ נדערע פֿעלקער פֿאַ רלירן זייער קראַ פֿט צו אַ זעלבסט־שטענדיקן
ַ
גײסטיקן לעבן; זיי דעגענערירן צו קריך־פֿלאַ נצן ,זיי פֿאַ רפּלאָ נטערן זיך צו קנוילן און קאָ לטענעס,
ַ
אײנדרוק פֿון איין־איינציקער ,גראָ ער ,ווייכער און גליטשיקער פֿלאַ נצן־מאַ סע ,אין
וואָ ס מאַ כן דעם ַ
וועלכער זיי זענען אַ לע גלײַ ך נאָ ר לויט זייער גראָ קייט ,ווייכקייט און גליטשיקייט ,ד"ה לויט די סימנים
פֿון זייער דעגענעראַ ציע ,בעת זייערע פֿאַ רשיידנקייטן ,דאָ ס וואָ ס מאַ כט יעדעס פֿאָ לק צו אַ באַ זונדער
פֿלאַ נץ ,איז ניט פֿאַ רשוווּנדן ,נאָ ר אונטערדריקט ,פֿאַ רהויקערט ,אָ פּגעשטעלט אין דער נאָ רמאַ לער
101
ווײטערדיקער אַ נטוויקלונג.
ַ
– At best, the United States currently constitutes a garden in which only one tree
)the tree of those first English immigrants who created the New-English (American
culture – grows normally, up to the sky. The other peoples are also separate plants,
which have, however, lost their independence, and from strong trees that grow up
“Der melting-pot,” 207.
Ibid., 212-214.
”101 Ibid., 214-215. It is interesting to note the repetition of references to “mushiness” and “slipperiness,
previously mentioned in the hot dog machine metaphor, as key negative traits resulting from exposure to
!Americanizing processes
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high, they have turned into creeping vines – mushy, pliable, slippery vines – which
snake parasitically around the single proud American tree, or creep together on the
garden floor and become tangled into one skein, one single, barely disentangleable
snarl. America today is not a “melting pot,” in which the traits of all the peoples are
smelted together to bring forth a new, never-before-seen ethnological human type,
but rather a tangled lock of peoples, in which only one single dominant tree, the
Anglo-American cultural world, has the opportunity to develop freely, while all
other peoples lose their power to have an independent cultural life; they degenerate
into creeping vines, they tangle into skeins and snarls, which give an impression of
one single gray, mushy, slimy vegetal mass, in which they are all equal only in
terms of their grayness, mushiness and slipperiness, or in other words, in terms of
their degeneration – whereas their differences, that which makes each people a
unique plant, have not disappeared, but are suppressed, crippled, prevented from
any further normal development.
However, as Zhitlowsky described with reference to the European context too (see Section 1),
assimilatory pressures could also have an unexpectedly stimulating effect on the development of
national culture and community:
 גיסן,זײן די סטיכישע נאַ ציאָ נאַ לישקייט
ַ  אַ ז ]שטרעבונגען[ גובֿר צו,[ דאָ ס טרעפֿט ניט זעלטן אויך...]
[ ווען דער אַ סימילאַ טאָ רישער...] .נײע לעבנס־קראַ פֿט אין אירע אָ דערן
ַ [רײן ]אָ נשטאָ ט דעם
ַ ַ[ א...]
" צו,"רעמוּוואַ ל אָ פֿיס" האָ ט מיט אַ לע כּוחות געשטרעבט פֿונאַ נדערצוהאַ קן זיי אין איינצלנע "פֿאַ רפֿל
 האָ ט זיך דאָ ס אים, כּדי דורך דעם צו דערנענטערן דעם נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן שמד,צעשפּרייטן זיי איבערן לאַ נד
 ניט געקאָ נט,נײע סטיכיש־נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע לעבנס־קראַ פֿט
ַ  ער האָ ט ניט געקענט אָ פּטייטן די.ניט אײַ נגעגעבן
" די איינצלנע "פֿאַ רפֿל. וואָ ס בינדן צו איין ייִ דן צו דעם אַ נדערן,איבערשנײדן די פּסיכישע פֿעדעם
ַ
 און, מאַ גנעטישע צוציִ ונגס־פּונקטן פֿאַ ר אַ נדערע ייִ דן,זענען גאָ ר געוואָ רן איינצלנע לעבנס־קערנדלעך
 וווּ נאָ ר אַ זוינע מאַ גנעטישע,י ִידישע ייִ שובֿים )מער אָ דער ווייניקער קאָ מפּאַ קטע( האָ בן גענומען וואַ קסן
102
.לעבנס־קערנדלעך זענען פֿאַ רטראָ גן געוואָ רן
[I]t is not seldom that [efforts] to subdue spontaneous nationalness103 inject new
life force into its veins [instead]. [...W]hen the assimilatory [Industrial] Removal
Office104 did their utmost to chop [Jewish immigrant communities] up into
individual “farfel,” to spread them out across the country in order to speed up the
process of national apostasy [!], they were unsuccessful. They were not able to kill
off the new [i.e. renewed] spontaneous national life force, could not cut the psychic
threads that bind one Jew to another. In fact, the individual “farfel” became
individual life-seeds, magnetic points of attraction for other Jews, and Jewish
settlements (more or less compact ones) began to grow wherever such magnetic
life-seeds landed.
“Ayndrukn fun Amerike.”
“Stikhishe natsyonalishkeyt,” see Section 1.
104 For information on this interesting and little-known chapter of American Jewish immigrant history, see
Jack Glazier, Dispersing the Ghetto: The Relocation of Jewish Immigrants Across America, Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1998.
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In addition to the emergence of new geographic Jewish communities, he continues, other
manifestations of Jewish national creativity and development result from the pressures of
assimilation:
 צוליב דעם, נײַ ע באַ דערפֿענישן ]וואָ ס,נײע לעבנס־באַ דינגונגען
ַ [ אַ רויס...] ]די אַ סימילאַ ציע[ רופֿט
 מוז זייער באַ פֿרידיקונג,וואָ ס זיי[ ווערן אַ רויסגערופֿן אין טיילן פֿון אַ לעבעדיקן נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן אָ רגאַ ניזם
 און אַ זוי ווי צווישן די דאָ זיקע באַ דערפֿענישן זענען,באַ קומען אַ ן אייגענע ייִ דישע נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע פֿאָ רעם
 מוז דאָ ס ווירקן,גײסטיקע שאַ פֿונגס־כּוחות
ַ  וואָ ס נייטיקן זיך אין, זייער וויכטיקע,דאָ אייניקע
, וואָ ס ווילנדיק־ניט־ווילנדיק,אויפֿמונטערנדיק אויף יענע ריין־נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע שאַ פֿונגס־כּוחות אונדזערע
 וואָ ס ברויזנדיקער און שטורעמדיקער עס: ובֿכן.ברענגען זיי אַ רויס ייִ דישע פּראָ דוקטן אין זייער שאַ פֿן
 אַ לץ בולטער און שאַ רפֿער ווערן די נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע,נײע לעבן פֿון אונדזער פֿאָ לק דאָ אין לאַ נד
ַ ווערט דאָ ס
105
.פֿאָ רמען אין וועלכע דאָ ס לעבן דריקט זיך אויס
[Assimilation] calls [...] forth new living conditions, new needs [which, because
they] are stimulated in [...] a living national organism, must be satisfied in a Jewish
national form; and because among these needs there are some, very important ones,
which require cultural creativity, they are necessarily stimulating to our purely
national creativity, which, whether it wants to or not, gives rise to Jewish products
when it creates. Thus: the stormier and more turbulent our folk’s new life becomes
here in this country, the clearer and sharper become the national forms in which that
life is expressed.
Examples of this, he goes on, include the flourishing of the Yiddish press, the Yiddish theater, and
the Jewish labor movement in the American context. In particular, he points out that certain
creative figures with particularly assimilated backgrounds or assimilatory ideologies ultimately
made major contributions to the development of Jewish/Yiddish culture in America, including
economist, journalist and activist Isaac Hourwich (Yitskhok-Ayzik Halevi Hurvitsh) and
dramaturg Jacob Gordin.106

“Ayndrukn fun Amerike.”
Ibid. It is worth noting that Zhitlowsky’s argument is a bit strange here insofar as he seems to claim that
secular Jewish institutions are emerging for the very first time in the American context. For example, he
describes the need for a newspaper as “a need which was almost completely foreign to us at home” (!) –
clearly not his actual view, considering that he had described the emergence of the Yiddish press in the
European context in similar terms more than a decade earlier in Assimilation: What It Promises and What
It Gives (see Section 1).
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In short, the melting pot does not function as advertised: rather than giving rise to a new,
hybrid, uniquely American culture, it demands that all immigrants check their culture of origin at
the door and join the dominant Anglo-American culture; because they cannot or choose not to do
so fully, their communities undergo degeneration on one hand and national renewal on the other,
but in neither case do they become full-fledged members of the American polity.
Although Zhitlowsky did not believe that the melting pot was doing what it claimed to do,
it is important to note that he did like the theoretical idea of the melting pot. Among other things,
his imagination was seized by the question of what sort of hybrid “Americanish” language the
melting pot could produce if it were really to do its work of “melting” rather than merely
swallowing all other languages into English “without leaving any sign that they have been
swallowed.”107 To explore this question, Zhitlowsky takes as his inspiration a news bulletin printed
in the New York Times about Ohio State Librarian John Henry Newman, who had organized a
nationwide essay contest on the subject of the need for “a language dignified with the name
‘American,’ [...] more concise and forceful than any spoken, composed of all spoken languages,”
because “there [is] not such a per cent. of real English in the whole [language of ours] as the
prohibition law permits of alcohol in the beverages of today.”108 After presenting nearly the full
Times bulletin in Yiddish translation, Zhitlowsky enthuses, “The new, let us call it the ‘Newmanian
melting pot,’ entails not the disappearance of all languages in favor of English, but rather the
smelting together of languages into an entirely new, not yet extant language: a linguistic synthesis,

“Undzer politishe aktsyon do in land” [Our Political Action Here in This Country], Di tsayt, 18 Feb. 1921
(?), Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, reel 32A,
frame 66. Here Zhitlowsky is quoting Genesis 41:21, in which the lean cattle of Joseph’s dream swallow up
the fat cattle without receiving any nutritional benefit therefrom.
108 “Sees Hope for Real American Language: Ohio State Librarian Says It Will Be Composed of All Spoken
Tongues,” New York Times, 19 January 1921.
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in which every language has its portion.”109 While this flight of fancy was most likely both a sincere
thought experiment and a wishful fantasy on Zhitlowsky’s part, it should probably also be
understood as a rhetorical maneuver designed to provoke his readers into imagining what a true
“melting pot” would look like, in order to force them to admit, at least to themselves, that they
were not living in one.

Section 3
The Dangers of “Cosmopolitanism”

What does Zhitlowsky’s description of the American context add to his analysis of
comparable processes underway in Europe (see Section 1)? Most significantly, his description of
the failure of the “melting pot” draws attention to the issue of “false advertising.” In a sense,
considering its title, the brochure Assimilation: What It Promises and What It Delivers also centers
the issue of “false advertising,” perhaps on the part of advocates for assimilation, whose political
program does not deliver all that it promises in terms of benefit for the Jews. However, the
emphasis there is not primarily on political rhetoric that misleads: the “progressive nationalists,”
the “good guys” in the allegory, once had the same high hopes for assimilation and even traveled

“Undzer politishe aktsyon.” Zhitlowsky does not miss the opportunity to imply, with no little sarcasm, that
any alarmist who would call such a result a “mongrel” language (a zhargon – a term often used to denigrate
Yiddish and deny its status as a “real” language) would do well to remember that English itself is a mongrel
language which takes its richness from the very multiplicity of its linguistic roots. It is also worth noting that
Zhitlowsky absconds with Newman’s idea for his own purposes: based on the rest of the New York Times
bulletin, Newman’s political stance was likely similar to Zhitlowsky’s (see further discussion of this article in
Section 5), but his rhetorical strategy is somewhat different (the title of the Times bulletin notwithstanding,
he seems to claim that the American language was already hybrid, whereas Zhitlowsky imagines this as a
future development).
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the assimilationist road to its very end before seeing the error of their ways.110 As such, the
brochure presents a narrative that reflects dashed hopes (or false hopes, on the part of the
assimilators who have not yet been to the end of the road) rather than false advertising. In
Zhitlowsky’s writings on the American context, however, the emphasis is very much on the
misleading nature of American multicultural rhetoric itself (a rhetoric which, let us remember, was
generated and embraced by Jews and non-Jews alike – the term “the melting pot” itself is said to
have been popularized by British Jewish author and playwright Israel Zangwill, by means of his
1908 play of the same title).
Not only was this rhetoric misleading, according to Zhitlowsky: in fact, it was dangerous.
In order to understand why he believed this, let us begin by looking at his analysis of
“cosmopolitanism.”111 On his first trip to the US, in addition to his “Two Lectures on the Future
of Peoples in America,” Zhitlowsky also delivered “Tsvey forlezungen vegn yid un mentsh”112
[Two Lectures on Jews and Men], in which he examines this topic in detail. Zhitlowsky defines
“cosmopolitanism” as the ideology that in order to build a truly just society, it is necessary to do
away with particularist (natsyonal) cultures and replace them with a single, shared “universal”

Zhitlowsky even writes, “I do not wish by any means to deny that the assimilatory period in Jewish history
brought us much benefit. […] Here the purpose is merely to come to understand why […] a new period in
the history of the Jewish people had to [take its place]” (Di asimilatsye, 38).
111 The relationship between Jewishness and “cosmopolitanism” has been fraught for the past century and
beyond. Here I will be dealing with Zhitlowsky’s own relatively neutral mobilization of this concept, which is
rooted in his experiences in Russian radical movements long before the Revolution (see e.g. note 121
below) and is not tainted by later anti-Semitic connotations of the term. Several recent books discuss the
significance of cosmopolitan ideologies in modern Jewish history: see Cathy Gelbin and Sander Gilman,
Cosmopolitanisms and the Jews (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2017); Cosmopolitanism,
Nationalism and the Jews of East Central Europe, ed. Michael L. Miller and Scott Ury (London: Routledge,
2016); and Jews on the Move: Modern Cosmopolitanist Thought and Its Others, ed. Cathy Gelbin and
Sander L Gilman (London: Routledge, 2018). For a wider, interdisciplinary discussion of cosmopolitan
outlooks, see Routledge International Handbook of Cosmopolitanism Studies, 2nd edition, ed. Gerard
Delanty (London: Routledge, 2018).
112 “Tsvey forlezungen vegn yid un mentsh,” Gezamlte shriftn, vol. 2 (Warsaw: Brzoza, 1932), 103-186.
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(algemeyn-mentshlekh) culture.113 In his various writings, he repeatedly makes the point that even
though the “melting pot” and other “cosmopolitan” ideologies pretended to offer equal standing to
members from all national backgrounds, in fact they inevitably exhibited a power differential that
privileged one nationality over the others. The principle at the heart of his analysis is that there is
no “neutral” nationality: “[...H]umanity is currently divided into felker; there is no humanity that
occupies a space outside of them; as soon as I jump out of my own national skin, I am compelled
to jump into the national skin of another folk [...].”114 Thus, any model that pretends that there is a
neutral nationality (in a multicultural context) de facto privileges one nationality over others,
without admitting that it is doing so: “In practice, […] cosmopolitans, who demand that we give
up our nation[al identity], are nothing but assimilators, demanding that we join a different nation;
in other words, they are – not in theory, but in practice – not cosmopolitans but nationalists on
behalf of that other nation,”115 or “fremd-natsyonalists” [foreign-nationalists].116
According to Zhitlowsky, the observed phenomenon of assimilation is proof that a given
“cosmopolitan” society has failed to avoid privileging one nationality over others. In the context
of a political system that truly valued and ensured minority rights, he argues, the idea of
assimilation would never even come onto the table, because there would be no need for it –
minority communities, and their individual members, would be able to enjoy all possible rights

See “Tsvey forlezungen vegn yid un mentsh,” first lecture: “The cosmopolitan’s ideal is, – that all peoples
should disappear and only a unified humanity should remain” (113); “[C]osmopolitanism, [an ideology
which] absolutely deni[es] all that which is national” (118); “[T]he cosmopolitan ideal, – the disappearance
of all felker-cultures into one humankind-culture and into one humankind-language” (137) – which its
proponents believe will lead to “golden messianic times” (Di asimilatyse, 21).
114 Di asimilatsye, 25. For more discussion of the impossibility of being “stam-mentshn” [“‘just’ people,” who
do not belong to any specific nationality] and the inevitability of taking on a foreign nationality in the attempt,
see also “Tsvey forlezungen vegn yid un mentsh,” first lecture, 112-115, as well as “‘Dos rekht oyf
asimilatsye,’” 5 Jul. 1933 (?), Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO Institute for Jewish
Research, reel 32A, frames 89, 98.
115 “Tsvey forlezungen vegn yid un mentsh,” first lecture, 115.
116 Di asimilatsye, 23.
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and pursue all possible opportunities without needing to change their national identification,
because there would be no barriers based on cultural, national, or religious difference:
[...] פֿרײהייט
ַ  אַ ז מיט דער אַ נטוויקלונג פֿון דער דעמאָ קראַ טישער,]מיר ווערן געצוווּנגען[ אָ נצונעמען
 אַ ז קיין איין איינציקער טייל ]פֿון,[ אַ זוי...] און מיט דער דורכפֿירונג פֿון סאָ ציאַ לער גערעכטיקייט
 וועט גאָ ר קיין,דער מענטשהייט[ וועט ניט האָ בן קיין איין ברעקל איבערוואָ ג איבער אַ ן אַ נדער טייל
פֿאָ לק ניט קאָ נען אַ רויפֿגיין אויפֿן זין אַ רויסצושפּרינגען פֿון דער אייגענער נאַ ציאָ נאַ לער הויט און
117
.רײנצושפּרינגען אין אַ פֿרעמדער הויט
ַ ַא
[...W]e are compelled to assume that if democratic freedom were to develop [...]
and social justice were to be implemented [...] such that no subset [of humankind]
were granted even the tiniest crumb of extra consideration in comparison with any
other subset, it would not even occur to any folk to shed its own national skin and
jump into the national skin of a foreign folk.
In fact, the natural consequence of true democracy in a multicultural environment would be quite
the opposite:
זײן אייגענער נאַ ציאָ נאַ לער אַ טמאָ ספֿערע און ממילא
ַ יעדעס פֿאָ לק וועט זיך קאָ נען פֿילן גוט און פֿרײַ אין
 קיינעם ניט שטערנד אין דער אַ נטוויקלונג, ווי אַ בוים אין דער הייך,וועט יעדעס פֿאָ לק קאָ נען וואַ קסן
 אויף אַ זאַ 'ן אופֿן וועט די פֿאַ רוואַ נדלונג פֿון די פֿעלקער אין אַ מחנה.און פֿון קיינעם ניט געשטערט
ווײטער די פֿעלקער וועלן
ַ ]אידענטישע יחידים[ ווערן אַ קולטורעלע אוממעגלעכקייט און וואָ ס
ווײטער וועט די מענטשהייט ווערן פֿון דעם קאָ סמאָ פּאָ ליטישן
ַ  אַ לץ,פּראָ גרעסירן אין זייערע קולטורן
118
.ענדציל
Each folk will feel good and free in its own national atmosphere, and as a result,
each folk will be able to grow tall like a tree, without disturbing anyone else’s
development and without being disturbed. In that way, the transformation of the
felker into a horde of [identical individuals] will become a cultural impossibility,
and the more each folk progresses culturally, the further removed humankind will
be from the cosmopolitan objective.
To return to the American context: the image of the “melting pot,” like other “cosmopolitan”
models, implied that American society treated all comers equally, allowing all of them to have
equal influence on the new American “type” – which over time would presumably give rise to an
ethnically egalitarian society to which the immigrant would belong just as much as the “master of

Ibid., 21.
Ibid., 21-22. Here he echoes the formulation from “Der melting-pot” of a society as a garden, and its
peoples as the various plants.
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the land,” as Zhitlowsky calls the Anglo-Americans,119 or, more accurately, it would give rise to a
society in which no one cultural type could be considered the “master of the land” more than any
other. However, as with other “cosmopolitan” models, this promise could not be fulfilled, and
American culture was not truly an amalgam of all its immigrant cultures, but rather was heavily
dominated by the Anglo culture of the original founders and their descendants, a culture which
was also privileged in meaningful ways in the society. Yet despite not fulfilling its promise, the
idea of the “melting pot” was nevertheless, paradoxically, used to justify the demand that the
immigrant “reject his own people and meld entirely with the American people.”120 This demand,
Zhitlowsky implies, demonstrated that in fact, “Americanness” was being defined in terms that
excluded (national, cultural) Jewishness, and thus, American culture could not be expected to
meaningfully reflect the fact that Jewish culture was one of the ingredients that had at least
theoretically been thrown into the crucible. As we shall see (in Sections 6 and 7), Zhitlowsky
believed that a dangerous percentage of Jewish immigrants and their descendants did not see
through this trick, which explained their willy-nilly accession to the demand that they give up their
national identity, despite the fact that by definition, doing so would never buy them admission to
full American belonging.
While Zhitlowsky focuses in the texts I am considering here on the dangers of the American
version of cosmopolitan ideology, it is not because he had not encountered similar ideologies in
European contexts. In fact, he mentions two such contexts: first, the Russian socialistrevolutionary circles where he got his start, and where his experiences first prompted him to reject
the idea that abandoning Jewish national identity would lead to full membership in a cosmopolitan
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See above (“Di fareynikte felker,” 240).
“Der melting-pot,” 229.
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society121; and second, Western Europe, where Emancipation and concomitant processes of
assimilation had begun quite a bit earlier.122 In all such cases, Zhitlowsky argues, the demand that
participants give up their national identities in order to become full members of a supposedly
cosmopolitan culture was a contradiction in terms, and ultimately, a trap.

Section 4
A False Dichotomy, and “The United Peoples of the United States”

Although Zhitlowsky believes that cosmopolitanism does not and cannot live up to its
promises, he does believe in what we might regard as the fundamental principle behind it: that
progressive multicultural societies must embrace of all their members equally. According to
Zhitlowsky, this aspiration can be fulfilled not through the creation of one single “neutral” national
culture, but rather through the pursuit of “the ideal that every people [living coterritorially in a
given country] should have equal rights and equal opportunities to develop.”123
As we have seen, Zhitlowsky believed that the cosmopolitan idea, the demand that
participants give up their national cultures in order to become full members of a “universal”

Zhitlowsky, who remained an avid socialist until the bitter end, did not condemn the movement for the
early short-sightedness which ultimately launched him on his fateful path. Rather, he simply rewrote history
slightly, imagining that the later shift toward national rights was inchoate in the movement from the
beginning: “Socialism was never cosmopolitan, but rather international. Internationalism, meaning
“between-peoples-ness,” the brotherhood of peoples, with equal national, social and cultural rights for all
nations that enter into the accord, was always the innermost spirit of the socialist movement. [...] The
socialist [movement] now expresses clearly and distinctly at every opportunity that its ideal is not the
disappearance of peoples, but their unity, their solidarity and mutual aid in service of each one’s free and
independent development” (“Di fareynikte felker,” 278-279).
122 Recall Zhitlowsky’s critique of Western European Jewish society in Di asimilatsye: Vos zi zogt tsu un
vos zi git (see Section 1).
123 “Tsvey forlezungen vegn yid un mentsh,” second lecture, 171-172.
121
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cosmopolitan culture, is a contradiction in terms. He posits that this contradiction stems from a
false dichotomy that has been set up between “universal” and “particular” (or, as he generally
expresses it, “national”) culture. Instead of accepting that the two are in conflict (and more
specifically, that Jewish national affiliation and full membership in an egalitarian multicultural
society are mutually exclusive), Zhitlowsky proposes a different relationship between the two
values: namely, that in fact what it means to be fully human in the most universal sense is to be
fully oneself in a national sense. In the “Two Lectures on Jews and Men,” he writes:
 באַ שטייט אין,רײן דער ראַ דיקאַ לער ייִ דישער קאָ סמאָ פּאָ ליט
ַ ַ אין וועלכן ]…[ פֿאַ לט א,דער פֿעלער
[ ניט...]  די מענטשהייט איז. וואָ ס ער האָ ט זייער אַ פֿאַ לשן באַ גריף וועגן דעם מהות מענטשהייט,דעם
 און אין וועלכער מען קאָ ן, וואָ ס זאָ ל ליגן ערגעץ וווּ דרויסן פֿון די פֿעלקער,עפּעס אַ זוינס
, מענטשלעכקייט, קודם־כּל, מענטשהייט איז. ווען מען פֿאַ רלאָ זט דאָ ס אייגענע פֿאָ לק,רײנשפּרינגען
ַ ַא
זײנע
ַ  וואָ ס ליגט אינעווייניק אין יעדן פֿאָ לק און וואָ ס יעדער פֿאָ לק דאַ רף אָ פּהיטן מיט אַ לע,אַ זאַ ך
124
.כּוחות
The error into which the radical Jewish cosmopolitan falls […] is a result of the fact
that he has quite a mistaken concept of what humanity [mentshheyt] is. Humanity
is […] not something lying somewhere out there external to all peoples, into which
one can spring when one leaves one’s own people. Humanity is, first of all,
humaneness [mentshlekhkeyt], something which exists within every people and
which every people must protect with all its strength.
He formulates the inseparability of the universally humanistic and the specifically national in more
detail: First, it is a universal human trait to be emotionally attached to one’s own nation – to love
one’s own language125 and to fight for one’s own ethnic self-determination126 – and thus, by
implication, it would be the opposite of humanistic or universal to do away with nationality (even
if that were to be possible); he describes “cosmopolitans” who encourage this as “etishe batlonim”
(an image with a connotation akin to, in today’s lingo, “ethics nerds”) who lack sensitivity to

Ibid., 170.
“Tsvey forlezungen vegn yid un mentsh,” first lecture, 129, 137.
126 Ibid., second lecture, 172.
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certain defining human traits, including aesthetic sensibility and self-respect.127 Second, what is
more universally human than cultural expression? Yet considering that no “extranational” space
exists, the pursuit of cultural expression is possible only through specific national vehicles (e.g., a
given language and literature). Thus, here too, the more one engages in deeply human pursuits, the
more one is compelled to engage with specific national forms.128 In case the reader is not yet
convinced, Zhitlowsky also points out that the discourse about universalism is often not a true
rejection of national particularism in general, but rather a rejection of specific particularisms, and
thus a tactic (whether conscious or unconscious) for masking the privileging of one nationality
over others, as we discussed in Section 3: as an example, a Jew who is informed in the realm of
foreign cultures rather than Jewish culture is regarded as unusually broadminded, but a German or
Brit who is uninformed in the realm of German or British culture is regarded as an ignoramus.129
“Vos mer mentsh, alts mer yid,” Zhitlowsky asserts multiple times throughout the two lectures,
including at their very end: “The more human a Jew becomes, the more Jewish he must become
as well.”130 This idea, that a society that is truly based on universal humanistic values must not
prevent but must rather encourage the national development of all peoples that live within it,
becomes Zhitlowsky’s premise for his “internationalist” model for progressive societies.
How does one build a unified multicultural society whose members retain their diverse
national identities in their fullness? On the cultural level, he attempted to answer this question by

A batlen is a Torah scholar who is so devoted to study that he is unworldly and out of touch with practical
matters; Zhitlowsky speaks of this type negatively, characterizing such a person as lacking in niceties such
as hygiene and manners, and thus, albeit worthy of respect insofar as he is clever, ultimately not human in
the fullest sense (ibid., first lecture, 107-108). In formulating the type “etisher batlen,” he is applying this
idea of “single-minded, borderline-ascetic idealization of one value to the exclusion of all others” to the
political realm, using it to point out the one-dimensionality of universal humanists/cosmopolitans, who are
able to hold onto the conviction that their model is the most just only because they are oblivious to the
subtler aspects of what justice truly is (ibid. 135-137).
128 Ibid., first lecture, 138-141; second lecture, 168.
129 Ibid., second lecture, 167-168.
130 Ibid., 186.
127
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theorizing the precise interface between particular national cultures and “universal human” culture
when they are in healthy relationship. What does it mean, as he wrote at the end of Assimilation:
What It Promises and What It Delivers, to “create a progressive, universally human culture in our
own Jewish mold”?131 In 1926, he answers:
 וואָ ס שטרעבט צו, "אמתער אינטערנאַ ציאָ נאַ ליזם" מיין איך דערמיט יעדע שיטה:[ ווען איך זאָ ג...]
אַ פֿאַ רברידערונג פֿון אַ לע פֿעלקער אין איין אַ לגעמיין־מענטשלעכער קולטור מיט איין אַ לגעמיין־
, וואָ ס זאָ ל זיך אָ בער אויסדריקן אין פֿאַ רשיידענע נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע פֿאָ רמען,מענטשלעכן תּוך
.אַ רויסגעבראַ כטע פֿון די פֿאַ רשיידענע נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע באַ שעפֿערישע כּוחות
צווײגן פֿון דעם
ַ
 אַ ז אַ לע,דער גרונט־באַ דינג פֿאַ ר אַ זאַ אינטערנאַ ציאָ נאַ לער קולטור איז
 דער איינהײטלעכער, וווּ די הויפּט־ראָ לע שפּילט די בעסערע באַ קוועמלעכקייט,מענטשלעכן שאַ פֿן
 – ווי צ"ב, די גרינגערע באַ הערשונג פֿון דער נאַ טור, דער איינהײטלעכער יושר,מענטשלעכער שׂכל
 די יסודות פֿון דעם פּאָ ליטישן, דער טעכניק, דער נאַ טור־וויסנשאַ פֿט,די צווײַ גן פֿון דער מאַ טעמאַ טיק
בײ אַ לע פֿעלקער באַ אַ רבעט ווערן אויף איין
ַ  דאַ רפֿן, זאָ ג איך,וײגן
ַ  – אַ ז אָ ט די צו,און סאָ ציאַ לן לעבן
.און דעם זעלביקן שטייגער
 וואָ ס ווערן,נאָ ר יענע פּראָ דוקטן וועלן און זאָ לן טראָ גן אַ ריין־נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן כאַ ראַ קטער
 וווּ דער אַ לגעמיין־מענטשלעכער שׂכל לאָ זט איבער,צווײגן
ַ אַ רויסגעבראַ כט אין די העכערע קולטור־
פֿרײען שאַ פֿן פֿון די נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע גאונים און וווּ עס ווערן אָ נגערירט די
ַ אַ גרויסן שפּילפּלאַ ץ פֿאַ ר דעם
 די, די פֿילאָ זאָ פֿיע, די קונסט, ווי די ליטעראַ טור:אינטימערע סטרונעס פֿון דער מענטשלעכער נשמה
132
.רעליגיע
[...W]hen I say: “true internationalism,” I mean any system which aims for the
brotherhood of all peoples in one common human culture made up of one common
set of content, which, however, shall express itself in diverse national forms,
brought forth by the particular creative force of each unique nation.
The foundational condition for this sort of international culture is that all
branches of human creativity dedicated primarily to advancing comfort and
convenience, human reason overall, justice overall, a greater mastery over nature,
– for example mathematics, natural science, technology, the foundations of political
and social life – these branches, in other words, must be developed in one and the
same manner among all peoples.
The only [cultural] products that will and should bear a purely national
character are those that are produced in the higher cultural branches, where
universal human intelligence permits a large playspace for the free creativity of
national genius, and where the more intimate chords of the human soul are struck:
literature, art, philosophy, religion.
Although he categorizes hard sciences as “branches of human creativity [that are] foundation[al
to] political and social life” and therefore transcend national differences, he makes the point that
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See above (Di asimilatsye, 39).
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they are nevertheless not unaffected by the cultural contexts in which they are pursued: “The
national language [...] colors even the most fundamental branches – mathematics, natural science
and technology – with a unique national color.”133 Additionally, it is important that such activities
be pursued within every cultural and linguistic context, for the sake of the health of each culture:
as he writes in a 1931 article, “Zoln mir do boyen undzer kultur in english? Yidishe kultur oyf
yidish un oyf english”134 [Should We Build Our Culture Here in English? Jewish Culture in
Yiddish and in English], if American Jews conduct scientific and other sorts of research in English
only, their contributions will be subsumed into American culture and considered American cultural
achievements rather than Jewish cultural achievements.135 This will create the situation of “brain
drain” that Zhitlowsky warned against in Assimilation: What It Promises and What It Delivers (see
Section 1): this redefinition of most fields of human creativity as American rather than Jewish will
cause Jewish culture to lose its well-roundedness and become a “menorah culture,” limited to
matters having to do only with “the Jew as a Jew, not the Jew as a human being,” and the majority
of Jewish intellectuals will be attracted to fields outside that limited circle.136 This development
will also mean that the Jewish masses will inevitably take more of an interest in American culture
than in Jewish culture, considering that the majority of human interests will have been defined as
external to the Jewish cultural arena.137
Even in the “higher cultural branches,” determining what should be “universal” and what
should take a “national form” is not always simple. Zhitlowsky differentiates between “organic
elements” of national cultures and mere “garments” that can be “burn[ed...] on the altar of universal

Ibid. He also discusses the differences noticeable in the field of mathematics as it is practiced by various
peoples in “Tsvey forlezungen vegn yid un mentsh,” second lecture, 177-179.
134 In idem, Ale verk fun D"r Khayem Zhitlovski, vol. 1 (Yid un velt), (New York: Ikuf, 1945), 153-159.
135 Ibid., 157.
136 Ibid., 157-158.
137 Ibid., 158.
133
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brotherhood”138 in an “internationalist, anti-chauvinistic spirit.”139 In a strange move which we
will consider in more detail later (see Section 8), Zhitlowsky suggests that while national languages
are “organic elements” that must be preserved and cultivated, their alphabets (including the
Hebrew alphabet in the context of Yiddish) are “mere garments” that can be discarded.140 He also
lists other cultural elements which he considers inessential, including calendars and dress or
hairstyles.141
Zhitlowsky also attempted to provide a political answer to the question of how to build a
multicultural society that would equitably unify members with diverse national identities. His
suggestion was that, instead of the cosmopolitan model in which diverse individuals were expected
to blend into a homogeneous whole, a much better and more democratic model would be a
“confederation of peoples,” in which multiple ethnic groups living coterritorially would each enjoy
a significant degree of political and cultural sovereignty in their own affairs. Under this system,
each ethnic group would enjoy both national rights within the society as a whole (e.g., minority
language rights, see Section 5) and individual citizenship rights. This can be understood to be an
expansion of the autonomist or diaspora nationalist model, which concerns itself mostly with the
status of a minority community living under foreign rule: in the “confederation of peoples” model,
no one people would rule over the others; rather, they would share governance equitably.
In the second of the “Two Lectures on the Future of Peoples in America,” “Di fareynikte
felker fun di fareynikte shtatn,” [The United Peoples of the United States], Zhitlowsky broaches
the topic with dramatic flair:

“Der yidisher alef-beys: Tsu der frage fun shraybn yidish mit lataynishe bukhshtabn,” Der tog, 25 Sep.
1926.
139 “Tsu dem lataynishn alef-beys.”
140 “Der yidisher alef-beys.”
141 “Tsu dem lataynishn alef-beys.”
138
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מוז דער "מעלטינג־פּאָ ט" זײַ ן ]די[ צוקונפֿט ]פֿון די פֿעלקער[ אין אַ מעריקע און קיין אויסוועג איז פֿאַ ר
ווײזן דער וועלט די
ַ ַ[ גאָ ר די פֿאַ ראייניקטע שטאַ טן באַ שערט צו בא...] צי איז[ אפֿשר...] ? ָזיי ניטא
 וואָ ס העלפֿן ברידערלעך איינע,דערשײנונג פֿון פֿאַ ראייניקטע פֿעלקער אין איין נאַ ציאָ ן
ַ
וווּנדערבאַ רע
 ווי אַ שוואַ רץ־אַ פּל פֿון, וואָ ס היטן אָ פּ מיט געמיינזאַ מע כּוחות,די אַ נדערע אין זייער בליִען און וואַ קסן
פֿרײהייט איז דער
ַ
זײן גרייס און זײַ ן
ַ ווײל
ַ ,פֿרײהייט פֿון זייער אַ לעמענס לאַ נד
ַ
 די גרייס און די,אויג
?פֿרײע אַ נטוויקלונג
ַ  פֿאַ ר זייער יעדנס,ערשטער באַ דינג פֿאַ ר זייער יעדנס גרייס
 צו אַ ן אַ לגעמיינעם צימעס פֿון:וווּהין קאָ ן טראָ גן דער שטראָ ם פֿון דעם אַ מעריקאַ נער לעבן
–  אָ דער," וווּ יעדער אינדיווידועלער שטריך פֿון דעם פֿאָ לק ווערט אויסגעלאָ שן,דעם "מעלטינג־פּאָ ט
 וווּ יעדער פֿאָ לקס־אינדיווידואַ ליטעט וואַ רפֿט זיך פֿונאַ נדער און,צו דער פֿעלקער־פֿאַ רברידערונג
 מיט וועלכע איר נשמה איז געבענטשט פֿון,ברענגט אַ רויס אויף דער ליכטיקער שיין אַ לע רײַ כטימער
142
?דער נאַ טור
Must the “melting pot” be [the] future [of peoples] in America, with no way out?
[Or] could it be the destiny of the United States to demonstrate for the world the
wonderful phenomenon of united peoples in one nation, peoples who help one
another in a brotherly manner to bloom and grow, who combine their forces in order
to guard like the apple of their eye the greatness and the freedom of their shared
land, because its greatness and its freedom is the precondition for the greatness and
free development of each one [of its peoples]?
In which direction might the stream of American life flow: toward the
“melting pot’s” general stew, in which every individual trait of each people is
extinguished, or – toward a brotherhood of peoples, in which the individuality of
each people bursts forth and brings into the light of day all the opulence with which
[that people’s] spirit was blessed by nature?
Zhitlowsky was aware that he was doing something new in attempting to apply an autonomist idea
to the American context. In an article entitled “Der yidishistisher ‘kulturizm’ in Amerike”
[Yiddishist “Culturism” in America], he wrote, “[...I]n this country, [...] the idea of national
autonomy for national minorities, autonomy that has nothing to do with political independence –
this idea is still absolutely alien to political life here.”143 However, he also believed that America
was uniquely situated to serve as fertile soil for this “new [...] democratic ideal: [...] the united
peoples of the United States.”144 As a land of immigrants, America was a microcosm of the world;

“Di fareynikte felker,” 241-242.
“Der yidishistisher ‘kulturizm’ in Amerike,” Di tsayt, 4 Feb. 1921 (?), Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG
208, Archives of the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, reel 32A, frame 333.
144 “Di fareynikte felker,” 278. See also “‘Amerikanizm’ un ‘englishizm’” (Di tsayt, 13 Feb. 1921 (?), Papers
of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, reel 32A, frame 220)
which concludes with the words “[...A] political movement for national minorities, for “national rights,” i.e.,
for equal rights for [minority] languages and cultures [...] has a much better chance for success in America
than in a lot of other countries.”
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thus, it could serve as a testing ground for political models that enabled diverse groups to live
together in peace.145 What’s more, each American immigrant group maintained ties to its
community of origin; these could serve as transnational channels through which the news of
newfound successes in the experiment of American democracy could be funneled worldwide.146
Once American society succeeded in organizing its democracy according to the model of a
“confederation of peoples,” that success would lay the blueprint for a transnational “confederation
of nations,” i.e., world peace.147
What would a “confederation of peoples” look like concretely? What “practical changes
[would] need to be implemented in the legislative system in the country [and] in individual states
and municipalities, in order to build American democracy anew [...] on the basis of autonomy [for
each national group], such that [the country] should [one day] deserve the name ‘The United
Peoples of the United States of America,’” as Zhitlowsky phrased it in 1921?148 One big answer
was the establishment of “glaykh-barekhtikung” (equal rights) for national minorities. In an article
from 1933, Zhitlowsky mentions the “three fundamental foundations” of “modern felkerrekht”
[the governance of peoples and national groups]: “national self-determination [zelbst-bashtimung],
national self-rule [zelbst-farvaltung], and national equal rights [glaykh-barekhtikung].”149 In his
article “Der ernst fun der zakh” [The Seriousness of the Matter], Zhitlowsky gives an example of
what glaykh-barekhtikung would look like concretely:
אין די טאָ ג־טעגלעכע נויטן ]…[ פֿון די פֿאָ לקס־מאַ סן ליגט אויך זייער באַ דערפֿעניש צו קאָ נען אויסניצן
,לײדן
ַ דערבײ ניט זײַ ן געצוווּנגען צו
ַ
די פֿאָ רטיילן פֿון דעם געזעלשאַ פֿטלעכן און שטאַ טלעכן לעבן און
 ווי אַ לע אַ נדערע, וואָ ס האָ ט אַ קוראַ ט אַ זאַ גוטן כּשרן רעכט אויף עקזיסטענץ,מחמת זייער שפּראַ ך
גלײך־באַ רעכטיקונג פֿון י ִידיש אויף אַ לע געביטן פֿון
ַ  זיי נייטיקן זיך אין דער.שפּראַ כן אין דער וועלט
 דאַ רפֿן די י ִידישע, וואָ ס ווערן אויסגעהאַ לטן אויף זייער געלט, אין די שולעס.דעם שטאַ טלעכן לעבן
“Di fareynikte felker,” 284.
Ibid., 284-285.
147 Ibid., 285-286.
148 “Undzer politishe aktsyon.”
149 “‘Dos rekht oyf asimilatsye.’”
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 אין די געריכטן און אין די קאַ נצעלאַ ריעס.[...] קינדער דערצויגן ווערן אין דער ייִ דישער שפּראַ ך
. אַ לעמאָ ל ווען ער דאַ רף עפּעס האָ בן פֿון זיי,זײן ייִ דישער שפּראַ ך
ַ דאַ רף דער ייִ ד זיך מעגן באַ ניצן מיט
אין די פּאַ רלאַ מענטן און אָ רגאַ נען פֿון דער זעלבסט־פֿאַ רוואַ לטונג דאַ רף ער קאָ נען שיקן אַ זעלכע
 און וועלכע קאָ נען פֿאַ רטיידיקן, מיט וועלכע ער קאָ ן זיך צונויפֿרעדן אין זײַ ן שפּראַ ך,זײנע
ַ פֿאָ רשטייער
דײטנדער
ַ ַ וווּ ייִ דן וווינען אין אַ לפֿי־ערך בא, דאָ רטן.זײן שפּראַ ך
ַ זײנע אינטערעסן און די רעכט פֿון
ַ
 וואָ ס דער שטאַ ט, אַ לץ, אַ ז אַ לע געזעצן און פֿאַ ראָ רדענונגען,צאָ ל האָ בן זיי אַ רעכט צו פֿאַ רלאַ נגען
150
. זאָ ל דאָ ס זיי מיטגעטיילט ווערן אין זייער אייגענער שפּראַ ך,פֿאַ רלאַ נגט פֿון זיי
One of the daily needs […] of the masses is the need to access the benefits of
societal and civil life without being compelled to suffer due to their language, which
is as entitled to existence as are all other languages in the world. [The masses] need
equal rights [glaykh-barekhtikung] for Yiddish in all arenas of civic life. In [public]
schools, which are maintained by the [tax] money [of Yiddish-speaking Jews,
among others], Jewish children must be educated in the Yiddish language [...]. The
Jew must be able to use his Yiddish language in the courts and in administrative
offices, on any occasion when he needs something from them. He must be able to
send to the parliaments and organs of self-government representatives with whom
he can converse in his own language, and who can defend his interests and the rights
of his language. In places where Jews live in proportionally significant numbers,
they [must] have the right to demand that all laws and ordinances, everything that
the State demands from them, be conveyed to them in their own language.
Here Zhitlowsky raises the political issue upon which he would focus above all others: minority
language rights. In the next section, we will find out why.

“Der ernst fun der zakh,” Di tsayt, 7 May 1921. For additional discussion of minority language rights,
particularly as a key issue facing progressive-democratic, multicultural societies, see “‘Amerikanizm’ un
‘englishizm.’” Although I was not able to access a copy, another relevant article (listed in Rozenboym’s
bibliography) would appear to be “Vos iz natsyonale glaykh-barekhtikung?”, Der yidisher kongres, 13 Aug.
1915.
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Section 5
“Progressive Nationalism,” the Question of Language, and Institutional
Yiddishism

Zhitlowsky spoke boldly about his vision for the US polity as a whole; however, his
political activity was not aimed at changing the American political model from the top down.
Rather, he concerned himself with what Jewish immigrants could do on their own initiative, which
he seemed to hope would provoke social change from the bottom up. According to Zhitlowsky,
Jewish immigrants should embrace a “progressive nationalist” orientation.151 In other words, they
should identify themselves as nationally Jewish and build up autonomous Jewish life in the
American context, which in turn would lead to an increase in communal glaykh-barekhtikung for
Jews within the broader multicultural American society. None of this would conflict in the slightest
with a commitment to promoting universal human culture and social justice – on the contrary, this
orientation would be a way of embodying those values (recall: “Vos mer mentsh, alts mer yid”).
The “progressive nationalist” orientation, according to Zhitlowsky’s schema, ran counter to the
assimilatory trend prevalent among the Eastern European Jewish immigrants, and as such would
reflect a refusal to get taken in by the trick of the “melting pot.” It would provide the immigrants,

Recall Zhitlowsky’s presentation of the “progressive nationalist” goal in Di asimilatsye: Vos zi zogt tsu
un vos zi git (see Section 1): “to create a progressive, universally human culture in our own Jewish mold”
(39). Zhitlowsky also describes “progressive nationalism” as the synthesis of the two preceding phases in
Jewish history: the “religious national” and the “progressive assimilatory” (see “Der natsyonal-progresiver
dor,” 3 Dec. 1914 (?), reprinted in Gezamlte shriftn, vol. 8, In shvere tsaytn, (New York: Dr. Kh. ZhitlovskiFarlag-Gezelshaft, 1919), 96-101). He defines “progress” as the fourfold “striving in human history to
cultivate personal freedom, cultural richness, social justice and international brotherhood” (see “Vos iz
progres?” (Der tog (?), 24 Sep. 1915) and “Di yesoydes fun dem mentshlekhn progress” (Der tog (?), 27
Sep. 1915), reprinted in Gezamlte shriftn, vol. 8 (In shvere tsaytn), 141-146; 146-153; quoted here 152).
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instead, with a framework for working toward establishing a “confederation of peoples” in the
United States.
As mentioned above, Zhitlowsky concerned himself above all with minority language
rights. His justification for this focus is clear from his repeated remark that language assimilation
was the “central axis” around which assimilation in general turned.152 In 1936, in the context of a
critique of assimilationist tendencies in Zionism, he defines assimilation as “our people’s striving
to assimilate linguistically with the peoples amongst whom we live, or more accurately: into the
languages of the ruling peoples in our lands of residency.”153 Elsewhere, he writes:
 אין דעם צווישן־פֿעלקערלעכן לעבן קומען פֿאָ ר אַ סימילאַ טאָ רישע פּראָ צעסן,אין דער קולטור־וועלט
 איין פֿאָ לק נעמט עפּעס איבער פֿון אַ ן אַ נדער פֿאָ לק און ווערט אין אָ ט דעם פּרט:אויף שריט און טריט
:צווײגן פֿון דעם קולטורעלן לעבן
ַ
 דאָ ס קאָ ן פֿאָ רקומען און קומט פֿאָ ר אין אַ לע.אויסגעגליכן מיט אים
 אין קאַ לענדאַ ר און, אין גלייבונגען און מיינונגען, אין מינהגים און זיטן,אין שפּראַ ך און שריפֿט
 אַ סימילאַ ציע.אָ בער[ די נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע פֿראַ גע איז אַ שפּראַ כן־פֿראַ גע...] .,' וכו,' וכו,' וכו,קליידונג
,[ צו דעם זעלביקן רעזולטאַ ט קומט מען...] .איז דאָ ס שטרעבן אויפֿצופֿרעסן דעם אַ נדערנס שפּראַ ך
".ווען מען שטודירט די קאַ מפֿן פֿאַ ר און קעגן אַ סימילאַ ציע אין דעם אַ מעריקאַ נער "מעלטינג־פּאָ ט
יונײטעד סטייטס" – דאָ ס איז דער לאָ זונג פֿון דער אַ סימילאַ ציע אין דעם אַ מעריקאַ נער
ַ
"טאָ ק
[ די שפּראַ ך איז די צענטראַ ל־אַ קס אַ רום וועלכער עס דרייט זיך דער קאַ מף אַ נטקעגן...] .שמעלצטאָ פּ
 דאָ ס איז אמת פֿאַ ר אַ לע פֿעלקער אין אַ לע לענדער.אַ סימילאַ ציע און פֿאַ ר אַ ן אייגענעם נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן קיום
154
.אין אייראָ פּע און אַ מעריקע פֿאַ ר די לעצטע צוויי הונדערט יאָ ר
In the cultural world, in the world of relations between peoples, assimilatory
processes take place constantly: one people borrows something from another
people and becomes in that respect the same as the latter. This can and does happen
in all branches of cultural life: language and writing systems, customs and mores,
faith and beliefs, calendar and clothing, etc., etc., etc. [...But] the national question
is a language question. Assimilation is the attempt to devour the language of
another [people]. [...] When we study the fight for and against assimilation in the
American “melting pot,” we come to the same conclusion. “Talk United States”155
– that is the slogan of assimilation in the American melting pot. [...] Language is
the central axis around which the struggle against assimilation and for national

See below (“Vos iz asimilatsye: Un ver iz an asimilator” [What Is Assimilation: And Who Is an
Assimilator], 30 Jul. 1932 (?), Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO Institute for
Jewish Research, reel 32B, frames 72-73).
153 “An entfer V. Tshernovn: Ferter un letster artikl” [In Answer to V. Tshernov: Fourth and Last Article], Der
yidisher kemfer, 1 May 1936 (Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO Institute for
Jewish Research, reel 32A, frame 34), 14 (?). .
154 “Vos iz asimilatsye: Un ver iz an asimilator.”
155 This phrase is written in English, in Yiddish transliteration, in the original.
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survival turns. This has been true for all peoples in all lands in Europe and America
for the last two hundred years.
Lest there be any doubt about his feelings toward this phenomenon, he adds, “The cancer that is
devouring us life and limb – both by itself and in partnership with anti-Semitism – must be cut out,
healed; we must be rid of it. This cancer is linguistic assimilation. Anyone who aids and abets it
must be counted among the most virulent enemies of our people, even if he harbors the friendliest,
most humane feelings toward us.”156
While language was the main battlefield of assimilation, it was also an ideal focal point for
the development of positive national feeling. Language, he writes, “has quite a strong ‘nationmaintaining power’”: it is a cultural element which, when consciously cultivated, allows a people,
and in particular a minority or politically subordinated (untergeyokht) people, to maintain its
national identity and “ensure its [own] further existence and free development.”157 What’s more,
it is not a mere “garment” – it is an “organic element” of national culture (see Section 4), which
meaningfully embodies a given culture’s particular, dynamic “spirit” or brand of cultural
creativity.158 Regarding Jewish national feeling specifically, he wrote of the “the linkage between
Yiddish-language culture and the problem[s] of national survival, the struggle against assimilation,
the continuity and free development of the Jewish people, which is spread out over the world.”159
These convictions led Zhitlowsky to take a stance of political Yiddishism: a commitment
to the cultivation of Yiddish language and culture and to the development of institutional structures
that supported that cultivation. In 1921, he wrote: “[...] Yiddishism is, under current conditions of

“An entfer V. Tshernovn.”
“Der kiem-haleoym: Obyektive un subyektive badingungen far der ekzistents un frayer antviklung fun a
folk” [National Continuity: Objective and Subjective Conditions for the Existence and Free Development of
a People], Yidishe kultur 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1938), 3, 4. He adds, “This [i.e., language] is a [cultural] branch that
does not stand in the least contradiction to the demands of universal human [algemeyn-mentshlekhn]
progress; on the contrary, it is one of [the latter’s] most important weapons” (4).
158 “Tsu dem lataynishn alef-beys.”
159 “Der kiem-haleoym,” 3.
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world progress, the only means by which our people can remain a people and at the same time
participate actively in the progressive development of mankind.”160 In a different article he added:
“[...T]he time has come for us, i.e., those Jews who wish to remain Jews in a national [sense] in
this country, and who see that that will be possible only if we establish our own cultural life in our
own Yiddish language, to organize and come to an agreement about the political tasks that stand
before us.”161 Zhitlowsky emphasized that this would be possible only through a conscious
commitment to political struggle, an attitude which had yet to be developed among the masses. He
wrote, for example:
.[ דער לאָ זונג פֿון דער ייִדישער פּראָ גרעסיווער אַ נטוויקלונג...] [ דער ייִ דישיזם איז...]
 אין דעם משך.פֿרײע
ַ  ווי די, – די פֿרומע,אינסטינקטיוו שפּירן דאָ ס אונדזערע פֿאָ לקסמאַ סן
,דרײסיק יאָ ר איז די אויסבילדונג פֿון דער ייִ דישער קולטור אין דער ייִ דישער שפּראַ ך
ַ פֿון די לעצטע
 – געוואָ רן,– מיט איר באמת וווּנדערבאַ רן אויפֿבלי אויף אַ לע פֿעלדער פֿון אונדזער קולטורעלן לעבן
 דער אָ פּרוף פֿון אונדזערע,דער סטיכישער נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליזם פֿון די י ִידישע פֿאָ לקסמאַ סן
. אויף די נײַ ע באַ דינגונגען פֿון דעם פּראָ גרעסיוון לעבן,אינעווייניקסטער גוואַ לדיקער לעבנס־קראַ פֿט
דערווײלע נאָ ר אַ סטיכישע
ַ
 וואָ ס ער איז,די צרה מיט דעם איצטיקן ייִ דישיזם איז נאָ ר
וווּסטזײן
ַ
ַ און דאָ רטן וווּ ער ראַ נגלט זיך דורך צו דעם פֿולן בא. אַ האַ לב־באַ וווּסטזיניקע,שײנונג
ַ דער
162
.זײנע אייגענע כּוחות
ַ  איבערשאַ צט ער,דײט
ַ ַזײן נאַ ציאָ נאַ ל־פּראָ גרעסיוון בא
ַ פֿון
[...] Yiddishism is [...] the watchword of Jewish progressive development.
Instinctively our masses feel this, whether religious or secular. Over the
course of the last thirty years, the development of Jewish culture in the Yiddish
language – with its truly wonderful blossoming in all arenas of our cultural life –
[has been the reflection of] the spontaneous nationalism of the Jewish masses, the
response of our tremendous inner life-force to the new conditions of progressive
life.
The only trouble with the current Yiddishism is that it is so far only a
spontaneous phenomenon, or [at most] a half-conscious one, and anywhere where
it does fight through to a full consciousness of its national progressive significance,
it overestimates its own strength.
In order to be effective, Yiddishism would have to become a conscious movement, and not only
that – it would also need to undertake political and pragmatic, not merely cultural, goals:
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,איינזײטיק קולטוריסטישער באַ וועגונג אין דעם י ִידישיזם
ַ
אײן[ די גאַ נצע געפֿאַ ר פֿון אַ ן
ַ ]איך זע קלאָ ר
וואָ ס וויל גאָ ר נישט ניט וויסן פֿון אַ פּאָ ליטישער אַ קציאָ ן און וואָ ס בויט אַ לע אירע האָ פֿענונגען נאָ ר
.אויף דער ריין געזעלשאַ פֿטלעכער קולטורעלער טעטיקייט
 וועלכע ווערן עראָ בערט דורך דער, וואָ ס אַ לע דערפֿאָ לגן,די געפֿאַ ר באַ שטייט אין דעם
,טווײליקע
ַ צײ
ַ
רויסווײזן פֿאַ ר
ַ
ַ קאָ נען זיך א,אָ נגעשטרענגטסטער ייִ דישיסטישער טעטיקייט
 וואָ ס זאָ ל זיי פֿאַ רפֿעסטיקן, אויב זיי זאָ ל ניט קומען צו הילף דער פּאָ ליטישער שוץ,אַ ריבערגייענדע
.און מאַ כן דויערהאַ פֿט
 קאָ נען מיר אין חוץ־לאָ רץ,צעפּיצלטע און צעשפּריצטע ווי קליינע נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע מינאָ ריטעטן
 ווי אַ לע אַ נדערע נאָ רמאַ לע פֿעלקער מיט אַ ן אייגענעם,ניט האָ בן אַ זאַ שטאַ רקן נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן חוט־השדרה
זײטן די לופֿט פֿון אַ פֿרעמדער שפּראַ ך און אין יענער לופֿט ווערן
ַ  אונדז רינגלט אַ רום פֿון אַ לע.לאַ נד
[...] .אונדזערע קנאָ כן ראַ כיטיש
 – ווירקט נאָ ך, די שפּראַ ך־אַ סימילאַ ציע, – די סיפֿיליזירנדע אַ סימילאַ ציע,די אַ סימילאַ ציע
 אַ ז אָ ן עפֿנטלעך־רעכטלעך, און עס שוועבט איבער אונדז די געפֿאַ ר,רײסנדער שטראָ ם
ַ ַ ווי א,אַ לץ
 וועלן, וואָ ס מוזן אויסגעקעמפֿט ווערן אין אַ פּאָ ליטישן קאַ מף,אָ נערקענטע פּאָ ליטישע אינסטיטוציעס
 וואָ ס מיר וועלן אין דער:אַ לע דערפֿאָ לגן פֿון דער ריין קולטוריסטישער טעטיקייט הענגען אויף אַ האָ ר
. וועט די פֿרעמד־שפּראַ כיקע גאַ ס פֿונאַ נדערפֿליקן און צעדריבלען,היים צונויפֿשפּינען און אָ נוועבן
, מוז זיך אָ רגאַ ניזירן,זײן קולטורעלע עראָ בערונגען
ַ  אויב ער וויל פֿאַ רזיכערן,דער ייִדישיזם
, עס מוז קודם באַ שאַ פֿן ווערן אַ קאָ רסעט פֿאַ ר דעם ראַ כיטישן חוט־השדרה.און אָ רגאַ ניזירן פּאָ ליטיש
163
.[...] פֿון אונדזער איצטיקן פֿאָ לק
[I am well aware of] the danger of a one-dimensionally culturalist movement in
Yiddishism, which refuses to engage with the idea of political activism, which
builds all of its hopes only on purely sociocultural activity.
The danger lies in the fact that all the successes reached by the most
laborious Yiddishist activity can turn out to be temporary and ephemeral if no
political protection comes to their aid in order to make them secure and lasting.
As a small crumbled and scattered national minority abroad [i.e. in
diaspora], we cannot [expect ourselves to] have as strong a national spinal cord as
all other normal peoples with countries of their own. We are surrounded from all
sides by the air of a foreign language, and in that air, our bones become weakened
by rickets. [...]
Assimilation, syphilizing [!] assimilation, linguistic assimilation, –
continues to have the effect of a raging current, and the danger hangs over us that
without publicly, legally-recognized political institutions, which must be fought for
in a political struggle, all the successes of the purely culturist activity will hang by
a thread: whatever we spin and weave at home will be picked apart and unraveled
by the foreign-language street [i.e., public sphere].
If Yiddishism wishes to insure its cultural accomplishments, it must
organize, and organize politically. A corset must first and foremost be created for
the rickets-afflicted spinal cord of our people in its current condition [...].
In 1921 Zhitlowsky proposed, “A Yiddishist league must be organized that will encompass
[...] all Jews who consider Yiddish to be their national language. This league will need to work out
163
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all programmatic demands and all plans for our political action here in this country.”164 Although
he did not ultimately establish this sort of Yiddishist league, he did play an important role in
building up Yiddish cultural institutions in North America, both through his extensive
contributions to the American Yiddish press (both as a prolific writer for various publications and
as the editor of Dos naye lebn) and by helping to establish the North American Yiddish
supplementary schools movement,165 a direct response to his concerns about the tendency of the
American public school system to turn all children into “one and only one sort of […] Frankfurter
sausage” (see Section 2).
While a complete tracing of Zhitlowsky’s role in the founding and development of the
American Yiddish schools movement is beyond the scope of this study, it is clear at least that he
saw himself as one of the ideological forefathers and catalyzers of the movement, and that others
saw him that way too.166 The schools movement was central to Zhitlowsky’s political program:
beginning as early as 1898, he viewed the development of a Jewish secular educational system as
a central brick in the autonomous edifice he imagined building.167 He envisioned the Yiddish

“Undzer politishe aktsyon.”
For general information on the North American Yiddish schools movement, see Fradle Pomerantz
Freidenreich, Passionate Pioneers: The Story of Yiddish Secular Education in North America, 1910-1960
(Teaneck, NJ: Holmes & Meier Publishers, Inc., 2010); Harry Garfinkle, Ideological Elements in the
Development of the American Yiddish School Movement (doctoral dissertation, Columbia University, 1954);
Naomi Prawer Kadar, Raising Secular Jews: Yiddish Schools and Their Periodicals for American Children,
1917-1950 (Waltham: Brandeis University Press, 2016); Shul-almanakh: Di yidishe moderne shul oyf der
velt, H. Novak, ed. (Philadelphia: Central Committee of the Workmen’s Circle Schools, 1935); and Shulpinkes: Lekoved dem tsvantsikstn yoyvl 1926-1946 (Chicago: Sholem-Aleichem Folk Institute, 1948).
166 See Zhitlowsky’s article “Der ershter fertl-yorhundert fun undzere shuln” [The First Quarter-Century of
Our Schools] (in Shul-almanakh) for his own characterization of the emergence of the schools movement
as a direct consequence of his anti-assimilation work in the North American context (7). For third-party
(albeit far from disinterested) perspectives, see Hersh Novak, “Dr. Khayem Zhitlovski un zayn batayt far
der yidisher shul-bavegung” [Dr. Chaim Zhitlowsky and His Significance for the Yiddish Schools Movement]
in Shul-pinkes: Lekoved dem tsvantsikstn yoyvl 1926-1946 (Chicago: Sholem-Aleichem Folk Institute,
1948), 151-169, and Gershon Pludermakher, “Dr. Khayem Zhitlovski: Der foter fun der yidisher shulbavegung in Amerike” [Dr. Chaim Zhitlowsky: The Father of the Yiddish Schools Movement in America],
Literarishe bleter 12, no. 21 (24 May 1935), 340. See also Dresner, Haim Zhitlovski, 303-306.
167 In “Zionism or Socialism?”; see Introduction.
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school system as a “dam” against the “stream of assimilation”168 for two reasons: because it
reduced exposure to non-Jewish cultural influences,169 and because it raised a new generation of
Yiddish cultural tuers (activists) who would keep Yiddish culture going in the future,170 perhaps
with even more enthusiasm than their parents’ and grandparents’ generation had demonstrated.171
But what would it mean for the American polity overall if all national groups lived out their
lives in their own languages? Zhitlowsky did not believe this would present a threat to the unity or
identity of the country. On the contrary, it would challenge America to live out its stated values at
long last:
 צו לייגן די הויפּט־,עס וועט ]דעמאָ לט[ דעם אַ מעריקאַ נער נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליזם זיך בשום אופֿן ניט לוינען
: דער רוף: אַ דרבא.וווּסטזײן און געפֿיל אויף דער ענגלישער שפּראַ ך
ַ
ַגעוויכט פֿון דעם נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן בא
, ענגליש,אײך וועלכע שפּראַ ך איר ווילט
ַ  "רעדט:דײט
ַ ַ"זײט אַ מעריקאַ נער!" וועט מוזן האָ בן דעם בא
ַ
אײך אין וועלכן גאָ ט אָ דער וועלכן ט ַײוול איר ווילט; אַ נטוויקלט וועלכע
ַ  טאָ טעריש; גלויבט,טערקיש
זײט פֿאַ ראינטערעסירט
ַ ;זײט אַ מעריקאַ נער פּאַ טריאָ טן
ַ  אָ בער קודם־כּל,קולטור־פֿאָ רמען איר ווילט
 ווי אַ וועלט־מאַ כט אין דער אַ לוועלטלעכער,בלבֿ־ונפֿש אין אַ מעריקעס גרייס און אין איר ראָ לע
"!פּאָ ליטיק
דײט פֿון
ַ ַאון פֿאַ ר דעם פּראָ גרעסיוון טייל פֿון דעם אַ מעריקאַ נער נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליזם וועט דער בא
 נאָ ר,דעם "אַ מעריקאַ ניזם" באַ שטיין אויך ניט אין דער באַ זונדערער פּאַ טריאָ טישער ליבע צו ענגליש
 וועלכע די,אין דער ליבע און איבערגעבנקייט צו יענע אינסטיטוציעס פֿון פֿרײַ הייט און גערעכטיקייט
.אַ מעריקאַ נער פּאָ ליטיק פֿאַ רקערפּערט אין איר עפֿנטלעכן לעבן
די שפּראַ ך וועט אין אַ מעריקע זיך מוזן דערנענטערן צו דער מדרגה פֿון אַ מין פּריוואַ ט־
172
. פּונקט אַ זוי גוט ווי די רעליגיע,זאַ ך
It certainly will not pay [then] for American nationalism to place the primary
weight of its national consciousness and feeling on the English language. On the
contrary, the appeal “Be Americans!” will have to mean, “Speak whichever
language you wish, English, Turkish, Tatar; believe in whichever god or
whichever devil you wish; develop whichever cultural forms you wish, but above
all, be American patriots; take an interest with all your heart in America’s
greatness and in its role as a world power in global politics!”

“Undzer yugnt far undzer folk: Di frage vegn undzer asimilirter yugnt” [Our Youth for Our People: The
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fun di yidishe masn,” Der tog, 25 Apr. 1926 (reprinted in Literarishe bleter 3, no. 108 (28 May 1926), 345346).
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And as for the progressive portion of American nationalism, the meaning
of “Americanism” similarly will not consist of a particularly patriotic love for
English, but rather of love and devotion to the institutions of freedom and justice
that American politics embody in public life.
Language in America will need to move toward becoming a sort of private
matter, just like religion.
Similarly, in the article “Our Political Action Here in This Country” (see Section 2), Zhilowsky
seizes on Newman’s attempt to disarm American nativist rhetoric by turning it on its head. In the
Times bulletin, Newman is quoted as follows: “Having wondered for many years why any redblooded American should ape any one in anything, I determined to investigate the medium through
which we express our thought – language. I could see no reason for the name-plate ‘English
language.’” Zhitlowsky commandeers this idea for his own purposes:
סטזײן פֿון דעם עכטן אַ מעריקאַ נער איז
ַ
 אַ ז אין דעם נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן באַ וווּ, ווען מען מיינט,ס'איז אַ טעות
 דער פּאַ טריאָ טיזם פֿון דער ענגלישער.[...] "זײן "אַ מעריקאַ ניזם" צונויפֿגעגאָ סן מיט דעם "ענגלישיזם
ַ
שפּראַ ך איז געבאָ רן געוואָ רן און ווערט תּמיד ווידער אויפֿגעוואַ רעמט דער עיקר בײַ די אַ סימילירטע
 אַ ז די ניט־ענגליש־, דעם עכטן אַ מעריקאַ נער קומט גאָ ר אויפֿן זינען ניט אַ רויף צו פֿאָ דערן.פֿרעמדע
ריידנדע עלעמענטן פֿון אַ מעריקע זאָ לן זיך אין גאַ נצן אָ פּזאָ גן פֿון זייער אייגענער שפּראַ ך צוליב
.ענגליש
 עס גייט להיפּוך ז ַײן זעלבסט־.דער אמתער אַ מעריקאַ נער וויל ניט קיין אַ סימילאַ ציע
 אַ ז "אַ רויט־בלוטיקער אַ מעריקאַ נער, "רויט־בלוטיקער" פּסיכאָ לאָ גיע, אינדיווידועלער,שטענדיקער
זײן נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע
ַ  אַ ז ענגליש איז ניט,[ וויסנדיק...] ".זאָ ל וועמען עס איז נאָ כקרימען אין וואָ ס עס איז
 וואָ ס וויל זיך, איז דער עכטער אַ מעריקאַ נער טאָ לעראַ נט צו יעדער אַ נדער שפּראַ ך,שפּראַ ך
זײן
ַ  מסכּים, איידער ווער עס איז אַ ן אַ נדערער, דעריבער קאָ ן ער לײַ כטער.אײַ נוואָ רצלען דאָ אין לאַ נד
173
.גלײכע רעכט און גלײַ כן רעכטלעכן שוץ פֿאַ ר אַ לע שפּראַ כן און קולטורן
ַ מיט דעם געדאַ נק פֿון
It is a mistake to believe that “Americanism” is mixed together with “Englishism”
in the national consciousness of the true American [...]. Patriotism about the English
language is born and constantly resurrected primarily among assimilated
foreigners. It does not even occur to a true American to demand that non-Englishspeaking elements in America should entirely abandon their own languages in favor
of English.
The real American does not desire assimilation. It goes counter to his selfdetermined, individualistic, “red-blooded” psychology, that a “red-blooded
American should ape any one in anything.” [...] Knowing that English is not his
national language, the true American is tolerant toward any other language that
wishes to put down roots here in this country. Therefore it is easier for him than for
anyone else to agree to the idea of equal rights and equal legal protection for all
languages and cultures.
173
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While this undoubtedly reflects strategic wishful thinking with polemic intent on Zhitlowsky’s
part (although he does mention philosopher John Dewey and former New York governor Charles
Evans Hughes as two proponents of this view, and blames expressions of pro-English, antimultilingual sentiments on chauvinist and xenophobic trends that arose temporarily in connection
with World War I174), it also reflects an earnest sentiment that he expresses elsewhere as well (see
Section 4): that “official” American values, even if they are not currently being embodied to their
fullest, have the potential, and should be pushed, to serve as fertile soil for the sort of true
democratic multiculturalism which he envisions.

Section 6
Unmasking the Power Differential and Confronting the Jewish Rejection of Jewish
Nationalism

It should be clear by now that in his writings about “cosmopolitan-aspiring” contexts in
general and the American context in particular, Zhitlowsky’s persistent theme is that the
cosmopolitan model does not work and merely succeeds in reinscribing the original nonJewish/Jewish power differential, merely in a more concealed and insidious form – and as a result,
it would behoove the Jews to cease to aspire to fit into “universal” cosmopolitan culture (in theory,
and, in practice, to assimilate into non-Jewish cultural worlds) – and instead, to adopt a
“progressive nationalist” stance that affirms values of equitable coexistence and collaboration
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while building the institutions of autonomous Jewish life. We have seen that Zhitlowsky himself
attempted to put his money where his mouth was through his involvement with the Yiddish press
and the Yiddish schools, as well as his other institutional activism, for example with the American
Jewish Congress. However, we should also take note of another aspect of his activist praxis: his
attempt to fulfill a pedagogical function by communicating his insights to (mostly the Yiddishspeaking) Jewish public and encouraging them to adopt his point of view and take part in
transforming the situation. This observation both rounds out our view of Zhitlowsky’s activities in
the American context and inspires us to read his articles in a different light: not only with an eye
to the accuracy of his insights, but also with attention to his persuasive rhetorical techniques and
curiosity about the impact of his words on his contemporaries.
While an exploration of those two facets would offer abundant fodder for a future study,
the recognition of Zhitlowsky’s pedagogical aim also opens up another question which I intend to
examine here: did Zhitlowsky ever prompt his audience to reflect not only upon the sociopolitical
circumstances in which they found themselves and the narratives used to justify those
circumstances (as we have already seen), but also upon their own reactions to those narratives?
That is to say, even if we can already consider all that we have seen so far to comprise a sort of
“consciousness-raising” endeavor on Zhitlowsky’s part, to what extent did he make that aspect of
his project visible by drawing his readers’ attention to Jewish self-consciousness itself, not only
to the external circumstances and narratives that he hoped his words would move them to
reevaluate?
To some extent, the element of “Jewish false consciousness” has been present all along the
way, in the texts we have already considered: under Enlightenment conditions in Europe, some
Jews bought into the promise of assimilation even after it had revealed itself to be an empty one
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(see Section 1); and in the New World, Jews were seduced by the siren song of the “melting pot”
(see Sections 2 and 3). However, at certain moments Zhitlowsky does indeed place the central
focus on the Jewish failure, in and of itself, to correctly assess the Jewish position in society. At
these moments Zhitlowsky’s concern is the Jewish refusal to assume a Jewish nationalist
outlook;175 while he does not name this explicitly in the sources I am considering, underneath this
concern we can recognize his target as the Jewish refusal to acknowledge and name anti-Semitism,
including systemic anti-Semitism (i.e., a persistent non-Jewish/Jewish power differential in
society) where it surfaces, particularly when it surfaces in subtle, “enlightened” forms. Zhitlowsky
proposes three reasons for the Jewish refusal to adopt a nationalist stance.
First, as we have seen, Jews harbor the naïve hope that the cosmopolitan model will deliver
what it promises, including the fulfillment of lofty ideals and the abolition of their subordinate
status in society: as Zhitlowsky writes in Assimilation: What It Promises and What It Delivers,
“[…I]n their hearts, the Jewish intelligentsia believed in [the] abstract-humane, cosmopolitan
demand” that they be allowed access to opportunities for socioeconomic mobility “for the simple
reason that we are all people, and there is no difference, absolutely no difference between Jew and
Frenchman, and because every person everywhere has the right to take from life what he can.”176

In this section and the next, I am indebted to Barry Rubin’s book Assimilation and Its Discontents (New
York: Times Books, 1995). One of Rubin’s theses is that a “universalist” stance, far from being a crosscultural ethical phenomenon unrelated to national identity, is in fact historically characteristic of assimilating
and assimilated Jews in particular, and that many factors have contributed to the modern Jewish rejection
of Jewish nationalism that at least partially explains this tendency. Rubin’s articulation of this argument
helped me to recognize a related argument in Zhitlowsky’s work. The thread winds throughout Rubin’s
book, but see, e.g., “While humanity was barely beginning an age of nationalism, the Jews’ own situation
inspired many Jewish intellectuals to boast of a universalism that saw any patriotism as a regressive step”
(27); “Many thought themselves original in refusing to belong to any group, not realizing this was a typical
Jewish assimilationist attitude” (95); “But fate was cruel to the pioneers of Jewish humanism since they
were largely alone in being so eager to replace religion, nation, and self-interest with a cult of altruism,
objectivity, and humanism” (227).
176 Di asimilatsye: Vos zi zogt tsu un vos zi git, 23. One example of this reflex was the stance that Jacob
Gordin took in his famous debate with Zhitlowsky on nationalism vs. integrationism: that universal
humanism, not nationalism, should be the ideal, because the former would spell an end to the oppressor
class (see Goldsmith, “Chaim Zhitlowsky,” 175).
175
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Second, Jewish arguments against Jewish nationalism are sometimes rooted in internalized
anti-Semitism. In an article entitled “‘Dos rekht oyf asimilatsye’” [The Right to Assimilate],
Zhitlowsky brings an excerpt from an editorial from another American Jewish (presumably
Yiddish) periodical by way of example. The excerpt reads: “Facing inward, we are fighting
assimilation with every legitimate tool available to us; facing outward, we must fight for all human
rights, including the right to assimilate. We cannot tolerate imposed ‘nationalism,’ any more than
we wish to tolerate imposed religion.”177
In order to understand why this assertion caught Zhitlowsky’s attention, let us begin by
identifying facets of this statement that appear self-contradictory. Firstly, the juxtaposition “We
must fight for all human rights, including the right to assimilate. We cannot tolerate imposed
‘nationalism,’” seems to conflate two separate issues: the resistance of the American polity to
accepting Jews as full members (“We must fight for all human rights, including the right to
assimilate”), and the pressure that Jewish activists were (supposedly) placing on Jews not to try to
join the American polity as full members (“We cannot tolerate imposed ‘nationalism’”). Secondly,
while the author thus seems to be arguing for the “right to assimilate” on both “outward” and
“inward” fronts, Zhitlowsky points out that the statement appeared in an article in a “national”
Jewish journal, and is framed as a point of Jewish “national” pride. Presumably, it is these two
apparent contradictions that inspired Zhitlowsky to zero in on this passage.
In analyzing the passage, Zhitlowsky emphasizes the oxymoronic nature of the term “the
right to assimilate”: if a “right” generally implies access to a resource that resolves a lack or a
damaging situation, then this framing suggests that Jewish identity (or, in his terms, “nationality”)
is a negative state that must be resolved. Thus, those who speak of a “right to assimilate” must

“‘Dos rekht oyf asimilatsye,’” 5 Jul. 1933 (?), Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO
Institute for Jewish Research, reel 32A, frames 89, 98.
177
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think of Jewish nationality, far from being an asset, as a kind of debt or negative number. When
you borrow a hundred dollars, Zhitlowsky points out, you “have” that hundred-dollar bill, but in a
“negative” sense of “having” – the very “having” in and of itself is the fact which puts you in the
red. If assimilation is a “right,” then Jewish identity must be not even a “zero” but in fact a debt,
which must not only be paid back but which, in addition, incurs interest: because there is no such
thing as a stam-mentsh (“just a person,” i.e., a “universal human,” or a person without a nationality,
see Section 3 above), when a Jew “pays his debt” by shedding his Jewish nationality, he has no
choice but to take on (i.e., to assimilate into) some other “positive” nationality that is not his own.
As such, he argues, the idea of the “right to assimilate” is rooted in the belief that Jewishness is a
negative trait that one must expunge and then atone for.
Third, Jews resist adopting a Jewish nationalist stance out of fear that such an outlook will
fan the flames of anti-Semitism, and will in particular encourage non-Jews to view Jews as national
outsiders who can never become “true” Americans (or Germans, or Poles, etc.). Zhitlowsky
discusses this factor in an article entitled “A gezegn-vort Hern Gibonsn”178 [A Farewell to Mr.
Gibbons], the last in a series of articles which Zhitlowsky wrote in response to non-Jewish
American journalist Herbert Adams Gibbons’s 1921 essay “The Jewish Problem: Its Relation to
American Ideals and Interests.”179 In the article, Zhitlowsky points out that many Jews bought into
arguments against Jewish nationalism similar to the anti-Zionist arguments that Gibbons
articulated in his essay. Indeed, he proposes that this was because American Jews were afraid that
the mere idea of a Jewish nation could add fuel to the flames of rising American anti-Semitism,
“A gezegn-vort Hern Gibonsn,” Di tsayt (?), Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO
Institute for Jewish Research, reel 32A, frame 26. I was not able to find all articles in the series, but two
others which I did find are “Her Gibons un der antisemitizm” [Mr. Gibbons and Anti-Semitism], Di tsayt (?)
and “Tsienizm un ‘amerikanizm’” [Zionism and “Americanism”], Di tsayt, 22 Sep. 1921 (?) (both reel 32A,
frame 37).
179 Herbert Adams Gibbons, “The Jewish Problem: Its Relation to American Ideals and Interests,” Century
Magazine 102 (September 1921), 785-792.
178
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and that if the idea that Jewishness is a nationality were allowed to gain currency, it could
jeopardize their identification as American in non-Jewish eyes.180
In the articles I have mentioned here, Zhitlowsky argues against all three of these reasons
for refusing to embrace Jewish nationalism, thus adding another layer to his overall argument
against an assimilatory mindset and for a “progressive nationalist” one.
Regarding the naïve faith in the promises of cosmopolitanism, we have already seen one
of his arguments against the model: that it is impossible to live “in a space outside of nationality,”
and the attempt to do so always leads to privileging one nationality over others. In the passage
from Assimilation: What It Promises and What It Delivers from which I quoted above, he adds an
additional argument: just as Jews (and other national minorities) have a particular incentive for
buying into cosmopolitanism, non-Jews, or the majority nationality, have a particular incentive not
to buy in – they will never be altruistic enough to meet the minority halfway by giving up their
identity and the privileged status that it confers. Zhitlowsky sums up the attitude of the majority:
ַזײנע רעכט אויף דער וועלט וועט מען נישט א
ַ [ מיט זינגען שירה לכּבֿוד דעם סתּם־מענטשן און...]
 וואָ ס האָ ט נאָ ך ניט פֿאַ רלאָ רן און האָ ט ניט געקאָ נט פֿאַ רלירן דעם נאַ טירלעכן,בײ אַ פֿאָ לק
ַ סך אויספֿירן
 מע[ האָ ט אויף די אַ לע קאָ סמאָ פּאָ ליטישע שיינע פֿראַ זן געמוזט ענטפֿערן מיט...]נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן עגאָ יִ זם
 דעם, און ערשט דערנאָ ך דו, דער פֿראַ נצויז,"יע ;'מענטש!' אָ בער – קודם איך: ברייטקייט און העזה
181
!"' אויף דעם 'דערנאָ ך,זײ מוחל
ַ ,ניט־פֿראַ נצויז און – טאַ רט
[…H]ymns to the “stam-mentsh” and his rights in the world would not make much
of an impression on a folk that had not yet lost, and could not lose, its natural
national egoism[... They] answered all the elegant cosmopolitan phrases with
boisterous impudence: “Sure, ‘humanism,’ why not? But – firstly I, the Frenchman,
and only later, you, the not-Frenchman, and – sorry, but you’ll have to wait a while
for the ‘later.’”

This fear was certainly founded. At around the time of Gibbons’s essay, President Woodrow Wilson
expressed the same idea, as Barry Rubin points out: “‘You cannot become thorough Americans if you think
of yourself in groups. America does not consist of groups. A man who thinks of himself as belonging to a
particular national group in America has not yet become an American’” (quoted in Assimilation and Its
Discontents, 72).
181 Di asimilatsye, 23.
180
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Apart from the impossibility of creating a “nationality-free” society, this is another reason why the
dominance of the majority identity is inevitably reinscribed in any attempt to introduce a
cosmopolitan model into society. As we have seen, the practical consequence of this dominance
in a pseudo-cosmopolitan environment is that members of the minority are forced to aspire to the
majority identity, but ultimately, they are not accepted as fully authentic bearers of that identity.
Hence, the Jews, having bought into the cosmopolitan idea and thus, inevitably, become “fremdnatsyonalistn” (see Section 3), answer, “‘Certainly! First, we, the Frenchmen, and especially, the
Frenchest Frenchmen of all – and that’s us!’” The tragic result, he argues, is the Dreyfus Affair.182
In some ways, Zhitlowsky argues, this arrangement is worse than an overtly inequitable
division of society into non-Jews and Jews. For example, in the context of Heine’s “Prinzessin
Sabbat” and the issue of the “doglike” mindset (see Section 1), Zhitlowsky points out that in
premodern times, Jews could at least enjoy the Sabbath (the one day of the week when the Jew
was a prince rather than a dog, according to Heine’s poem and traditional motifs), but in secular
modern times, even that refuge had been taken away: Jews experienced themselves merely as
misfits in the non-Jewish world, rather than as inhabiting their own specific social position which,
if downtrodden, was therefore also uniquely dignified through spiritual ideas of chosenness and
ultimate messianic redemption.183
As far as the second motivation for the Jewish resistance to Jewish nationalism, namely
internalized anti-Semitism, Zhitlowsky rails against it, exclaiming upon the abnormality of the
situation in which the Jewish people finds itself, or, more accurately, the psychological
abnormality of its reaction to that situation:
[...] [ זאָ ל...]  אַ ז אַ וואָ סער־עס־איז פֿון די איצטער אונטערדריקטע פֿעלקער,זײן
ַ קענט איר זיך משער
 מען קאָ ן זיך דאָ ס ניט. דאָ ס רעכט אויף אַ סימילאַ ציע? ניין,אַ רויסשטעלן ווי אַ קאַ מף־פֿאָ דערונג
182
183

Ibid., 23.
Di asimilatsye, 11-12.
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 און זיי קעמפֿן מיט אַ לע מיטלען אַ נטקעגן,זײנען פּאָ זיטיווע פֿעלקער
ַ  אַ לע יענע פֿעלקער.פֿאָ רשטעלן
בײ דעם ייִ דישן פֿאָ לק איז
ַ  נאָ ר. כּלפּי חוץ, נאָ ך מער, נאָ ר,דער אַ סימילאַ ציע ניט נאָ ר כּלפּי פּנים
זײנע אַ נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע גרופּע זאָ ל אַ רויסטרעטן מיט דעם קאַ מף פֿאַ ר דעם רעכט אויף
ַ  אַ ז,מעגלעך
 און דער נאַ ציאָ נאַ לער שטאָ לץ אויף, אַ נעגאַ טיוו פֿאָ לק, משמעות, דאָ ס ייִדישע פֿאָ לק איז.אַ סימילאַ ציע
שפּײ אין דעם אייגענעם נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן פּנים פֿאַ ר די
ַ
ַזעלבסט־באַ שטימונג אין דער אַ סימילאַ ציע איז – א
 אַ הילכיקער קלאַ פּ "על־חטא" אין דער אייגענער ברוסט פֿאַ ר דער "מידה,אויגן פֿון דער גאַ נצער וועלט
184
...זײן אַ נאַ ציאָ נאַ לער ייִ ד און צו געהערן צו דער ייִדישער נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליטעט
ַ מגונה" צו
Can you imagine some [other] currently oppressed people [...] putting forth a [...]
demand for the right to assimilate? No. It is unimaginable. All of those peoples are
positive peoples, and they fight in every way against assimilation, not only on the
internal front, but also, and especially, on the external front. Only the Jewish people
is capable of producing a national group that would launch a fight for the right to
assimilate.185 Apparently, the Jewish people is a negative people – and the national
pride [that expresses itself as an insistence on] self-determination via assimilation
is – like spitting in our own national face in front of the whole world, loudly beating
our own breasts “al het”186 for the “repugnant trait” of being national Jews and
belonging to the Jewish nationality…
Finally, regarding the third motivation, the fear that embracing Jewish nationalism would
give non-Jews an excuse to refuse to believe that Jews could be fully American, Zhitlowsky offers
a twofold answer. Firstly, he reminds his readers, voluntary Jewish disaffiliation from and
disavowal of the idea of Jewish nationality provides no insurance against the anti-Semitic tendency
to view Jews as perpetual outsiders. Regardless of what point of view Jews embrace on the subject,
non-Jews will persist in refusing to see Jews as anything but nationally Jewish. Zhitlowsky offers
Gibbons as a prime example: although he denies the existence of Jewish nationality, his very hatred
for the idea is evidence that he believes in it. Zhitlowsky offers a complicated account of Gibbons’s

“‘Dos rekht oyf asimilatsye.’”
For a parallel statement that “It is only among Jews that such a phenomenon [of rejecting one’s own
national interests] is possible” as well as the explicit use of the terminology “abnormal”/“normal” to contrast
the situations facing Jewish and non-Jewish peoples and their respective reactions to them, see “Undzer
yugnt un undzer folk: Natsyonaler bavustzayn un anti-natsyonale shtimungen tsvishn der yidisher yugnt”
[Our Youth and Our People: National Consciousness and Anti-National Attitudes Among the Jewish Youth],
Der tog, 20 Mar. 1934 (?), Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO Institute for Jewish
Research, reel 32A, frames 91, 100.
186 “For the sin of,” words from a penitential prayer recited on Yom Kippur. A Yiddish expression rooted in
the custom of beating one’s breast while reciting the penitential prayers: an expression of shame and selfreproach.
184
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psychology: for all he claims to be a philo-Semite, he is in fact an anti-Semite. But because he is
“enlightened,” Gibbons realizes that individual Jews are not deserving of his hatred, so he must
justify his hatred another way: thus, he launches it at the idea of Jewish nationhood. But this is no
less anti-Semitic than more “traditional” anti-Semitic rhetoric, because it persists in regarding Jews
as less deserving than other peoples of the trappings of normal life, in this case a normal national
life. Thus, for all his protestations, Gibbons clearly continues to regard Jews as nationally
“different.”187
Secondly, far from criticizing the non-Jews’ point of view that Jews are nationally Jewish
and thus fundamentally “unassimilable” into any other context of national belonging, Zhitlowsky
agrees with it, appropriating their narrative for his own purposes: “[Non-Jews] will by no means
believe in the possibility of [a transformation from Jewish nationality into some other nationality].
[They] know that Jews comprise a distinct nation of their own, which cannot by any miracle be
transformed into another nation: their hearts tell them this.”188 According to Zhitlowsky, Jews are
nationally Jewish and unassimilable, and non-Jews know this and will act accordingly. Thus, what
good does it do if Jews deny it?
In short, the non-Jew (who continues to hold power over Jewish fates) himself believes
deep down in the existence of Jewish nationhood, but demands that Jews themselves cease to
believe in it. If Jews accede to this demand and themselves reject the idea of Jewish nationhood,
they are simply engaging in a “modern” incarnation of mayofes (dancing a degrading dance to
entertain the non-Jewish overlord, on pain of punishment for any refusal): although Zhitlowsky

“A gezegn-vort Hern Gibonsn.” Here Zhitlowsky brings up “enlightened” anti-Semites Niemojewski and
Świętochowski once again (see Section 1), warning that Gibbons could ultimately prove to be just as
dangerous.
188 Ibid.
187
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does not use the word, he does allude to the image: “dancing to the [in this case,] educated goy’s
flute.”189
With all three of these factors defeated, Zhitlowsky lands once again upon his usual
recommendation: that a Jewish nationalist orientation is the healthiest approach to Jewish life in
modern multicultural society. As he argues at the end of “A Farewell to Mr. Gibbons,” true philoSemitism means respect for the Jewish people, for its right to pursue its own national existence
like any other nation. It is not enough to subscribe to Gibbons’s supposedly philo-Semitic stance
of considering individual Jews worthy of respect only insofar as they can be isolated and deJudaized (in another article from the series, he sums up Gibbons’s assimilatory solution to the
“Jewish problem” as “When you take off someone’s head, his headache disappears too; if there
are no Jews, there won’t be any Jewish problem or any anti-Semitism either”190). Rather, it is
necessary to undertake a clear assessment of the power dynamics motivating both non-Jews and
assimilated Jews to deny Jewish nationhood. Such an assessment can help to rid those dynamics
of their power to debase: the article concludes with the words, “And we can help [the aspiring
philo-Semite] in his self-pedagogy if we respect ourselves as a people and begin to live like a
people deserving of respect.”
“The Right to Assimilate” ends on a similar note: once again, rather than the right to
assimilate as individuals into a foreign nation, it would behoove the Jews to seek out the right to
live as an empowered, autonomous people in a “federation of individual national groups.” On the
psychological front, he adds, “If we [...] assume, as I believe, that at our core we are a positive,
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merely an oppressed, people, then the idea of imposed nationalism is no longer on the table
whatsoever. What the heart desires [of its own accord] cannot be imposed.”191

Section 7
What About the Next Generation? Alienation, Surreptitious Endosociality, “The
Jewish Religion,” and Predicting the “Ethnic Revival”

In most of his articles on the subject of assimilation, Zhitlowsky discusses (and addresses)
relatively new immigrants who still have time to make the choice of whether to throw themselves
into “becoming American” or to join him in his “progressive nationalist” vision. However, on a
few occasions Zhitlowsky occupies himself with the effects of assimilation on later generations of
Jews, for whom it is already too late to change course – a category of people who most likely were
not among his direct addressees, since it is unlikely that most of them would have been capable of
reading newspaper articles in Yiddish (particularly Jews of German descent, whom he mentions
in particular under this rubric).
As we saw previously (see Section 1), in Assimilation: What It Promises and What It
Delivers, Zhitlowsky raises the issue of the “third generation,” who have never truly known Jewish
culture, but who nevertheless are still ultimately regarded as foreigners by the culture which they
have joined. He writes about this issue in the “Two Lectures on the Future of Peoples in America”
as well. He begins by warning that an individual who attempts to fit into a cultural sphere not his

191
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own will never quite manage to “pass”: he will either undershoot or overshoot whenever he tries
to imitate gestures that come naturally to a native of the sphere he is attempting to join.192 He
predicts that the passage of time and the emergence of native-born generations will not ameliorate
this problem, particularly because he does not believe intermarriage will ever occur at a statistically
significant rate. Thus, immigrant populations will remain relatively “closed” communities that will
pass their own subtle cultural forms down through the generations, no matter how supposedly
assimilated they are, in a nearly biological fashion (he speaks of “passing them down in the blood”
in a not-wholly-symbolic way).193 These cultural forms will betray their bearers’ foreignness by
contrasting with the “thousand ‘je-ne-sais-quoi’s with which the authentic cultural atmosphere of
the American is rife.”194
The combination of this inability to fit into non-Jewish society, on one hand, and an
uncritical acceptance of the cosmopolitan model, on the other, results in a “they no longer even
know what they’re missing” dynamic: social isolation combined with an inability to recognize the
situation as abnormal. Zhitlowsky writes:
שײכות צו אַ וועלכער־עס־
ַ  וואָ ס האָ בן שוין אין גאַ נצן פֿאַ רלוירן אַ וועלכע־עס־איז,]פֿון[ יענע יחידים
 אַ ז זייערע עלטערן האָ בן געהאַ ט אַ וועלכע־עס־, וואָ ס האָ בן שוין אויך פֿאַ רגעסן,איז ייִ דישער סבֿיבֿה
– ,איז[ נאָ ר אַ קליינער טייל זייערער...] איז שײַ כות צום י ִידישן פֿאָ לק אָ דער צו דעם ייִ דישן גלויבן
[ אַ רײַ נגענומען געוואָ רן אין אַ ן אַ מעריקאַ נער סבֿיבֿה און צונויפֿגעוואָ קסן...] – ,אָ בער גאָ ר אַ קליינער
.מיט איר
זײן
ַ  דאָ ס איז.דאָ ס רובֿ פֿון אָ ט דעם מין אַ סימילירטע ]י ִידן[ לעבט דרויסן פֿון יעדער סבֿיבֿה
 אָ בער. דאָ ס קלינגט משונהדיק. ער האָ ט נישט קיין געזעלשאַ פֿטלעך לעבן.כאַ ראַ קטעריסטישער סימן
שײכות
ַ זײן האָ בן זיי נישט קיין ברעקל דירעקטע אינטימע
ַ  אין זייער טאָ ג־טעגלעכן.עס איז אַ פֿאַ קט
 ווי שט ַײבעלעך זיצן אָ ט די אַ סימילירטע י ִידן אין די צווישן־חללס פֿון דעם.צו זייערע מיט־מענטשן
.אַ מעריקאַ נער ניט־י ִידישן אָ דער אַ פֿילו י ִידישן לעבן

“Di fareynikte felker,” 274-275. Zhitlowsky alludes here, among other things, to the idea that Jews are
frequently identifiable not by the fact that they speak the local language poorly, but by the fact that they are
so eager to fit in “properly” that they ultimately end up speaking the local language in an abnormally
hypercorrect fashion.
193 “Der melting-pot,” 212-213.
194 “Di fareynikte felker,” 273-274.
192
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ַ איז זייער הויז א, פֿאַ רפֿרעמדט פֿון דעם ייִדישן גלויבן,פֿאַ רפֿרעמדט פֿון דעם ייִ דישן פֿאָ לק
195
.באַ זונדער מדינה פֿאַ ר זיך
[Of] those individuals who have entirely lost any sense of belonging to any sort of
Jewish milieu, who have forgotten that their parents had any connection to the
Jewish people or to the Jewish faith, [...] only a small fraction – a very small fraction
– have been integrated into, grafted into an American milieu.
For the most part, that sort of assimilated [Jew] lives on the outside of all
milieus. That is his characteristic trait. He has no social life. This sounds bizarre.
But it is a fact. In his daily existence, he doesn’t have the least direct intimate
relevance to his fellow human beings. This sort of assimilated Jew sits in the
interstices of American non-Jewish or even Jewish life like a mote of dust.
Estranged from the Jewish people, estranged from the Jewish faith, his
house is a land of its own.
Zhitlowsky describes this as yet another mechanism leading to a Jewish rejection of Jewish
nationalism:
 נישטאָ דאָ רט קיין. וואָ ס באַ וועגן אונדזער לעבן,אין אַ צווישן־חלל פֿאַ רשטומען אַ לע שטורעמס
זײן
ַ  איז אַ מאָ ל אַ זאַ י ִיד געצוווּנגען אַ טראַ כט צו טאָ ן וועגן. נישט קיין נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליזם,אַ נטיסעמיטיזם
 אָ דער אַ ז "נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליטעט" איז בכלל, מוז ער קומען צו דעם רעזולטאַ ט,אייגענעם נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן מהות
 און, אַ ז אין דער אמתן באַ שטייט די גאַ נצע מענטשהייט פֿון איינצלנע יחידים,אַ ן אויסגעטראַ כטע זאַ ך
 – אויב ער האַ לט יאָ עפּעס פֿון דעם ענין," אָ דער, "אַ מענטש, ווי אַ לע אַ נדערע,ער אַ ליין איז
" ווי אַ לע אַ נדערע יענקיס, פּונקט אַ זאַ "יענקי, – איז ער גאַ נץ זיכער אַ ן אַ מעריקאַ נער,נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליטעט
 נאָ ר, און אַ זוי ווי ער לעבט נישט אין דער ווירקלעכער מענטשלעכער וועלט.פֿון דעם יענקי־לאַ נד
196
.זײנע געדאַ נקען
ַ  געפֿינט ער אין ערגעץ נישט קיין סתּירה צו,ערגעץ־וווּ אין אַ צווישן־חלל
In an interstice, all storms which buffet our lives fall still. There is no anti-Semitism
there; no nationalism. If such a Jew is now and then compelled to give a thought to
his own nationality, he automatically comes to the conclusion either that in general,
“nationality” is imaginary, and all of humanity is in fact composed of single
individuals, and he himself is, like all the rest, “a human being”; or – if he does
think something of nationalism – that he is quite certainly an American, just as
much a Yankee as all other Yankees in Yankeeland. And because he does not live
in the real human world, but rather in an interstice somewhere, he does not
anywhere encounter anything that might contradict his ideas.
Zhitlowsky also describes a second group of highly assimilated Jews, who resolve this cognitive
dissonance – of finding that they don’t fit into “real American” society but buying into the

“Alerley asimilirte yidn in Amerike: Fun mayne rayze-ayndrukn ibern land” [All Sorts of Assimilated Jews
in America: From My Travels Around the Country] Der tog, 13 Jun. 1926 (reprinted as “Asimilirte yidn in
Amerike: Fun mayne rayze-ayndrukn ibern land,” Der moment, 12 Aug. 1927).
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cosmopolitan model nevertheless – in a different way: by seeking out Jewish community without
admitting that they’re doing so. About this group he writes:
[ אָ בער...]  אַ ז זיי האָ בן עפּעס צו טאָ ן מיט דעם ייִ דישן פֿאָ לק,[ אין זייערע געדאַ נקען לייקענען זיי...]
 זיי.זײן
ַ בײ זיי נאָ ך נישט איבערגעשניטן געוואָ רן די פֿאַ רבינד־פֿעדעם מיט דעם י ִידישן
ַ ]עס[ זענען
 אַ סימילירטע, ]אפֿשר[ פּונקט ווי זיי, אָ דער לפּחות אין אַ סבֿיבֿה פֿון ייִדן,לעבן אין אַ ייִ דישער סבֿיבֿה
 אַ ליטעראַ ריש אָ דער, זאָ גן מיר, די סבֿיבֿה איז. אָ בער זיי לעבן אין איינעם אין אַ סבֿיבֿה.ייִדן
,[ אָ דער אַ פֿילו אַ פּראָ פֿעסיאָ נעלע אָ רגאַ ניזאַ ציע...] [ קלוב...] ַ[ אָ דער א...] קרײזל
ַ
וויסנשאַ פֿטלעך
 צ"ב אַ ן "איסט־, אָ בער באַ שטייט דורכויס פֿון ייִ דישע מיטגלידער,וואָ ס טראָ גט נישט קיין ייִ דישן נאָ מען
197
".סײעטי
ַ ָסײַ ד מעדאַ קאַ ל סא
[...T]hey deny in their minds that the Jewish people has anything to do with them,
but [...] the threads that bind them to Jewish existence have not been cut off. They
live in a Jewish milieu, or at least in a milieu of Jews, [perhaps] a milieu of [...]
assimilated Jews, just like they are. But they live together in a milieu. A milieu
which is, let’s say, a literary or scholarly circle [...] or a [...] club [...] or even a
professional organization which does not bear a Jewish name, but consists entirely
of Jewish members, e.g., the “East Side Medical Association.”198
Other observers of Jewish life in America have also noted this phenomenon,199 which I will dub
here “surreptitious endosociality”: Jews who, despite having disavowed the idea that their Jewish
identity has any national function in their lives, including as a source of social connection or
belonging, nevertheless continue to socialize primarily or exclusively with other Jews, under other
“official” pretexts. This makes sense, argues Zhitlowsky in another article – and it is not only an
attempt to compensate for exclusion on the part of non-Jewish social arenas that deny admission
to Jewish participants. Spending time with other Jews provides a respite from the above-mentioned

Ibid.
An organization called the East Side Medical Association does seem to have existed in New York City
at the time Zhitlowsky was writing; a mention can be found in an article in the New York Times issue of
November 3, 1909 (“Child Is Forcibly Taken to Hospital,” p. 18); indeed, the people mentioned in the article
appear to have Jewish names (unsurprising on the Lower East Side at that time).
199 Of Jews involved in Hollywood, Barry Rubin writes, “They rarely converted religiously – America did not
require it – but they did ‘convert’ ethnically to try to prove themselves purely American….and taught their
children to see themselves as upper class, then suffered from their inevitable rejection. Perhaps it was
inevitable that they would equate Jewishness with being poor, persecuted, and unfashionable. Their close
personal friends, of course, were all Jews of similar background who understood them” (Assimilation and
Its Discontents, 78). Speaking of the years after World War II, Goldstein also writes: “If they sought to
become undifferentiated Americans on the suburban frontier, they often restricted their most intimate
contacts to other Jews. […] In fact, a strong preference for friendship and marriage within the Jewish group
remained among the most salient features of Jewish life” (The Price of Whiteness, 206-207).
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pressure to “pass” in an at least somewhat hostile environment: “In a club, one wants to be among
‘eygene’ [one’s own, familiars], people with the same psychic makeup, the same cultural level and
the same cultural interests, and also – among people before whom it is not necessary to guard
against letting slip an inappropriate comment or an unrestrained gesture.”200 In “The United
Peoples of the United States,” he goes further, arguing for the importance of culturally endosocial
spaces: “If the goal is for people to be whole, full, beautiful – then they must be allowed to
crystallize naturally in their own national-cultural atmosphere, where they can ingest their own,
intimate cultural elements, the thousands of nuances and moods of their people’s spirit [...].”201 He
adds, “A normal, whole, beautiful and harmonious person is, necessarily, one who lives in full
harmony with his own national culture. If he is forced into a foreign culture, it will break him,
destroy his inner harmony, or at the very least make him a narrow, dry creature.”202
According to Zhitlowsky, this latter group does have potential to develop a “progressive
nationalist” consciousness: they are aware that they are Jews and therefore that current events
concerning Jews have some bearing on their lives, and this awareness will grow, particularly if
they spend time in environments that are also frequented by not-thoroughly-assimilated Jews, and
particularly as anti-Semitism continues to rise in the American context.203 Eventually, members of
this group will begin to feel a duty to do something about their Jewishness. The first thing they
will do is “come out” as Jews in the public sphere (he gives the example of a recently formed,
openly Jewish actors’ society which publishes its own magazine, which bears a title that makes it
clear that the society’s members are Jews). The natural consequence of this step, says Zhitlowsky,
“Di amerikaner ‘yahudim’: Fun mayne rayze ayndrukn ibern land,” Der tog, 20 Jun. 1926.
“Di fareynikte felker,” 275.
202 Ibid., p. 270.
203 “Alerley asimilirte yidn.” Zhitlowsky repeatedly mentions the growing anti-Semitism in the US and in the
world alongside a half-“hopeful” assurance that this will stimulate interest among American Jews in Jewish
nationalism, or a claim that it already is having that effect. For another instance of this see “Undzer yugnt
un undzer folk: Natsyonaler bavustzayn.”
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is that assimilated Jews of this kind will be forced to answer the following question sooner or later:
“What makes you Jews? What gives you a spiritual, conceptual right to remain Jews and to call
yourselves Jews?” And they will have to answer that question by acknowledging either national
or religious identification with Judaism – or both.204
Although here he seems to present national and religious identification as two equally valid
options, it should come as no surprise that in fact, at least when it came to non-Orthodox Jews, he
considered national identification to be the preferred choice. In fact, he saw a religious
identification among liberal Jews as a third, even more contorted, self-deluding attempt to deal
with the cognitive dissonance of buying into the cosmopolitan model, yet continuing to draw a
sense of human – and thus, according to his model, national – belonging from Jewish community.
True, unlike the previous two groups, “Yahudim,” wealthy Reform Jews of German origin, at least
acknowledged that they were Jewish and that that was an important part of their identity; however,
the idea that their affiliation was with “the Jewish religion” rather than “the Jewish people” was
not a reflection of reality, but merely yet another manifestation of the Jewish resistance to
embracing Jewish nationalism. Zhitlowsky makes this clear, with heavy irony, in another article,
entitled “Di amerikaner ‘yahudim’” [The American “Yahudim”]:
זײן בליק אויף
ַ אין זײַ ן ערשטן בריוו "צו די רוימער" האָ ט דער אַ פּאָ סטאָ ל פּאָ ול אַ זוי אויסגעדריקט
 "הנולד," לויטן פֿלייש איז ישו – אַ מענטש, "לפֿי הבשׂר:דעם געטלעכן מהות פֿון ישו דעם קריסט
" "לויט דעם גײַ סט פֿון הייליקייט" איז, אָ בער "לפֿי רוח הקדושה." געבוירן פֿון דודס זאָ מען,מזרע דוד
." גאָ טס אַ קינד,ער אַ "בן אלהים
גײסט" האָ בן
ַ כּמעט די זעלביקע דואַ ליסטישע טעאָ ריע פֿון "לויטן פֿלייש" און "לויטן
 "לפֿי הבשׂר" זענען זיי גאָ ר ניט.אונדזערע "יאַ הודים" אויפֿגעבויט וועגן זייער אייגענעם י ִידישן מהות
גײסט פֿון דער ייִ דישער
ַ " לויט דעם," ייִדן זענען זיי נאָ ר "לפֿי הרוח. נאָ ר עכטע "אַ מעריקאַ נער,קיין ייִ דן
205
. וואָ ס אין איר גלויבן זיי,אמונה
“Alerley asimilirte yidn.”
“Di amerikaner ‘yahudim.’” Certainly, part of the background of Zhitlowsky’s sharp critique of GermanAmerican Jews in this article must be assumed to be resentment about tensions between Westjuden and
Ostjuden in the American context (see the mention in note 104 above of the Industrial Removal Office, one
of many examples of Jews with Westjüdische roots trying to ensure that Ostjüdische immigrants would
quickly assimilate so as not to embarrass them or threaten their tenuous hold on American belonging).
Zhitlowsky does not mention this explicitly here, but if he did, perhaps he would analyze the fear of
204
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In his first “Epistle to the Romans,” the apostle Paul expressed his perspective on
the divine nature of Jesus Christ as follows: “In fleshly terms,” Jesus is a person,
“born of David’s seed.” But “in terms of the Holy Spirit,” he is a child of God.
Our “Yahudim” have built up almost the same dualistic theory of “in terms
of the flesh” vs. “in terms of the spirit” about their own Jewish nature. “In fleshly
terms,” they’re not Jews at all, but “real Americans.” They are Jews only “in
spiritual terms,” according to the spirit of the Jewish faith in which they believe.
This is nice in theory, writes Zhitlowsky, but in practice, the situation is almost the reverse: “The
American ‘Yahudim’ [...] are actually much better Jews ‘in fleshly terms’ than ‘in spiritual terms’
[…]: The religious abyss which lies between Reform Judaism and Orthodox Judaism is much
deeper than the abyss separating Catholicism and Protestantism. What sort of religious interests
can Dr. Stephen Wise’s Free Synagogue and an authentic Jewish prayerhouse have in common?”
He goes on to explain that by “in fleshly terms,” he means not physical appearance or “Jewish
essence” in a biological or psychological sense, but rather “national status” as far as their “social
lives” and “national feeling.” As far as their social lives, he emphasizes here too that despite
everything, they live in a “Jewish milieu” – wealthy “ghettos” where expensive cars take the place
of mezuzot in indicating which doorposts belong to Jewish houses. They run social and charitable
organizations and private clubs that are open exclusively to a Jewish clientele; their children marry
each other. They also send their children to “Sunday school,” which Zhitlowsky clearly considers
to be akin to his own Yiddish schools project; i.e., primarily geared to cultivating children’s
national rather than religious Jewish identities.206

associating with the “greenhorn” Ostjuden as an additional aspect of the fear of being perceived as
“national” Jews.
206 Ibid. See also a similar account in Goldstein, albeit about a slightly later era: “[…] Jews often defined
themselves publicly as a religious group while privately pursuing Jewishness as a tribal phenomenon. […]
They gathered primarily in synagogues, but usually to socialize rather than to pray. […] Most were perfectly
happy to describe themselves as a religious community even as they privately functioned as much more”
(The Price of Whiteness, 206-208).
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As far as “national feeling,” the “Yahudim” feel a connection to the fate of the Jewish
people worldwide. “They try to convince themselves that this comes from their Jewish religious
belief, but they are sorely mistaken: at its base, this has no connection whatsoever to their faith.”
He continues, “If Reform Jews were merely followers of the ‘Israelite religion’ and not also
children of the Jewish nationality, it would be impossible to explain their role in purely secular
Jewish politics.” Specifically, their hatred of Jewish nationalism in general and Zionism in
particular would be impossible to explain: “What do these purely secular Jewish movements have
to do with the Reform Jewish faith, which has been cleared of every trace of Jewish nationalism?”
Devilishly, he asks, “How is it that [these Americans] of the Israelite faith come to meddle in the
internal national concerns of the Jewish people [if we are to understand that they are not Jewish
from a national point of view]?”207
Reform anti-Zionism and anti-Jewish-nationalism in general are clear signs of national
feeling (in the spirit of “the lady doth protest too much”), writes Zhitlowsky: “It is because they
are, and feel themselves to be, children of the Jewish folk that they know that the answer that
Jewish nationalism provides to the Jewish question is an answer for the entire Jewish people, for
all parts of it, and therefore also for them.” He then provides the paradoxical answer to his own
question: because they are part of the Jewish nation, they have a “perfect right” (“glaykhbarekhtikung”/ “kosher rekht”) to weigh in on Jewish national questions, even if they ultimately
use that right to advocate against Jewish nationalism.208
He continues the thought experiment by describing the hypothetical converse: if
“Yahudim” truly did not feel themselves to be a part of the Jewish people, then they would show
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“at least as much sympathy as such real Americans209 as President Wilson [...] and Eugene Debs
have shown” for “the children of a foreign folk to which they [the Yahudim] are [...] related through
their faith,” who “are throwing off the yoke of national slavery and setting forth, like the persecuted
English Puritans, to build for themselves an independent, free national home.” However, because
the “Yahudim” do in fact feel the “Jewish question” to be a personal one, they enjoy “the privilege
of paying no attention to what this or that sympathetic Gentile thinks,” and take the liberty of
focusing instead on articulating their own (contrarian) perspective.
Now Zhitlowsky returns to the question of “Sunday school,” presenting an anecdote told
to him by a Reform rabbi:
 וועגן, "רעד איך צו זיי )צו די שול־קינדער( וועגן דער ייִדישער רעליגיע,[]דער רבי האָ ט דערציילט
 קוים הייב איך אָ בער אָ ן.גלײכגילטיק
ַ בלײבן זיי
ַ , און וועגן די אַ מאָ ליקע צײַ טן,די אָ בֿות און די נבֿיאים
 וועגן די פֿאַ רשיידענע, וועגן זייער לאַ גע אין די פֿאַ רשיידענע לענדער,צו רעדן וועגן די איצטיקע ייִדן
 אַ זוי צינדן זיך אָ ן די פּנימער,בײ די מיזרח־אייראָ פּעיִשע ייִ דן
ַ  דער עיקר, וואָ ס קומען פֿאָ ר,באַ וועגונגען
210
".מיט דעם לעבהאַ פֿטסטן אינטערעס
[The rabbi said,] “I speak to them (the Sunday school students) about the Jewish
religion, about the Patriarchs and the Prophets, and about ancient times, and they
remain indifferent. But as soon as I start to talk about present-day Jews, about their
situation in various countries, about the various [political] movements that exist,
especially among Eastern European Jews, their faces light up with the liveliest
interest.”
For Zhitlowsky, this is an additional piece of evidence that although “Sunday Schools” are
supposedly institutions dedicated to developing children’s religious identity, in reality, for the
Of course, it’s interesting to note that he uses the term “real Americans” (“ekhte amerikaner”) seemingly
unironically here in a way that appears to exclude the possibility of the term applying to even highly
assimilated Jews; however, that is not a consistent habit of his. In some cases he uses the term to refer to
non-Jews, but with an emphasis on what he believes their “true” American values should be – namely,
pluralistic (e.g., in “Undzer politishe aktsyon,” see note 173 above). In other cases he uses the phrase to
refer ironically to the aspirations of assimilated Jews (e.g., at a different point in “Di amerikaner ‘yahudim,’”
see note 205 above), a usage which, although it does appear to cast doubt on the potential for Jews to
become “fully” American, nevertheless suggests that they are already American in some (perhaps chiefly
a legal) sense, because otherwise the adjective “real” would be unnecessary. In “Der melting-pot,”
Zhitlowsky defines an “ekhter Amerikaner” (a few lines later he adds “a ril ameriken” in transliterated
English) as a “great-great-grandchild of those Englishmen who laid their imprint upon American culture and
created the American type” (212).
210 “Di amerikaner ‘yahudim.’”
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children as for the adults, the aspect of Jewish identity that is alive for the “Yahudim” is the
national, not the religious, dimension.
As with the “surreptitiously endosocial” group, Zhitlowsky believed that the Yahudim did
also have the potential to develop an explicitly national consciousness, and that they would do so
in response to increasing anti-Semitism in the US context, specifically the imposition of quotas
(numerus clausus) on the admission of Jews to universities, which was fated to affect the
“Yahudim” too, no matter how assimilated they fancied themselves.211
Even if these groups did not ultimately make the predicted transition to a nationalist
outlook, Zhitlowsky pinned his last-ditch hopes on a future generation. As we saw previously, in
Assimilation: What It Promises and What It Delivers (see Section 1) he mentions the possibility
that once some members of the “third generation” recognize that the non-Jewish culture they
believed themselves to have been born into is ultimately not their home, they will undergo a
national reawakening (the best possible outcome, in comparison to the other two he mentions:
psychic collapse and suffering in silence). In other contexts, he returns to this idea that a later
(second or third) generation will long for and seek a return to Jewish community. To a great extent
this was probably an expression of frustration with his own generation, and an expression of hope
that the Yiddish schools would have the desired effect on the American-born. For example, in
“Our Youth for Our People: The Question of Our Assimilated Youth,” he writes:
 וואָ ס מאַ כן אָ ט די אויפֿגאַ בע,צום גליק האָ ט דאָ ס אַ מעריקאַ נער לעבן גופֿא אַ רויסגעבראַ כט פּראָ צעסן
ַ ווי זי זעט אויס אויף דעם ערשטן בליק און ווי זי איז אפֿשר געווען א,גאָ ר ניט פֿאַ ר אַ זאַ אוטאָ פּישער
בײ דעם ייִ נגערן דור
ַ בײ אונדזער אַ סימילירטער יוגנט – און אַ פֿילו
ַ  עס מערקט זיך שוין.מאָ ל
 אַ האַ לב־אומבאַ וווּסטזיניקער שטרעבן צו אַ ייִדישער, אַ צונייג צו אונדז,"יאַ הודים" – אַ בייג
[...] .עקזיסטענץ
 וואָ ס זיי. די ייִדישע, אָ נשטאָ ט דער יענקישער:נײע נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע אָ ריענטאַ ציע
ַ ַזיי דאַ רפֿן א
 און דאָ ס. איז אַ ן אָ נשליסן זיך אָ ן דעם ייִ דישן פֿאָ לק,זוכן אומבאַ וווּסטזיניק און האַ לב־באַ וווּסטזיניק
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 דער ייִדישיזם קאָ ן זיי צונויפֿבינדן.קאָ ן זיי געבן אין אַ פֿולער מאָ ס דער י ִידישיסטישער נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליזם
212
. קעמפֿנדיקן און בויענדיקן ייִדישן פֿאָ לק, אוממיטלבאַ ר מיט דעם איצטער לעבעדיקן,דירעקט
Luckily, life in America has itself produced processes which make this task [of
attempting to stem the tide of assimilation by developing further the Yiddish
schools movement] a much less utopian one than it appears at first glance and than
it was at first. Our assimilated youth – and even the younger generation of
“Yahudim” – are already noticeably inclining, bending towards us, halfconsciously striving toward a Jewish existence. [...]
They need a new national orientation: instead of the Yankee, the Jewish.
What they are looking for unconsciously and half-consciously is to join the Jewish
people. And Yiddishist nationalism can give that to them fully. Yiddishism can give
them a direct, unmediated connection with the contemporary living, struggling and
building Jewish people.
However, he also seemed to believe sincerely that the shift would ultimately take place, as he
writes in “All Sorts of Assimilated Jews in America: From My Travels Around the Country”: “I
think that there are many reasons to believe that all of those who are now assimilated will not
permanently remain an amputated limb of our body; that quite a large portion of them, or of their
children, will inevitably ‘come home’ in a national sense.”213 While Zhitlowsky’s predictions were
undoubtedly partly polemic in intent, it is interesting to consider them in light of his contemporary
M.L. Hansen’s “law of the third generation return,”214 and its fulfillment, including for the
descendants of Eastern European Jewish immigrants, in the American “ethnic revival” movement
of the 1960s and 1970s.

“Undzer yugnt far undzer folk.”
“Alerley asimilirte yidn.”
214 M.L. Hansen, The Problem of the Third Generation Immigrant, (Rock Island, IL: Augustana Historical
Society, 1938); see also Eugene Bender and George Kagiwada, “Hansen’s Law of ‘Third-Generation
Return’ and the Study of American Religio-Ethnic Groups,” Phylon 29, no. 4 (4th qtr., 1968), 360-370.
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Section 8
Strange Bedfellows: Shortcomings in Zhitlowsky’s Vision of “Progressive
Nationalism”

I have spent much of this study exploring Zhitlowsky’s model of “progressive
nationalism,” which is compelling from a contemporary point of view for its attempt to reconcile
universalism and particularism in ways that honor multicultural and pluralistic values that many
of us continue to hold dear, while also affirming the importance of cultural specificity, heritage,
dignity, and belonging. However, an examination of Zhitlowsky’s ideas on this subject would be
incomplete without an acknowledgment of aspects of his model of nationalism that are
significantly problematic from today’s perspective. Hence, I will close the body of this study with
a brief survey of three such aspects.
Firstly, his idea of “progressive universal culture” was explicitly Eurocentric.215 For
example, he writes:
 וואָ ס האַ לטן ניט אויס די קריטיק פֿון דעם,פֿאַ ראַ לטעטע פֿאָ רמען פֿון דעם נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן לעבן
בײ אַ לע פֿעלקער אָ פּגעוואָ רפֿן און פֿאַ רביטן אויף יענע
ַ  ווערן,פּראָ גרעסירנדיקן מענטשלעכן געדאַ נק
, טעלעגראַ פֿן,אײזנבאַ נען
ַ .בײ די פּראָ גרעסיווערע פֿעלקער
ַ  וואָ ס זענען אויסגעאַ רבעט,פֿאָ רמען
אַ עראָ פּלאַ נען און כּל־המיני טעכנישע געצײַ ג האָ בן איין און דעם זעלביקן אָ נבליק אומעטום אויף דער
 די פּראָ צעסיע פֿון דער עקאָ נאָ מישער בעל־הבתּישקייט און פֿון דעם פּאָ ליטישן לעבן.גאַ נצער וועלט
 וואָ ס האָ בן אַ ריין אַ לגעמיין־,הייבן אומעטום אָ ן באַ הערשט צו ווערן פֿון פּרינציפּן און אידעען
 וואָ ס, און דער גרויסער פּראָ גרעס פֿון אונדזער צײַ ט באַ שטייט גראָ ד אין דעם פֿאַ קט.מענטשלעכן זין
 – אין אָ ט די,די פֿילע הונדערטער מיליאָ נען פֿון דעם אַ זיִאַ טישן מיזרח זאָ גן זיך איצט אָ פּ
 פֿון זייערע פֿאַ רהייליקטע אַ לטע נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע לעבנס־פֿאָ רמען און,צווײגן
ַ פֿונדאַ מענטאַ לע קולטור־
בויען ]זיי[ איבער לויט די פֿאָ דערונגען פֿון דעם אַ לגעמיין־מענטשלעכן שׂכל און יושר און לויט אָ ט
216
.דעם נוסח פֿון דער אייראָ פּע ִישער ציוויליזאַ ציע
In a few places he makes this clear through a simple apposition, e.g.: “…the broadly human, the
progressive-humanistic, that is, European-American culture” (“Der yidisher alef-beys”); “…the [branch of]
mankind that leads progress, i.e., […] the group of peoples that make up the European-American cultural
circle” (“Der yidishistisher ‘kulturizm.’”).
216 “Tsu dem lataynishn alef-beys.” I thank Yitskhok Niborski for his help in understanding the Zhitlowsky’s
use of balebatishkeyt in this context.
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Among all peoples, outdated [cultural] forms in national life which cannot
withstand the critiques of progressive human thought are being overthrown and
exchanged for those forms which have been developed by the progressive peoples.
Railroads, telegraphs, airplanes and all sorts of technical equipment have one and
the same appearance everywhere in the world. The procession of economic
operations and of political life are beginning to be ruled everywhere by principles
and ideas that have a universal human [algemeyn-mentshlekhn] wisdom. And the
great progress of our era comes precisely from the fact that the many hundreds of
millions in the Asian East are now rejecting, – in these fundamental cultural
branches, – their holy timeworn national lifeways and are rebuilding them
according to the demands of universal human wisdom and justice, and according to
the model of European civilization. [!]
This passage is taken from one of a pair of articles217 in which Zhitlowsky argues that writers of
Yiddish should switch to using the Latin alphabet, as other peoples recently had or were
considering doing (he mentions the “Turkish-Tatar Cultural and Pedagogical World Congress” in
Baku, presumably the All-Union Turcological Congress which took place in February of 1926,218
as well as discussions about romanizing Japanese which he implies were inspired by the Baku
conference219). He frames his proposal as stemming from a need to distance Jews from being seen
as “Asiatic”: “In the lives of the backwards Asiatic peoples,” the transition to the Latin alphabet is
“no small event [but rather] a silent revolution. [...W]ith regard to our alphabet (and with regard to
other things too, unfortunately), we [too] still belong to the backwards Asian peoples
[tsurikgeblibene Azyatishe felker].”220 He writes, too:
גײסטיק דערנענטערט
ַ  וואָ ס די אַ ז ִיאַ טישע וועלט וועט,]די געווינסן[ מוזן אַ רויסוואַ קסן פֿון דעם פֿאַ קט
 די: וואָ ס טראָ גט דעם נאָ מען, צו יענער ציוויליזאַ ציע,ווערן צו די מאָ דערנע פּראָ גרעסיווע פֿעלקער
"מערבֿ־אייראָ פּעיִשע" און וואָ ס דריקט אויס אירע געדאַ נקען אין דעם לאַ ט ַײנישן אַ לף־בית – דעם
דײטשן און
ַ , ראָ מאַ נישן, דעם ענגליש־אַ מעריקאַ נישן:קרײזן
ַ אַ לף־בית פֿון די פּראָ גרעסיווסטע קולטור־
221
.(סלאַ ווישן )אין דער מאַ יאָ ריטעט פֿון זײַ נע פֿעלקער

“Tsu dem lataynishn alef-beys: Vi azoy azye eyropeizirt zikh,” Der tog, 22 Jul. 1926, and “Der yidisher
alef-beys: Tsu der frage fun shraybn yidish mit lataynishe bukhshtabn,” Der tog, 25 Sep. 1926.
218 See Lenore A. Grenoble, Language Policy in the Soviet Union (New York: Kluwer, 2003), p. 124.
219 “Tsu dem lataynishn alef-beys.”
220 Ibid.
221 Ibid.
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[The benefits for Asiatic peoples of transitioning to the Latin alphabet] naturally
stem from the fact that the Asian world will be brought culturally nearer to the
modern progressive peoples, to that civilization which bears the name “Western
European” and which expresses its ideas in the Latin alphabet – the alphabet of the
most progressive cultural circles: the English-American, Romance, German and
(among the majority of its peoples) Slavic circles.
This is an intriguing episode deserving of a longer treatment; among other things, it appears
to be an instance when Zhitlowsky expressed the same naïve desire for approval from and
belonging in non-Jewish spheres for which he so roundly criticized assimilators:
 – און דער עיקר פֿאַ ר פֿעלקער,טײנישן אַ לף־בית פֿאַ ר אַ לע פֿעלקער
ַ ַדײט פֿון דעם לא
ַ ַדער גרויסער בא
ַ וואָ ס דורך אָ ט דער רעפֿאָ רם "ברעכן זיי דורך א, – ליגט אין דעם פֿאַ קט,מיט אַ ן אַ זיִאַ טישן אַ לף־בית
,[ אויך י ִידיש דאַ רף אַ ראָ פּוואַ רפֿן פֿון זיך דעם אַ לטן אַ ז ִיאַ טישן מלבוש...] ".פֿענצטער צו אייראָ פּע
טײנישן אַ לפֿאַ בעט וועט
ַ ַ מיט דעם לא. שוין לאַ נג פֿאַ רשוווּנדענעם פֿאָ לק אַ שור,אויפֿגענייט פֿון דעם
 צו וועלכע זי,רײנטרעטן אין דער משפּחה פֿון די אייראָ פּעיִשע ליטעראַ טורן
ַ ַאונדזער ליטעראַ טור א
גײסטיקע
ַ  די ייִדישע. דעם גערמאַ נישן,געהערט לויט דעם וויכטיקסטן עלעמענט אין אונדזער לשון
, דאַ רף מען דען דאָ אַ סך דערקלערן.וועלט וועט זיך אַ דאַ נק דעם אויפֿעפֿענען אויך פֿאַ ר דעם ניט־ייִ דן
 די ניט־ייִ דישע וועלט זאָ ל קאָ נען האָ בן אַ גרינגן צוטריט צו אונדזער,ווי וויכטיק עס איז פֿאַ ר אונדז
222
?גײסטיקן לעבן
ַ אינעווייניקסטן
The great significance of the Latin alphabet for all peoples, – and in particular for
peoples with an Asiatic alphabet, – lies in the fact this reform allows them to “carve
out a window to Europe” [in the words of Peter the Great]. Yiddish too must cast
off its old Asian garments, sewn by that long-vanished people, Assyria. By means
of the Latin alphabet, our literature will enter into the family of European literature,
to which it belongs according to the most important element in our language, the
Germanic [!]. Thanks to [the Latin alphabet], the Jewish cultural world will be
opened up for the non-Jew too. Does it require any explanation when I say how
important it is for us that the non-Jewish world have easy access to our inner
cultural/spiritual life?
That by “European” he means to imply primarily “Western European” becomes clear later in the
article, when he writes, “Russia will probably also [soon] make the transition [from Cyrillic] to
the alphabet of progressive humanity” (!).223
Zhitlowsky himself realizes that this is bound to be read as an assimilatory move, and
asserts elsewhere that it is not:
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“Der yidisher alef-beys.”
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טײנישן אַ לף־בית אין דער העברעיִ שער ליטעראַ טור
ַ ַרײנפֿירן דעם לא
ַ ַ[ ווען זשאַ באָ טינסקי וויל א...]
 צו אַ קלאָ רן און, שטרעבן מיר ביידע גאַ נץ פּאָ זיטיוו,און איך האָ ב דאָ ס אייגענע שטרעבן בנוגע י ִידיש
[...]  וואָ ס, און פֿונדעסטוועגן וועט מען קיין נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליסטיש־געזונטן ייִד.בולטן אַ סימילאַ טאָ רישן אַ קט
 ניט באַ טראַ כטן פֿאַ ר אַ ן,טײנישן אַ לף־בית אין העברעיִש אָ דער ייִדיש
ַ ַרײנפֿירן דעם לא
ַ ַוויל אַ פֿילו א
ַ אַ ז מיר זאָ לן דאָ לעבן אין אַ ן אייגענער שפּראַ ך־ספֿערע )א,[ וויל איינער...] "."אַ סימילאַ טאָ ר
 מיר זאָ לן לעבן נאָ ר אין דער, וויל ער.העברעיִשער אָ דער אַ י ִידישער( איז ער ניט קיין אַ סימילאַ טאָ ר
224
".שפּראַ ך־ספֿערע פֿון דעם לאַ נד איז ער אַ ן אַ סימילאַ טאָ ר און – "געצעטלט די ביזנעס
[...I]nsofar as Zhabotinsky wants to introduce the Latin alphabet into Hebrew
literature and I have the same aspiration concerning Yiddish, we are both quite
actively aspiring to a clear and evident assimilatory act. And nevertheless, no one
will consider a nationally healthy Jew who [...] wants to go so far as to introduce
the Latin alphabet into Hebrew or Yiddish to be an “assimilator.” [...] Anyone who
wants us to live in our own linguistic sphere here [i.e., in the US] (whether Hebrew
or Yiddish) is not an assimilator. [And a]nyone who wants us to live only in the
linguistic sphere of the land [i.e., the English sphere] is an assimilator, and – getsetlt
di biznes [Yinglish: the matter is settled].
Whether the “biznes” is really so “gesetlt” certainly remains up for debate.
A second serious flaw can perhaps be understood as a consequence of what Karl Fornberg
describes as Zhitlowsky’s tendency to pursue lines of argumentation in a manner that was divorced
from concrete, real-world context.225 On May 27, 1934, Zhitlowsky published an article in Der tog
entitled “A naye debate vegn yidn: Asimilatsye un ‘disimilatsye’ – a nay vort un zayn badaytung”
[A New Debate about Jews: Assimilation and “Dissimilation” – A New Word and Its Meaning].226
In the article, he summarizes for the Yiddish reader a dialogue which took place in the German
press, beginning with Lutz Lenders’s article “Zum Problem der Dissimilation” in the Nazi
newspaper Völkischer Beobachter and continuing with a rebuttal by Alfred Hirschberg, entitled
“Dissimilation oder Assimilation?”, in the German Jewish Central-Verein-Zeitung, as well as a

“Vos iz asimilatsye: Un ver iz an asimilator.”
Fornberg, “D"r Zhitlovskis ‘asimilatsye,’” 124. Epstein writes, similarly: “Of a scholastic mind, with traces
of casuistry and intellectual arrogance, his formal logic often led him to extreme and rigid positions, to the
annoyance of his admirers and followers, and it often made him a controversial figure” (“Chaim Zhitlowsky,
1865-1943,” 299).
226 “A naye debate vegn yidn: Asimilatsye un ‘disimilatsye’ – a nay vort un zayn badaytung,” Der tog, May
27, 1934.
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response by Kurt Loewenstein entitled “Dissimilation” in the Zionist Jüdische Rundschau.227 In
his article, Lenders suggested that in the wake of the “Aryan paragraph” and under conditions of
increasing exclusion of Jews from German public life, it would be in Jewish interests to
“dissimilate,” i.e., to renew the cultivation of Jewish national identity. This would be “a big
opportunity for German Jews to construct their own world of feelings and ideas, in order to give
meaning to the imposed situation, transform it into a voluntarily chosen one, and thereby remove
from it the character of a decree,” writes Zhitlowsky, quoting Hirschberg quoting Lenders.
It is not difficult to perceive that this is a horrifying statement: in today’s terminology, it is
a classic example of Nazi “gaslighting”: asking German Jews not only to comply with their
persecution but to be grateful for it besides, and even to conceptualize it as an affirmative response
to their own wishes. Unsurprisingly, Zhitlowsky reports that Hirschberg’s rebuttal was full of
outrage. Zhitlowsky himself, however, was too seduced by the similarities between Lenders’s call
for the Jews to re-nationalize and his own political agenda to worry about the sinister framing, and
saw it instead as an opportunity which he could turn to his own use. He responded:
 אַ ז דער "היטלעריזם" און די שאַ רף־, אַ ז דאָ ס רובֿ י ִידישע פּובליציסטן גלייבט נאָ ך אַ לץ,איך ווייס
טווײליקע
ַ צײ
ַ ַ איז נאָ ר א, וואָ ס וואַ קסט איצטער אומעטום אָ ן,נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליסטישע כוואַ ליע בכלל
" וועט פֿאָ רט מוזן,זײן "עמאַ נציפּאַ ציע" און "אַ סימילאַ ציע
ַ  מיט,דערשײַ נונג און אַ ז דער ליבעראַ ליזם
 אַ ז אָ ט די האָ פֿענונג זאָ ל ניט מקוים, אָ בער – ווי איז. איז דאָ ס, מעגלעך.באַ לד נעמען די אייבערהאַ נט
זײן צוגעגרייט אויך אויף אַ זאַ מין אויסגאַ נג? פֿאַ ר וואָ ס זאָ לן מיר אויך דאָ אין
ַ ווערן? פֿאַ ר וואָ ס ניט
 נאָ ר דירעקט אַ וועקשטעלן אויף דעם,לאַ נד ניט נאָ ר ניט אויפֿגעבן דעם קאַ מף אַ נטקעגן אַ סימילאַ ציע
 פֿון פֿונאַ נדעראַ סימילירן די שוין, ד"ה,סדר־היום אויך דעם פּראָ בלעם פֿון דיסימילאַ ציע
 זיי זאָ לן ווידער געווינען דעם פֿריִערדיקן ייִ דישן פּנים,אַ סימילירטע טיילן פֿון אונדזער פֿאָ לק און זען
228
?וווּסטזײן
ַ
ַ קולטור און נאַ ציאָ נאַ לן בא,זייערן אין שפּראַ ך

Lenders’s article was published on 25 April 1934. Hirschberg’s rebuttal was published on 3 May 1934,
and Loewenstein’s response on 27 April 1934. For brief summaries and contextualizations of the exchange,
see Jonathan Skolnik, Jewish Pasts, German Fictions: History, Memory, and Minority Culture in Germany,
1824-1955 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2014), 149-150 and Rebecca Rovit, The Jewish
Kulturbund Theater Company in Nazi Berlin (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2012), 51.
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I know that most Jewish journalists still believe that “Hitlerism” and the sharply
nationalistic wave in general, which is currently on the rise everywhere, is only a
temporary phenomenon and that liberalism, with its “emancipation” and
“assimilation,” ought to regain the upper hand soon. That is possible, but – what if
that hope is not realized? Why not be prepared for that outcome as well? Why
shouldn’t we too, here [in America], not only not give up the fight against
assimilation, but even directly place on the agenda the problem of dissimilation,
i.e., of un-assimilating the already-assimilated portions of our people and seeing
that they revert to their previous Jewish face in language, culture and national
consciousness?
To be fair, Zhitlowsky was not alone in this reaction; he reports that Zionist Kurt Loewenstein
took a similar tack in his response to Lenders’s article, presumably for similar reasons. We must
also keep in mind that we have the benefit of hindsight in evaluating this incident, considering that
we know now how dangerous was the coming wave of which Lenders’s article was one of many
harbingers; it is entirely possible that Zhitlowsky also recognized the manipulativeness of
Lenders’s approach, but simply did not regard it as a serious threat. If he had been able to foresee
the true danger of the “Aryan paragraph,” he would have known that “reverting to their Jewish
face” would ultimately be useless in confronting what was to come.
That said, it is difficult to excuse his expression of agreement, elsewhere in the article, with
the idea that “the current fate of Jews in Germany is a warning for all Jews undergoing the process
of assimilation” as anything other than opportunistic victim-blaming. Such a statement is in a sense
understandable in the context of his lifelong effort to encourage Jews to recognize their own
agency in settings in which they had no choice but to depend for their lives and livelihoods on
unfriendly non-Jewish social worlds. Nevertheless, this encouragement of Jewish agency slips here
into a failure to lay the blame for the situation at the appropriate feet, an ironic development
considering Zhitlowsky’s longstanding campaign to encourage the Jewish public to admit that a
non-Jewish/Jewish power differential still dictated the limitations of their political and social lives.
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A final point is that in his article, Lenders criticizes German-Jewish culture, particularly
the Reform movement, for being inevitably inauthentic and meaningless (“a tasteless... artificial...
masquerade,” in Skolnik’s translation), and recapitulates the idea that Jews can never truly be
German. It is impossible to miss the similarities between these ideas and Zhitlowsky’s own
comments elsewhere to the same or analogous effect, as we have seen – here Zhitlowsky even uses
the term “funandergrimirn,” “taking off the makeup,” to introduce the idea of dissimilation, clearly
underscoring the idea that Jewish belonging in a non-Jewish environment is nothing but a charade.
The fact that Zhitlowsky was so quick to embrace Nazi reasoning, at least insofar as it relied on
ideas of the immutability of essential Jewishness and the fundamental incompatibility of
Jewishness with modern secular belonging, should give us pause when we evaluate Zhitlowsky’s
claims that his model of “progressive nationalism” is in the best interests of Jews.
It is interesting to note that one of Zhitlowsky’s harshest critics, Chaim Lieberman,229 had
warned as early as 1921 of this very danger, pointing out that on the basis of his model for
nationalism, Zhitlowsky would be all too prone to find himself with Aryan supremacist bedfellows.
In an article in Di tsayt entitled “Zhitlowsky als teoretiker fun natsyonalizm” [Zhitlowsky As

Writer and journalist, 1890-1963. For basic biographical details see Zaynvl Diamant, “Liberman,
Khayem,” in Leksikon fun der nayer yidisher literatur, vol. 5 (New York: Alveltlekher yidisher kultur-kongres,
1963), col. 66-71. Lieberman’s critical attitude toward Zhitlowsky must be taken in context: Lieberman was
a chronic and unrestrained polemicist who launched high-profile attacks against other major Yiddish literary
figures as well, including Samuel Charney (Sh. Niger) and Sholem Asch. The polemic debates in the press
between Lieberman and Zhitlowsky comprise a fascinating chapter that to the best of my knowledge has
not yet been examined by recent scholars. For a partial look at the debate between the two, see Lieberman,
“Zhitlowsky als teoretiker fun natsyonalizm,” Di tsayt (1 May 1921), 5 (reprinted with revisions and additions
in Dikhter un veltn (New York: s.p.(?), 1923), pp. 169-210); Zhitlowsky, “An alt-naye plog,” Di tsayt (21 May
1921), 5 and (22 May 1921), 7; Lieberman, “Mayn entfer tsu Dr. Zhitlovskin,” Di tsayt (30 May 1921), 3, 5
and (31 May 1921), 5; Zhitlowsky, “A briv tsum redaktor,” Di tsayt (4 June 1921), 7; Lieberman, “A briv in
redaktsye,” Di tsayt (8 June 1921), 5; Lieberman, “Dr. Khayem Zhitlovski,” in idem, Literarishe siluetn (New
York: Yiddish-Lebn, 1927), 77-86; Lieberman, “Shpil in Nyu-York: Dr. Chaim Zhitlowsky,” in idem, Sheydim
in Moskve (New York: s.n., 1937), 84-99; Dr. Kh. Zhitlovski un Sh. Niger: A debate in zeks briv (New York:
s.n., 1937); Lieberman, Yidn un yidishkeyt in di shriftn fun Dr. Kh. Zhitlovski: Gedanken vegn a
farblondzhetn dor (New York: s.n., 1944); Kegn di onfaler oyf Dr. Khayim Zhitlovski (New York: Chaim
Zhitlowsky Folks-Komitet, 1944); Lieberman, Doktor Khayim Zhitlovski un zayne farteydiker: Nokh a vort
vegn dem gaystikn bankrot fun a dor (New York: s.n., 1944)
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Theoretician of Nationalism], Lieberman zeroes in on Zhitlowsky’s use of biological language to
talk about national identity and national essence. He takes as his jumping-off point a series of
quotations from Zhitlowsky’s articles which employ biological terminology:
 געבויט,[ אַ י ִידישער אַ פּאַ ראַ ט...] [ דער מאַ רך און נערוון־אַ פּאַ ראַ ט ]פֿון לאַ סאַ ל און מאַ רקס[ איז...]"
[ ווער עס האָ ט זיך נאָ ך ניט אויסגעאיינט מיט דעם געדאַ נק...] .אויסגעפֿײנערט פֿון ייִ דישע דורות
ַ
און
 וואָ ס שטעקן אין דעם מאַ רך און נערוון־אַ פּאַ ראַ ט פֿון יעדן,פֿון נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע באַ שאַ פֿונגס־כּוחות
[ דער ספּעציפֿיש־...] . דער האָ ט נאָ ך קיין ברעקל ידיעה ניט פֿון מאָ דערנעם נאַ ציאָ נאַ ליזם,פֿאָ לק
נאַ ציאָ נאַ לער אופֿן )פֿון דער קולטור פֿון אַ פֿאָ לק( וואַ קסט אַ רויס פֿון די ספּעציפֿיש־נאַ ציאָ נאַ לע
וואָ ס [ גייען אַ ריבער בירושה פֿון דור צו דור אויף דעם וועג פֿון...] .שאַ פֿונגס־כּוחות פֿון אַ פֿאָ לק
230
".ביאָ לאָ גישער פֿאַ ראַ רבונג
“[Lassalle’s and Marx’s] brains and nervous systems were [...] Jewish [brains and
nervous] systems, built and refined by generations of Jews. [...] Anyone who has
not yet made his peace with the idea of national creative forces, which reside in the
brain and nervous system of each people, has no idea about modern nationalism.
[...] The nationally-specific traits (of the culture of a people) grow out of the
nationally-specific creative forces of that people [...which] are passed down from
generation to generation in the manner of biological heredity.”
Lieberman takes these quotations as evidence that Zhitlowsky takes a biological approach to race
and peoplehood, and that he imagines members of different peoples to differ from each other not
only culturally but also biologically; the biological difference (in the nervous system) is the
bedrock out of which cultural differences emerge, while at the same time, cultural differences
change the nervous system over time.231 Lieberman goes on to discuss recent developments in the
field of anthropology that demonstrate the falsity of the idea that there is a clear correlation
between level of cultural development and race-specific physical traits (particularly skull shape
and brain weight).232 He also discusses the evidence against the theory of race-specific
temperaments, as well as of the idea that “the white man” is evolutionarily farther from the ape

Quotations from Zhitlowsky’s articles “Yidishe geoynim” [Jewish Geniuses] and “Yidishkeyt”
[Jewishness], quoted in Lieberman, “Zhitlowsky als teoretiker fun natsyonalizm,” in idem, Dikhter un veltn,
169-170.
231 Ibid., 172-173.
232 Ibid., 173-176.
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than “the colored races.”233 Later in the article, Lieberman returns to his consideration of
Zhitlowsky’s model, pointing out the chicken-and-egg illogic of the idea that cultural development
and race-specific “nervous systems” create one another,234 and reminding the reader that according
to evolutionary science, acquired characteristics are not heritable.235
Lieberman goes on to attack one of Zhitlowsky’s favorite notions, the notion of a
“folksgayst” (“people’s spirit,” or national essence) that characterizes a particular people
throughout its cultural history, i.e., what would today be called racial or ethnic essentialism.236 He
points out that those who argue for the existence of such an essence (in particular, researchers in
the field of “felker-psikhologye,” Völkerpsychologie) do not adequately take into account the
phenomenon of cultural development over time,237 and that too often, those scholars who argue
that a particular group naturally possesses a positive cultural trait are members of that very group
(the examples he chooses here are telling: the claim that Germans are uniquely talented in the field
of philosophy,238 and the claim that blondes are best suited for political leadership239). He also
points out that essentialist notions of culture fail to explain how those who are not the full
biological product of a particular people can turn out to be major contributors to the development
of its culture (he gives Pushkin’s African and Lermontov’s Scottish roots as examples).240 Worse,
biologically essentialist notions of culture rely on ideas of racial purity and the failure to
acknowledge mixing and intermarriage (because in the absence of racial purity, it is impossible to
assert that every member of a people has straightforwardly inherited the culture’s characteristic

Ibid., 177-178.
Ibid., 185.
235 Ibid., 186-189.
236 Ibid., 192-201.
237 Ibid., 196-197.
238 Ibid., 198-200.
239 Ibid., 200-201.
240 Ibid., 205-206.
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traits and that there is a clear characteristic dividing line between different peoples). The idea of
racial purity, writes Lieberman, is as outdated as the idea of Ptolemaic astronomy.241
At this point Lieberman abandons any remaining vestiges of rhetorical restraint, and points
out that other than Zhitlowsky, another political theorist who writes about Jewish racial purity,
with similar sorts of transparent self-contradictions, is the infamous anti-Semite Houston Stewart
Chamberlain, and among their shared sins can be reckoned an unjustified appeal to scientific
authority:
פֿון וואַ נען נעמען זיך די דאָ זיקע סתּירות בײַ די זשיטלאָ ווסקיס און טשעמבערליינס און זייער
?חבֿרותא
ַ אויף א, וואָ ס זיי שטייען אויף אַ ן אוממעגלעכן שטאַ נדפּונקט,עס נעמט זיך דערפֿון
צײט; עס נעמט זיך דערפֿון וואָ ס כאָ טש זיי
ַ שטאַ נדפּונקט וואָ ס גייט להיפּוך דעם בעסטן וויסן פֿון דער
, דאָ ך זוכן זיי אין אמתן ניט קיין וויסנשאַ פֿטלעכע אָ ביעקטיוויטעט,שטעלן אָ ן אַ וויסנשאַ פֿטלעכן טאָ ן
242
.זײן אייגענע שאָ וויניסטישע דרשה
ַ נאָ ר דרייען און בויגן די פֿאַ קטן כּדי אויסצוירשנען יעדער
Where do these contradictions come from [in the work of] the Zhitlowskies and
the Chamberlains and their ilk?
They stem from the fact that [these thinkers] adhere to an impossible [i.e.,
illogical] point of view, a point of view that runs counter to contemporary scholarly
consensus; they stem from the fact that even though they adopt a scientific tone,
in truth, they do not seek scientific objectivity, but rather each distorts and
stretches the facts in such a way as to allow himself to eke out his particular
chauvinistic sermon.
Lieberman goes on to argue that the inevitable consequence of “bad science” is reactionism. All
current reactionisms, he says, are rooted in the idea that races and classes can be differentiated
biologically. His characterization of European imperialism in these terms is particularly striking:
, מלחמה. פֿאַ ר אַ לץ געפֿינט זי אַ טעאָ ריע," אַ לץ באַ גרינדעט זי. איז "פֿילאָ זאָ פֿיש, ווי באַ וווּסט,אייראָ פּע
,רטרײב
ַ
ַצײט־פֿא
ַ זײנען פֿון אייביק געווען איר באַ ליבטסטער
ַ  פֿעלקער־האַ ס,אימפּעריאַ ליזם
? אָ ן אַ פֿילאָ זאָ פֿיע, ווי האָ ט עס געקענט בלײַ בן אָ ן אַ באַ גרינדונג.עקספּאַ נסיע – דער גרויסער חלום
און אפֿשר האָ ט אייראָ פּע געהערט אַ ז ס'איז ערגעץ דאָ געוויסן אויף דער וועלט און האָ ט געוואָ לט זיך
" האָ ט זי ערפֿונדן די טעאָ ריע פֿון – בלוט־אונטערשיידן פֿון.ריינוואַ שן פֿאַ ר אים מיט "אויסריידענישן
243
.ראַ סן און פֿעלקער
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Europe, as is well-known, is “philosophical.” She justifies everything, for
everything she finds a theory. War, imperialism, the hatred of one people for
another have been her favorite pastimes from time immemorial; expansion – her
great dream. How could [these] remain without a justification, without a
philosophy? And perhaps Europe heard that there’s such a thing as Conscience, and
wanted to absolve herself [in its eyes] with “explications.” So she invented the
theory of – the biological [lit.: blood] difference between races and peoples.
Lieberman describes the origins of this theory in the European context and its connections with
Aryan supremacism, particularly in the context of the First World War. However, he points out,
the Allies too had their thinkers who advocated that the “superior races” must undertake a violent
effort to hold the “inferior races” at bay. “This is the atmosphere,” writes Lieberman, “in which
the theory of inborn biological differences between peoples was born, and this is the atmosphere
on which it nourishes itself. In that context, it belongs. [...] But how did [such a reactionary theory]
turn up [in the work of] our progressive-nationalist theoretician Dr. Zhitlowsky?”244
Lieberman concludes his article by acknowledging that he cannot immediately offer a
counterproposal, the “correct theory of nationalism,”245 but asserts that at the very least, cultural
differences should be viewed not as biologically heritable or tied to particular racial characteristics,
but rather as a result of the different external conditions under which each culture evolved. “This
conceptualization of how cultures came to be does not only better correspond to a scientific spirit,
but it also does away with the chauvinistic and reactionary factor in the study of nationalities. For
if the reason for the differences between cultures is assigned to conditions, then all peoples, as far
as their biological and zoological organisms, are equal,” he argues. “All talk of higher and lower
races, culture-capable and culture-incapable peoples, […] inevitably ceases. Chauvinism in
nationalism becomes impossible.”246
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Here, apart from warning his readers about how much Zhitlowsky had in common with
proto-Nazis, Lieberman points us to what is arguably the third major flaw in Zhitlowsky’s
conception of “progressive nationalism”: a tendency to employ oversimplified notions of ethnic
identity and culture. As we have seen (in Section 7 and elsewhere), he has a tendency to assert,
sometimes using the language of biological heritability, that Jewishness is a trait that endures from
generation to generation and prevents full belonging in any other national body. This presentation
of ethnicity as permanent seems to also imply other ideas associated with ethnoracial essentialism:
in particular, that cultures are static, monolithic, and discrete.247 As is probably already evident
from the texts we have seen, Zhitlowsky’s work is indeed replete with such implications; for good
measure, I bring here an additional particularly egregious example:
 ד"ה אַ ן אור־, אַ וועקשטעלן אַ ן עכטן אַ מעריקאַ נער:וואָ לטן מיר געקאָ נט מאַ כן אַ זאַ 'ן עקספּערימענט
 וואָ ס האָ ט אַ רויפֿגעלייגט זײַ ן שטעמפּל אויף די אַ מעריקאַ נישע,אור־אייניקל פֿון יענעם ענגלענדער
זײט – אַ ן
ַ  און פֿון דער אַ נדערער,זײט
ַ  פֿון איין,קולטור און האָ ט באַ שאַ פֿן דעם אַ מעריקאַ נישן טיפּ
– ,דײטש
ַ ַ א, אַ פּויל, – אַ י ִיד, וואָ ס ווענט אין אַ מעריקע,עכטן פֿאָ רשטייער פֿון אַ וועלכן עס איז פֿאָ לק
,זײן אין פֿינפֿטן דור
ַ  – לאָ ז, אַ מעריקאַ ניזירטע קינד פֿון יענעם פֿאָ לק,און אין מיטן – דאָ ס אַ סימילירטע
 אַ ז,– וואָ לט אַ געלערנטער עטנאָ לאָ ג און פּסיכאָ לאָ ג אין דער גרעסטער צאָ ל פֿון פֿעלן אויסגעפֿונען
 פּויל אָ דער דײַ טש איז דורך זײַ פּסיכאָ ־פֿיזיאָ לאָ גישער אָ רגאַ ניזאַ ציע פֿאָ רט,דער אַ מעריקאַ ניזירטער י ִיד
248
. איידער צו דעם אמתן אַ מעריקאַ נער,דײטש
ַ  פּויל אָ דער,אַ סך ענלעכער צו דעם אמתן י ִיד
We could do the following experiment: stand up a genuine American, i.e., a greatgreat-grandchild of those Englishmen who laid their imprint upon American culture
and created the American type, on one side, and on the other side – a genuine
representative of any other folk that lives in America – a Jew, a Pole, a German –
and in the middle, the assimilated, Americanized child of that folk, – even unto the
fifth generation, – and an educated ethnologist and psychologist would, in the
majority of cases, identify the Americanized Jew, Pole, or German as nevertheless
much more similar in his psycho-physiological organization to the true Jew, Pole,
or German than to the true American.

For a good definition of cultural essentialism and its component assumptions, see Nicholas Bradley,
“Essentialism in the Concept of Culture: Gauging Belief,” Journal of Intercultural Communication, no. 21
(2018), 1-21.
248 “Der melting-pot,” 212.
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While a passage like this is problematic for all the reasons Lieberman points out and for additional
reasons that have been articulated since Zhitlowsky’s time in disciplinary conversations in physical
and cultural anthropology, among other contexts, I want to propose that in fact, this aspect of
Zhitlowsky’s model demands a more nuanced evaluation.
Firstly, in response to Lieberman’s critiques in particular, it is worth noting that Lieberman
seems to willfully misread Zhitlowsky. While it would be a stretch to claim that Zhitlowsky never
meant his biological descriptions of ethnic identity to be taken literally (and indeed, in his response
to Lieberman’s attack, he even defends them, citing Lamarckian evolution249), his main intention
in his writings about culture is not to propose and rigorously defend a scientific model of ethnic
heritability, but rather to describe and make points about social power relations, how they operate,
and how to confront them. At times he uses biological language that is clearly meant to be
metaphorical, or at the very least not literally biological (for example, when he speaks of the folk
as an organism, as we recall from “Impressions of America”: “[…] a folk, i.e., an organic creation
which is ruled by a certain national life-force”250). At other times he makes it clear that he is not
overly invested in the biological model of identity and that the nature of identity is in fact not
central to what he is arguing: for example, he writes, “It doesn’t matter if one conceptualizes [the]
unique life-force [i.e., the folksgayst] as a purely spiritual phenomenon which pursues its own
mystical-metaphysical existence somewhere transcending the individual children of the folk, or if
one disentangles it into purely natural psychic processes which play out within the souls [or, as we
would write today, selves] of those children [...].”251 Despite his allusions to the biological
In “An alt-naye plog,” cited in Lieberman, “Zhitlowsky als teoretiker fun natsyonalizm,” in idem, Dikhter
un veltn, 186-187.
250 “Ayndrukn fun Amerike,” see section 2 above. Weinberg attributes Zhitlowsky’s use of these images,
that “Jewry was […] ‘ a culturally creative organism’ and each of its members ‘the biological carrier of these
specific culturally creative forces,’” to the influence of sociologist Herbert Spencer, among other sources
(“Haim Zhitlowski,” 119).
251 “Ayndrukn fun Amerike.”
249
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heritability of ethnicity, Zhitlowsky spends significantly more time describing social mechanisms
of heritability (for example the familial transfer of subtle cultural habits that interfere with
“passing” in American culture, see Section 7). It is also worth noticing that when he discusses the
choice of highly assimilated Jews between “religious” and “national” affiliation (see Section 7),
he never mentions simple “genetic” Jewishness as a sufficient justification for Jewish
identification or belonging, neither from his perspective nor from theirs. Ultimately, what is central
to Zhitlowsky’s argument is not the idea that ethnic difference has a one-to-one basis in biology,
but the conviction that it cannot be made to disappear over the course of generations, a conviction
which, as we have seen, he justifies more often and more thoroughly on the basis of cultural
transmission plus persistent anti-Semitism than on the basis of biology.252
Secondly, regarding the additional ethnoracially essentialist features that can be identified
in Zhitlowsky’s work, it is important to note that, while he does use language and imagery implying
that cultures are static, monolithic, and discrete, he also indicates extensively that he sees room for
development and hybridity at least, if not intracommunal diversity.
Regarding development, in fact, a mainstay of his vision of “progressive nationalism” is
that minority cultures must be allowed the space to continue to develop as cultures: far from
wanting to carve out space to preserve a static traditional culture in a multicultural context,
Zhitlowsky advocates autonomism specifically because it creates space for healthy cultural
development (see Section 1, the allegory of the “road to human progress in our own Jewish mold,”
as well as Sections 2 and 3, particularly the tree metaphors). As we have seen, he also justifies his
focus on language rights by making the point that cultivating their languages allows peoples both
to maintain their national identities and to develop freely (see Section 5).

See also Matthew Hoffman’s discussion of the degree to which Zhitlowsky used biological images
literally vs. metaphorically in “From ‘Pintele Yid’ to ‘Racenjude,’” 72.
252
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As far as hybridity, Zhitlowsky mentions multiple times the importance and benefit of
cultural contact and exchange: e.g., when he discusses the desirability of American Jews attaining
an intimate acquaintance with English-language culture.253 If he downplays this idea in some cases,
it is because his political mission is to convince an audience that already believes in hybridity –
i.e., assimilation – of its dangers. While his version of hybridity does admittedly involve the
preservation of clearly-defined, discrete cultures even in the wake of mutual influence, it is
important, similarly, to keep in mind that he is emphasizing this idea in the face of the fear that
Jewish culture is under threat of disappearing; he also does realize that this model has limitations,
as evidenced by his attempts in one article to explain why he doesn’t take intermarriage seriously
as a factor in cultural change254 and in another article to map out a rather clunky procedure for
voluntary choice of and change in national affiliation (with particular attention to mixed marriages
and their offspring) that is otherwise consistent with his conception of nationalism.255
Even the absence of discussion of intracommunal diversity is not necessarily damning: in
Zhitlowsky’s articles about assimilation, he is primarily talking about the interface between Jewish
and non-Jewish populations rather than dynamics internal to the Jewish community, and while he
could certainly have written about variation in how that interface is experienced based on other
intersecting identities – gender, for example, any discussion of which is glaringly absent – the fact
that he does not do so is not necessarily an indication that he did not believe such variation existed,

“Would that all Jews throughout the world, all people throughout the world, could have access [to the
English-language cultural sphere]! Indeed, who would discourage an educated person [from developing]
fluency in English? Who would be dissatisfied if our entire folk consisted of such educated persons?” (“Di
englishizirung fun di yidishe masn”).
254 “Der melting-pot,” 213.
255 “Dos rekht oyf asimilatsye.”
253
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but arguably simply a reflection of his focus on the non-Jewish/Jewish power differential to the
exclusion of other power differentials.256
Finally, when considering Lieberman’s critique of Zhitlowsky through contemporary eyes,
it is necessary to proceed with a bit of caution. On one hand, Lieberman’s attitude is astoundingly
forward-thinking; Franz Boas, whom he cites,257 was himself ambivalent about the relationship
between brain weight, race, and ability up until 1906 at least, and even after he refuted racial
determinism more confidently in 1911, his position was still subject to intense controversy both
inside and outside of the field of anthropology for many years after that258; in general, both
Lieberman’s critiques of scientific racism and his warning against the dangers of embracing
narratives that attracted Aryan supremacists are naturally very appealing to us today. However,
while Lieberman’s article is certainly an important and impressive document worth of study in its
own right, it is important not to let our sympathies with his point of view cause us to jump to the
conclusion that in comparison, Zhitlowsky was hopelessly reactionary. Apart from the fact that
Lieberman seems to have (whether willfully or unconsciously) misread Zhitlowsky’s intent, it is
also important to remember that Zhitlowsky was using language and imagery that was widespread
in his generation across the political spectrum and across majority and minority nationalities.259
As such, his use of this vocabulary must be understood at least partly as a simple reflection of the
language available to him, rather than as an embrace of it – indeed, Matthew Hoffman argues that
For what it’s worth, he does occasionally discuss diversity in Jewish social class and how that affects
the relationship to assimilation, e.g., in “Di amerikaner ‘yahudim,’” as we have seen, and also in “Der
melting-pot”: “The image of the ‘melting pot’ varies not only from folk to folk and from region to region; it
naturally also varies according to one’s social class within the folk we are investigating. If we take, for
example, the middle-class Jewish world of New York and the world of New York Jewish laborers and
evaluate their degree and depth of assimilation, we would have before us two entirely different pictures”
(211).
257 Lieberman, “Zhitlowsky als teoretiker fun natsyonalizm,” in idem, Dikhter un veltn, 176.
258 See Vernon J. Williams Jr., “Franz Uri Boas’s Paradox,” in idem, Rethinking Race: Franz Boas and His
Contemporaries (Lexington, KY: University Press of Kentucky, 1996), 4-36.
259 See Hoffman for a partial list of Zhitlowsky’s conscious influences, which are presumably only the tip of
the iceberg (“From ‘Pintele Yid,’” 69-70).
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even in moments when Zhitlowsky overtly proposes the use of this imagery (particularly in his
1927 article in Der tog, “Yidn un yidishkeyt” [Jews and Jewishness]), he related to it both
ambivalently and transformatively.260
It is also important not to succumb to the temptation to read Lieberman’s critique as an
anti-nationalist one. Far from it: as we recall, one of his closing statements was, “Chauvinism in
nationalism becomes impossible”: a sign that the target of his critique is chauvinism, not
nationalism itself (in fact, one of his main critiques of Zhitlowsky later on was that the latter was
“anti-Jewish”).261 An investigation of his biography reveals that in fact, Lieberman expressed
national sentiments in a manner quite similar to that of Zhitlowsky: among other things, he also
played an important role in establishing the Yiddish school system, and he also wrote regularly for
the Poale Zion newspaper Di tsayt. Thus, it is important to avoid the temptation to conflate political
categories based on our contemporary preconceptions, and to refrain from reading this sharp
critique of Zhitlowsky by his contemporary as a rejection of all aspects of his model.

Hoffman, “From ‘Pintele Yid.’” See also Kay Schweigmann-Greve’s discussion of “Yidn un yidishkeyt” in
“Jüdische Nationalität aus verweigerter Assimilation,” 111-116.
261 See Lieberman, Yidn un yidishkeyt in di shriftn fun Dr. Kh. Zhitlovski. It is also worth noting that
Zhitlowsky himself critiqued chauvinism in nationalism: see “Tsvey forlezungen vegn yid un mentsh,” first
lecture, 118-126.
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Conclusion
Before Jews Became White Folks: Oppositional Consciousness, Agency, and
Foreseeing the “Price of Whiteness”

In the American context, then, Zhitlowsky tried to be the doctor who would discover and
distribute the cure to the particularly American strain of the Jewish allergy to Jewish particularism.
Whether it was the allergy of second- and third-generation American-born Jews who claimed to
be religiously Jewish despite the fact that their social ties to Judaism far outweighed their interest
in Jewish practice, those who cultivated professional and social ties primarily with Jews without
admitting that that was what they were doing, or those who were alienated from both Jewish and
non-Jewish community without realizing that anything was missing; whether it was the allergy of
European-born greenhorns who feared that a public embrace of a nationalist stance would attract
anti-Semitic punishment, those who rejected particularism out of an unconscious belief that Jewish
nationality was less deserving of esteem than other national identities, or simply those who
believed in the cosmopolitan ideal and refused to recognize that it did not provide the equality of
access, cultural openness, and dignity that it promised – Zhitlowsky tried to treat all these versions
of the allergy by dissecting them under the microscope and then holding up the slides to the
afflicted – at least those who could, and chose to, read the New York Yiddish press or attend his
public lectures.262 Zhitlowsky hoped that his audience would come around to his way of thinking,
and consequently join in the effort to build the infrastructure that would spread the outlook further:

I have not been able to find information about how much the position of Jews in the American context
figured as a theme of his public lectures after the initial series (“Tsvey forlezungen vegn der tsukunft fun di
felker in Amerike”); additional investigation of these historical details would present a clearer picture of the
audience for Zhitlowsky’s political message.
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the Yiddish press (and particularly its higher-brow side, represented by Dos naye lebn), the
Yiddish schools network, and other autonomous Jewish institutions.
How great was Zhitlowsky’s impact? To answer that question would require an entire
separate study, one geared toward chronicling the specific paths and topics of his lecture circuit,
and the contemporary responses to his message. (Such a study might be somewhat limited because,
as I mentioned in the Introduction, his family seems to have retained a significant portion of his
archive rather than donating the whole to YIVO after his death.) We do know that Zhitlowsky’s
lectures were popular and well-attended,263 and that the Yiddish school system which he
championed grew to several hundred schools strong and served thousands of students across North
America.264 We also know that his provocative positions with respect to Hitlerism and Stalinism
toward the end of his life called forth controversy that somewhat discredited him, at least in his
close intellectual and activist circles.265 However, we also know that his message, despite being so
heavily Yiddish-oriented, reached far enough to poke out into English-language spheres on
occasion.266
That Zhitlowsky undertook a project of public pedagogy is certain: it is clear that his
purpose in publishing his analysis of the dynamics of assimilation in the American context is
polemic as much as, or more than, it is documentary. It is equally clear that his intention was to

Apart from Elsberg’s claim that Zhitlowsky had delivered 2000 lectures in North America by 1929 (see
note 31 above), the only documentation I have found of this is anecdotal (see e.g., Michels, “The Politics
of Yidishe Kultur,” 138; D. Charney, “Der vanderndiker profesor” [The Wandering Professor], Literarishe
bleter 12, no. 21 (24 May 1935), 331). Unless I have overlooked a key source, a detailed chronological
study of Zhitlowsky’s career as a lecturer and its reception, insofar as archival and press evidence allow, is
long overdue.
264 See Freidenreich, Passionate Pioneers (particularly Appendix B II: “Schools Listed by Community”).
265 For an additional discussion of this period, see Dresner, Haim Zhitlovski, 397-412.
266 See for example the review of Zhitlowsky’s Gezamlte shriftn in the column “Books and Reading” in the
New York Evening Post, 23 May 1913 (?) (Papers of Chaim Zhitlowsky, RG 208, Archives of the YIVO
Institute for Jewish Research), reel 32A, frame 110; and the news bulletin “1,000 Attend Sessions of First
Convention of Yiddish Culture Society” in the New York Jewish Daily Bulletin (31 Mar. 1930), 2, which
reports among other things on a speech that Zhitlowsky delivered about Yiddish culture and its fate in the
American “melting pot.”
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encourage his readers to cease their acquiescence in, or even their embrace of, a hegemonic model
that in his view threatened to suppress their culture and ultimately to destroy their intracommunal
ties, their dignity, their integrity, and even their long-term safety in a country which he did not
fully trust to remain immune to the more virulent forms of anti-Semitism. Instead, he hoped to
inspire them to adopt a worldview that would empower them politically, which would in turn give
them space to develop culturally and support them in living morally and emotionally healthy lives,
without compromising their belonging to the American polity, their commitment to coexistence
and universal human values, or their openness to cultural exchange. Or, if in the end Zhitlowsky
was preaching to the choir, he hoped at the very least to inspire that choir to greater heights of
activity in order to give his message a wider reach, especially among the younger generation.
Insofar as Zhitlowsky attempted to use his influence as a public intellectual in a
pedagogical manner to encourage the population from which he stemmed to uproot their
attachment to the hegemonic view and its coopting influence, and to replace that view with a more
empowering narrative constructed out of lived subaltern experience,267 Zhitlowsky’s move is
consistent with features of Gramsci’s ideas about political education. In that Freirean pedagogy
relies on similar ideas of replacing complicity in one’s own oppression with an outlook that
assesses power imbalances and resists cooptation, Zhitlowsky’s project can also be said to be
Freirean; in addition, his encouragement of practical involvement in changing the terms of
engagement (particularly by building autonomous Yiddishist infrastructure) is also consistent with
Freire’s emphasis on praxis.268 While on one level Zhitlowsky’s pedagogical model would seem

In addition to the aspects of Gramsci’s thought mentioned above (see note 52), see also Kate Crehan’s
discussion of Gramsci’s conception of the role of the “organic intellectual” in “transform[ing] the incoherent
experience of a social group or class […] into a coherent narrative” (Gramsci’s Common Sense: Inequality
and Its Narratives (Durham: Duke University Press, 2016), 30-31).
268 Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 51-52.
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to be more elitist or “top-down” in conception than that of Gramsci269 or Freire,270 considering that
his writings generally convey his explicitly “single-authored” analysis and exhortations presented
in a didactic mode, without particular attention to the expertise of the masses, it must be
remembered that he did also concern himself extensively with cultivating new leadership via the
Yiddish schools movement. Additionally, in comparison with the masses who figured in Gramsci’s
and Freire’s imaginations, “Zhitlowsky’s masses” were on the whole much more literate, at least
in the American context; as such, we can read Zhitlowsky as not denying but rather assuming their
expertise – indeed, his exhortations to them to step into political leadership271 without hinting at a
need for any sort of prior “remedial education” confirm that impression.
In many ways, Cornel West’s formulation of the “insurgent intellectual” (see Introduction)
remains the model most pertinent for understanding the role Zhitlowsky sought to cultivate, insofar
as it encompasses a similar pedagogical project but maintains a clearly defined role for the trained,
professional intellectual272 who has certain skills, practices and resources in his possession and
leverages them to drive a particular part of the liberation process. At the same time, it must also

See Crehan’s discussion of Gramsci’s emphasis on the universality of intellectual activity, the cultivation
of organic intellectuals, and the importance of the “common sense” of the masses as the raw material from
which narratives are shaped (Gramsci’s Common Sense, 39, 41-42, 46-49).
270 See Freire’s critique of the “banking concept of education” and his insistence that education must be
dialogic (Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 71-86).
271 For example in his articles about the Yiddish schools movement, see, e.g., “Undzer yugnt far undzer
folk: Di frage vegn undzer asimilirter yugnt” and “Di englishizirung fun di yidishe masn.” It must be noted
that his appeals for participation are not direct: even in the latter article, when he does include a direct
appeal (“Our call [has at last] evoked a response. But when? Not long ago. How long ago did Jewish
workers begin building schools? On a historical timescale, really, only yesterday!... […] Wait, be patient!
Help in the struggle! Not until a quarter century from now, when the generation which we are raising enters
into [adult] life and has its say, will we be able to assess how much power it will wield to dam the stream
and turn it away from our fields”), the words are placed in the mouth of a fictional persona. However, this
indirectness must be read not as doubt about the fitness of his audience for political participation but rather
as a rhetorical choice based on other considerations (presumably the lack of harmony between such a
direct appeal and other facets of the persuasive mode which he employs).
272 Unlike Freire, who emphasized “the resolution of the teacher-student contradiction” (Pedagogy of the
Oppressed, 79-80), and arguably unlike Gramsci as well, who rejected the role of the “professional”
intellectual in favor of the “new type of intellectual” whose “basis” must be in “technical education, closely
bound to industrial labor” (“The Formation of the Intellectuals,” in idem, Selections from the Prison
Notebooks, 9).
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be observed that West is writing from the particular perspective of navigating the structures of an
elite, largely white-dominated university system from a heavily marginalized position. Zhitlowsky
did not have access to that sort of institutional life, 273 but was thus also free of its pressures, which
allowed him to concentrate his intellectual life fully in the public and to a great degree the popular
sphere; a full consideration of how that fact affected Zhitlowsky’s positionality as a thinker and a
public figure would require among other things an investigation into the sources, consistency, and
sufficiency of his livelihood.
I would like to close with a meditation on the relevance of Chaim Zhitlowsky’s life and
work for contemporary understandings of the history of Jewish racialization in the American
context.
Recent scholarly and activist discourse about American Jewish whiteness tends to
emphasize the full or partial “success” of the project of “Jews becoming white,” and particularly
the positioning of Jews on the “white” side of the “black/white binary” that lies at the heart of the
American racial system – and therefore Jewish access to the privileges of whiteness as a result.274
In addition to underscoring the access to white privilege, this formulation also emphasizes the
contingency, artificiality, and recency of the attribution of whiteness – all important points for an
understanding of the Jewish position in the contemporary American racial system as well as the
construction of the system more generally. However, this formulation also implies the existence
of a period “before Jews became white,” a matter which has thus far enjoyed less attention from

As D. Charney points out in “Der vanderndiker profesor”: “In any other nation [bay di umes-haoylem], a
figure such as Dr. Chaim Zhitlowsky would have been occupying a professorial chair in one of the most
prestigious universities for a long time by now, and young scholars laden with Zhitlowsky’s culturalphilosophical packages would be writing dissertations to receive the title of ‘doctor’ and beyond.”
274 See particularly Karen Brodkin, How Jews Became White Folks and What That Says about Race in
America (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1998) and Eric Goldstein, The Price of Whiteness:
Jews, Race, and American Identity (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2006).
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the disciplinary perspective of the study of American racialization, with the notable exception of
Eric Goldstein’s 2006 monograph, The Price of Whiteness: Jews, Race, and American Identity.
One of the important insights that comes from the recognition that white-skinned Jews have
enjoyed various degrees of white privilege in the American context for the last several decades is
that this fact influences the Jewish relationship to the American racial hierarchy and influences the
ways in which white Jews are willing or moved to act in solidarity with communities of color
facing injustice under the American racial system, or, more bluntly, the degree to which they
perceive such solidarity as being in keeping with or in opposition to their own interests, as
Goldstein documents.275 As Jane Mansbridge has described in her introduction to the collection of
articles on the topic which she edited, many factors affect whether or not a group will develop an
“oppositional consciousness” vis-à-vis (vs. either full identification with or a more indirect mode
of resistance to) an oppressive system, including “the objective structural position of a group
within a system of domination and subordination, the obvious injustice versus the presumed
naturalness of its subordination, the degree of the group’s physical and cultural segregation from
the dominant group, and the degree of voluntariness in its distinctness from the dominant norm.”276
To this list can be added the group’s psychological identification with the interests of those who
hold power in the system (whether or not the group is materially invested in those interests), the
real or perceived risks of open resistance, tendencies or lack thereof (influenced by many factors)
toward assuming a position of solidarity with other oppressed groups in the system, and many
other elements. As both Goldstein and Melissa Weiner have documented using the example of the
Goldstein, The Price of Whiteness, see especially the sections “The Rise of Jewish Racial Liberalism,”
194-201, “From Conformity to Revival,” 212-216, and “African Americans and Jews in a ‘Multicultural’ Age,”
216-223. Goldstein also describes related dynamics in an earlier era (1896-1918) in Chapter 3, “‘Now Is
the Time to Show Your True Colors’: The Jewish Approach to African Americans,” 51-85.
276 Jane Mansbridge, “The Making of Oppositional Consciousness,” in Oppositional Consciousness: The
Subjective Roots of Social Protest, ed. eadem and Aldon Morris (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2001), 7.
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1968-1971 Ocean Hill-Brownsville public school system conflict, the social position of secularpresenting white-skinned Jews in the postwar American context has generally discouraged them
from forming an oppositional consciousness vis-à-vis the American polity, even insofar as the
latter is white supremacist.277
However, if indeed there was a time “before Jews became white folks,” the question arises:
What was the Jewish attitude toward the American racial hierarchy at that time?
As Goldstein has shown, it is a mistake to assume that the Jewish investment in American
whiteness began with the G.I. Bill of 1944, access to FHA-backed loans, and other such
developments that facilitated Jewish upward mobility by including white Jews on the white side
of the black/white binary, as documented by Karen Brodkin in her 1998 monograph How Jews
Became White Folks and What That Says about Race in America. Long before these overt gestures
that significantly contributed to the entrenchment of the Jewish “possessive investment in
whiteness,” in George Lipsitz’s words278 – as early as the 1870s, in fact – Jews of Western
European origin who had immigrated prior to the big wave of Eastern European Jewish
immigration were fairly integrated into the middle-class and wealthy white American
mainstream,279 and Eastern-European immigrants had good reason to be optimistic about
eventually attaining the same status. This, among other factors, differentiated even early Eastern
European Jewish-American experience from the experiences of many Americans of color.
Melissa Weiner writes, “Believing in an open American society, Jews argued that simply improving
conditions within the public schools, rather than completely changing their structure, would allow African
Americans to succeed educationally. Not recognizing the deeply rooted structures of racial inequality that
privileged Jews while oppressing African Americans, Jews could not understand African Americans’ desires
to operate the schools autonomously rather than assimilate” (Power, Protest, and the Public Schools:
Jewish and African American Struggles in New York City (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press,
2010), 8. Needless to say, the contrast between this Jewish perspective on the New York City public schools
and the perspective that Zhitlowsky had expressed six decades earlier is striking. See also Goldstein, The
Price of Whiteness, 218.
278 George Lipsitz, The Possessive Investment in Whiteness: How White People Profit from Identity Politics
(revised and expanded ed., Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2006).
279 Goldstein, The Price of Whiteness, 13-16.
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However, as Goldstein documents throughout his book, there was a long period of Jewish
ambivalence about the costs, both ethnic and ethical, of identifying fully with American whiteness,
an ambivalence which extends in many ways up until the present day.
In this sense, on one hand, one might argue that there was no period “before Jews became
white folks.” On the other hand, this investigation reminds us of something else: that for more than
a century of Jewish presence in America, including “after Jews became white folks,” the subjective
relationship of Jews to whiteness has been fraught and constantly negotiated, including by means
of attempts to refuse a full identification between the two, as Goldstein documents throughout his
book. Thus, in exploring the evolution of Ashkenazi Jewish racial self-identification in the
American context, Goldstein takes an important step toward documenting something that is often
missing from mainstream Eastern European Jewish immigration narratives: namely, the
significance and complexity of the role played by Jewish desire, agency, and resistance in the
Americanization process. As Goldstein describes, Ashkenazi Jewish immigrants and their
descendants have had complicated feelings about what it meant to become “American” – meaning
American-white – and they made and continue to make complicated decisions and constrained
compromises about whether and how to accept or resist that designation.
However, while Goldstein does consider a few sources from the Yiddish press in his study,
he focuses primarily on speech acts that were performed in English before an audience that could
at least potentially include non-Jews. As such, he excludes from his consideration a huge body of
exclusively (or nearly exclusively) intracommunal discourse – a corpus that by its very nature is
essential for a full understanding of Jewish attitudes toward and calculations about joining the
American white mainstream at the pivotal moment: during and immediately after the peak of
immigration, when the question of acculturation was at its most immediate. While Goldstein
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documents Jewish ambivalence about whiteness (and blackness too), he documents very little in
the way of directly oppositional attitudes toward American society and its assumptions and
demands.280 This fact is unsurprising considering the mixed audiences of the discourses he cites
and the risks an expression of such attitudes would entail in those contexts. For a true assessment
of the presence and incidence of oppositional consciousness in the Jewish immigrant community
at the time, the Yiddish press seems likely to be a much more fruitful corpus.
The extent to which an oppositional orientation toward American society, in response to
injustices and annoyances suffered by Jewish immigrants and in reaction to the experiential and
anticipated costs of “enrollment” in American whiteness, is in evidence in the American Yiddish
press has yet to be adequately explored. However, I have hoped to suggest in this study that Chaim
Zhitlowsky’s writings can and should be considered in this light, as an example of a voice that
took advantage of the closed space of a mostly intracommunal forum to express starkly
oppositional perspectives on the demands and assumptions of American society, to center Jewish
immigrant needs and experiences unapologetically, and to push other immigrant Jews to do the
same – and in particular to push them to interrogate their own buy-in to a system that placed them
on the cultural and linguistic margins without ultimately delivering the compensations it promised,
other than perhaps on the economic front. The example of Zhitlowsky pushes the analysis which
Goldstein began further, beyond ambivalence about identifying with American whiteness to a
discourse of active, articulated rejection, combined with an envisioned and partially-realized
attempt to build an alternative version of the American Jewish community that would be true to
Goldstein talks about “assert[ing] a minority consciousness” (The Price of Whiteness, 6), i.e., refusing
to be swallowed up into a white population with which American Jews did not fully identify; also, at certain
points he talks about Jewish anger on behalf of or solidarity with African-American communities (see
especially 69-81). However, both of these phenomena fall short of the sort of oppositional consciousness
that Zhitlowsky articulates, which he proposes ought to be adopted by Jews on their own behalf, and which
is based in the recognition that the centering of (Gentile) Anglo whiteness is at the heart of the American
project in its present (even if not in its ideal) form.
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the best of American values while refusing to pay the cultural and psychological price of meltingpot-style assimilation.281 It is significant, and perhaps unsurprising, that in the context of this
openly oppositional analysis, Zhitlowsky describes Jews’ negative experiences in American
society in terms reminiscent of those employed by American observers of color. For example, his
warning that non-Jews will never accept Jews as full members of American society is comparable
to the idea of “perpetual foreignness” as it has been articulated in the Asian American context282;
his comments about subtle and persistent cultural differences that interfere with attaining
acceptance and belonging as “real Americans” echo certain aspects of the concept of “passing”283;
and his critique of the insidiousness of the “new, enlightened” anti-Semitisms echoes critiques of
“colorblind” attitudes and policies.284 Similarly, Zhitlowsky’s analysis of Heine’s prince/dog
duality are reminiscent of W.E.B. DuBois’s formulation of “double consciousness”285; his analysis

It is notable that at least in the articles I considered here, Zhitlowsky does not address the ethical costs
of whiteness beyond the matter of the self-abasement entailed in conforming to a foreign standard of
approval: even when speaking about Jews who have attained wealth and status in the American system,
he does not ever express, for example, concern about their expression of racist attitudes, their participation
in racist institutions, or their treatment of non-white servants.
282 See “The Perpetual Foreigner: Yellow Peril in the Pacific Century,” in idem, Yellow: Race in America
Beyond Black and White (New York: Basic Books, 2001), 79-130. As we have seen, on one hand,
Zhitlowsky characterizes the “perpetual foreignness” of Jews as an objective fact (see especially Sections
6 and 8); on the other hand, he does also discuss the refusal of the non-Jewish sphere to conceptualize
Jews as belonging fully to other nationalities (see Sections 1 and 6).
283 See Section 7. The literature on racial and ethnic passing in American society is too broad to summarize
here; however, a useful genealogy of the concept and its evolving significance can be found in Elaine K.
Ginsberg, “Introduction: The Politics of Passing,” in Passing and the Fictions of Identity (ed. eadem,
Durham: Duke University Press, 1996), 1-18.
284 See Sections 1, 2, 3 and 6. Recent years have produced an extensive literature analyzing the racist
impact of racial colorblindness; see for example Philip Mazzocco, The Psychology of Racial Colorblindness:
A Critical Review (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017); Meghan Burke, Colorblind Racism (Cambridge,
UK: Polity, 2019); Tim Wise, Colorblind: The Rise of Post-Racial Politics and the Retreat from Racial Equity
(San Francisco: City Lights, 2010); Sherrow Pinder, Colorblindness, Post-Raciality, and Whiteness in the
United States (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015); and Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Racism Without Racists:
Color-Blind Racism and the Persistence of Racial Inequality in the United States (Lanham, MD: Rowman
& Littlefield, 2003).
285 See Sections 1 and 6; compare W.E.B. DuBois: “[…] this sense of always looking at one’s self through
the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and
pity” (The Souls of Black Folk, New York: Dover Publications, 1994, reprint of the original 1903 text), 2. In
the same excerpt, DuBois also discusses the wish “to be both a Negro and an American” and the experience
that the two identities conflicted – another observation alongside which Zhitlowsky’s perspective is worth
considering.
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of the imagined “stam-mentsh” as a mechanism that surreptitiously privileges certain identities
over others has much in common with analyses of “unmarked” vs. “marked” identities286; and
finally, his analysis of the “melting pot” as a symbol that is used to coax immigrants to shed their
identities echoes analyses of the injustice of overt or masked demands to “check one’s identity at
the door” of supposedly inclusive spaces.287
If Zhitlowsky’s perspective had been more common among immigrant Jews, the American
Yiddish press and Yiddish school system would likely have enjoyed wider success and lasted
longer, among other outcomes. However, neither did Zhitlowsky stand alone: he emerged out of a
political moment in which non-territorial Jewish nationalism (running the gamut from Yiddishism
to non-territorial forms of Zionism288) was both “thinkable” and compelling for many. As such,
his perspective reminds us of an oft-forgotten thread in the history of the Jewish relationship to
American multiculturalism. Zhitlowsky attempted to convince American Jews not only to “opt
out” of traveling what would turn out to be the path to whiteness, but also to help build a
“farbesert” [new and improved] version of American society that was not based around a single
definition of mainstream ethnic Americanness. While this attempt did not ultimately succeed, an
investigation into the print and archival remnants of that particular political moment can help us
to sharpen our conception of the complexities of Jewish agency, desire, and resistance in the

See Sections 3 and 6. While these terms are originally rooted in linguistics (see Linda Waugh, “Marked
and Unmarked: A Choice between Unequals in Semiotic Structure,” Semiotica 38, no. 3-4 (1982), 299318), they have been mobilized to describe the systemic marginalization of non-whiteness (see for example
George Yancy, “Flipping the Script,” in idem, Look, a White! Philosophical Essays on Whiteness
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2012), 1-16).
287 See Section 2. I have not been able to find a broad scholarly analysis of this phenomenon, but it is
frequently referenced in contemporary discussions about the inclusivity of institutional contexts; see e.g.
Lee Jones in the preface to Retaining African Americans in Higher Education: Challenging Paradigms for
Retaining Students, Faculty, and Administrators: “We can take bold nonpolitically correct steps to constantly
challenge the status quo to ensure an environment for all people without asking them to check their ethnicity
at the door” (ed. idem, Sterling, VA: Stylus, 2001), xi.
288 See Noam Pianko, Zionism and the Roads Not Taken: Rawidowicz, Kaplan, Kohn (Bloomington, IN:
Indiana University Press), 2010.
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development of Jewish-American identity, and to pose new questions about the place of “white
ethnicities” in the American ethnoracial system more broadly.
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